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The work on intersection type assignment systems presented in this thesis grew between 1988 
and 1992. I first encountered intersection types in 1986 in an introductory course on Lambda 
Calculus by professor Henk Barendregt at the University of Nijmegen. Under his supervision 
I wrote a master's thesis [van Bakel '88], in which a first version of the Strict Type 
Assignment System was presented. After my MSc-graduation in 1988 I worked with 
professors Mariangiola Dezani-Ciancaglini, Mario Coppo and Simonetta Ronchi della Rocca 
in Turin, Italy, from February 15 until July 15 1988. This resulted in a paper [van Bakel '92a] 
that appeared in the June 1992 issue of Theoretical Computer Science. The results presented 
in this paper can be found in the chapters four and seven of this thesis. 
In the first half of 1989 I implemented an intersection type inference algorithm for lambda 
terms, reported on in [van Bakel '90]. It led to the proof that the Strict Type Assignment 
System has the principal type property. This proof was presented in [van Bakel '91], which is 
submitted for publication to the journal Logic and Computation. The results presented in that 
paper can be found in chapter six. 
In March 1991 I visited Turin. In a discussion with Mariangiola Dezani-Ciancaglini and 
Mario Coppo the observation was made that in Term Rewriting Systems, types are not 
preserved under rewriting. This problem was successfully tackled and reported on in the 
paper [van Bakel etal. '92] which appeared in the February 1992 proceedings of СААР '92, 
Colloquium on Trees in Algebra and Programming, Rennes, France. Part of the results of that 
paper can be found in the chapters nine and eleven. The design of the Applicative Term 
Rewriting Systems and the notion of type assignment as presented in that paper was the result 
of a cooperation between Sjaak Smetsers of the University of Nijmegen, Simon Brock of the 
University of East Anglia, Norwich, U.K., and myself. In the second half of 19911 
generalized this notion of type assignment to the system that uses intersection types of 
Rank 2, which resulted in [van Bakel '92c], that is submitted for publication to the Journal of 
Functional Programming. The results of that paper can be found in chapters eight and twelve. 
When writing this thesis I defined the Essential Type Assignment System, both for Lambda 
Calculus and Applicative Term Rewriting Systems. These two notions of type assignment 
were also presented in [van Bakel '92b]. The former has been submitted to LICS '93, Logic 
In Computer Science, Montreal, Canada, and can be found in chapter five, the latter will 
appear as [van Bakel '93] in the March 1993 proceedings of TLCA '93, Typed Lambda 
Calculi and Applications, Utrecht, the Netherlands, and can be found in chapter ten. 
The research presented in this thesis was supported by: 
• The Dutch Organisation for the Advancement of Pure Research (N.W.O.), grant NF-68. 
• The Esprit Basic Research Action 3074 'Semantics and Pragmatics of Generalized 
Graph Rewriting (Semagraph)'. 
• N.W.O.-project 'Design and implementation of a type system based on intersection types 




I assume the reader to be familiar with the lambda calculus, including notions like normal 
forms, reduction strategies, λ-models, etc. For definitions and notions used here, see 
[Barendregt '84]. 
Notations 
This section is given as a point of return while reading the thesis; its contents is not intended 
as something to read before studying the chapters of the thesis. 
In this thesis, the symbol φ (often indexed, like in <¿J¿) will be a type-variable; when writing 
a type-variable ψί, I will sometimes use the index г only, so as to obtain more readable types. 
Greek symbols like α, β, η, μ, и, η, ρ, σ and τ (often indexed) will range over types, and π 
will be used for principal types. To avoid parentheses in the notation of types, I will assume 
that '—>' associates to the right - so right-most, outer-most brackets will be omitted - and I 
will assume that, as in logic, 'П' binds stronger than '—•'. So σΠτ—»ρΠμ—>7 means 
((σΠτ)—>((ρημ)—>7)). I use the word 'subtype' to express that one type is a syntactic 
component of another or the type itself. 
I use M, N for lambda terms, x, y, ζ for term-variables and A for terms in λΧ-normal 
form. F, G, H, I, etc. are used for function symbols, Q for constants and Τ for terms in 
rewriting systems. 
I use В for bases, B\x for the basis obtained from В by erasing the statements that have χ 
as subject, and Ρ for principal bases. Two types (bases, pairs of basis and type) are disjoint if 
and only if they have no type-variables in common. 
Notions of type assignment are defined as ternary relations on bases, terms and types, that 
are denoted by h . I use S I-ƒ Μ:σ for the statement 'M can be typed with the type σ 
starling from a basis В using the set of derivation rules that is indicated by ƒ'. If in a notion of 
type assignment for M there are basis В and type σ such that В l· Μ:σ, or a node or edge in 
the tree-representation of terms is labelled with a type σ, then the term (node, edge) is typed 
with σ, and σ is assigned to it. 
I use О for operations on types, bases and pairs of basis and type; I use D for duplications, 
E for expansions, L for liftings, S for substitutions, and W for weakenings. 
I use the symbol D to mark the end of a proof. 
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Introduction 
Over the last decade the popularity of functional programming has increased. A large and still 
growing number of people is becoming interested in functional programming languages: com-
puter scientists and logicians on the scientific side as well as hard- and software manufacturers 
on the applied side. Unfortunately for the major part of people working in computer science or 
companies, functional programming languages are but a toy, since programs written in the av-
erage functional language take a long time to execute. Nevertheless impressive improvements 
are achieved in implementing these languages (reaching nfib-numbers of over one million for 
the functional programming language Clean on an Apple Macintosch IIFX) and it seems just 
a matter of time before they will become a practical tool in program development. 
In recent years several paradigms were investigated for the implementation of functional 
programming languages. Not only the Lambda Calculus [Barendregt '84], but also Term 
Rewriting Systems [Klop '90] and Term Graph Rewriting Systems [Barendregt et al. '87] were 
topics of research. Lambda Calculus (or rather combinator systems) constitutes the underlying 
model forthe functional programming language Miranda [Turner '85]. Term Rewriting Systems 
were used in the underlying model for the language OBJ [Futatsugi et al. '85], and Term Graph 
Rewriting Systems were the model for the language Clean [Brus et al. '87, Nöcker étal. '91]. 
The extension from Lambda Calculus to Term Rewriting Systems is done via combinator 
systems. Term rewrite rules are written very much like the definitions of combinators, the 
difference being that a formal parameter can be a pattern: it is allowed to have structure and it 
need not be a term-variable. Term Graph Rewriting Systems are obtained from Term Rewriting 
Systems by writing terms as trees, and allowing cyclic structures as well as sharing of nodes. 
The Lambda Calculus, Term Rewriting Systems and Graph Rewriting Systems themselves 
are type free, whereas in programming the notion of types plays an important role. Type 
assignment to programs and objects is in fact a way of performing abstract interpretation that 
provides necessary information for both compilers and programmers. Types are essential to 
obtain efficient machine code when compiling a program and are also used to make sure that 
the programmer has a clearer understanding of the programs that are written. Since Lambda 
Calculus is a fundamental basis for many functional programming languages, a type assignment 
system for pure untyped Lambda Calculus capable of deducing meaningful and expressive types 
has been a topic of research for many years. 
There are various ways to deal with the problem of handling types in programming languages. 
These can roughly be divided in the 'typed' and 'untyped' approaches. The 'typed' approach 
can be found in programming languages that have explicit typing: objects in a program have 
types provided by the programmer, and the type-algorithm incorporated in the compiler for the 
language checks if these are used consistently. The 'untyped' approach is used in languages 
that allow programmers to write programs without any type-specification at all, and it is the 
task of the type-algorithm to infer types for objects and to check consistency. 
There exists a well-understood and well-defined notion of type assignment on lambda terms, 
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known as the Curry Type Assignment System [Curry & Feys '58, Curry '34]), which expressed 
abstraction and application. Many of the now existing type assignment systems for functional 
programming languages that use the 'untyped' approach are based on (extensions of) Curry's 
system. For example, the functional programming language ML [Milner '78] is in fact an 
extended lambda calculus and its type system is based on Curry's system. 
It is well known that in Curry's system, the problem of typeability 
Given a term M, are there basis В and type σ such that В h М:сг? 
is decidable. This system also has the principal type property: M is typeable if and only if 
there are a basis P, and type π, such that 
Ρ V- Μ·.π, and for every pair <B, σ> such that В l· Μ:σ, there exists an operation 
О (from a specified set of operations) such that 0(<P, π>) = <B, σ>. 
The type π is then called a 'principal type for M '. In general it is undecidable whether such an 
operation exists in the specified collection, except for certain special cases. For Curry's system 
the operation О consists entirely of substitutions, i.e. operations that replace type-variables by 
types. Principal type schemes for Curry's system were defined in [Hindley '69]. 
The existence of a principal type within a type assignment system for a typeable lambda 
term M shows an internal coherence between all types that can be assigned to M. Since 
substitution is an easy operation, the set { <B, σ> \ В \r Μ:σ } can be computed in Curry's 
system easily from the principal pair for M. The principal type property plays an important 
role in the 'untyped' approach, since, in an implementation, it allows of the use of the principal 
type of M to find the right types for the various occurrences of M without deriving the type 
for M over and over again; this property constitutes the basis for the notion of 'polymorphic 
functions' in programming languages like ML. 
In some type assignment systems it is uncertain whether or not this property holds. For 
example, for the Polymorphic Type Discipline [Girard '86] there is no natural way to obtain the 
types (\/φ.φ)^(νφ.φ) and (ΰφ.φ-4φ)—>(ΰφ.φ—>φ), both types for the lambda term ( λ χ . ι ι ) 
from a single type (see [Giannini & Ronchi della Rocca '88]). In any case, there exists no type 
σ derivable for Xx.xx such that both types can be obtained from σ by substitution. 
In [Milner '78] an extension of Curry's system is presented, which can be seen as a restriction 
of the Polymorphic Type Discipline. Type assignment in this system is decidable and it has 
the principal type property. It is designed to formalize the notion of polymorphic functions as 
used in functional programming languages like ML and Miranda. (In [Mycroft '84] a slightly 
more general extension of this system was presented in which type assignment is no longer 
decidable, but that is nevertheless used for type checking in Miranda.) 
Although frequently used in functional programming languages, the Curry Type Assignment 
System has some drawbacks. In this system it is, for example, not possible to assign a type to 
the term (λι.χχ). Moreover, although the lambda terms (Xcd.d) and ((\xyz.xz(yz))(\ab.a)) 
are /3-equal, the principal type schemes for these terms are different. 
The Intersection Type Discipline as presented in [Coppo eia/. '81, Barendregt étal. '83] is 
an extension of Curry's system that does not have these drawbacks. The extension to Curry's 
system is essentially that term-variables are allowed to have more than one type. Intersection 
types are constructed by adding, next to the type constructor '—>', the type constructor 'П' and 
the type constant 'ω'. This yields a type assignment system that is very powerful: it is closed 
under /3-equality: 
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If ß l· Μ-.σ and Μ =β Ν, then Β h Ν:σ. 
Because of this power, type assignment in this system is undecidable. 
As stated above, if a typte assignment system with intersection types is desired - instead of 
Curry's system - for the construction of a type inference system for an untyped functional 
programming language, then such a system should at least have the principal pair property. 
(Of course decidability of typte assignment is also convenient.) There are two intersection type 
assignment systems for which this property is proved. 
In [Coppo et al. '80] principal 1ур>е schemes were defined for a type assignment system that 
is a restriction of the one presented in [Coppo etal. '81]. This system has as a disadvantage 
that it is not an extension of Curry's system: if В l· Μ-.τ, and the variable χ does not occur 
in B, then for Xx.M only the type ω—*τ can be derived. Therefore, it is impossible to derive 
Ψθ~*Ψ\~¥Ψθ for the lambda term Aab.a. This type is derivable for that term in Curry's system. 
For the BCD-system defined in [Barendregt etal. '83], principal type schemes can be defined 
as in [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84]. In [Ronchi della Rocca '88] a unification semi-
algorithm for intersection types was presented, together with a semi-algorithm that finds the 
principal type for every strongly normalizable lambda term. These algorithms are called 
'semi-algorithms', because they do not terminate for every possible input. 
The BCD-system has as a disadvantage that it is too general: in this system there are several 
ways to deduce a desired result, due to the presence of the derivation rules (ПІ), ((iE) and (<). 
These rules not only allow of superfluous steps in derivations, but they also make it possible to 
give essentially different derivations for the same result. Moreover, in [Barendregt etal. '83] 
the relation < induced an equivalence relation ~ on typtes. Equivalence classes are big (for 
example: ω ~ σ—*ω, for all types σ) and type assignment is closed for ~ . And although the 
set { <B, σ> | В h Μ-.σ } can be generated using the operations specified in [Ronchi della 
Rocca & Venneri '84], the problem of type-checking 
Given a term M and type σ, is there а В such that В h Μ:σ? 
is complicated. 
Although the BCD-system has the principal type property, it is not used in type checkers 
for functional languages at the present time, as typte assignment is undecidable in this system. 
In order to obtain a terminating type checker based on this system, some restrictions have 
to be made. There are of course limitations of the BCD-system that provide decidable type 
assignment and efficient implementation (the trivial one being the restriction to Curry's system). 
Another possibility is the one suggested in [Leivant '83]: limiting the set of types to intersection 
typjes of Rank 2. 
Because of the similarity between this system and the one for ML, this system got little 
attention from the functional programming world in the past. This is surprising, considering 
the several advantages of the Rank 2 system over the one for ML. Not only the class of typteable 
terms is significantly extended when intersection types of Rank 2 are used, but also more 
accurate types can be deduced for terms. Moreover, when using the ML-typte checker it is 
j>ossible that a program (conect in the programmers mind) is rejected because of occurring 
typte conflicts, while on the other hand it could be accepted after the programmer has rewritten 
the specification. Such a rewrite would not be necessary if Rank 2 tyjjes were used. 
Most functional programming languages, for instance Miranda, allow programmers to specify 
an algorithm (function) as a set of rewrite rules. It is remarkable that little is known -
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apart from the algebraic approach [Dershowitz & Jouannaud '90] - about type assignment in 
Term Rewriting Systems. The type assignment systems incorporated in most term rewriting 
languages are in fact extensions of type assignment systems for a(n extended) lambda calculus, 
and although it seems straightforward to generalize those systems to the (significantly larger) 
world of Term Rewriting Systems, it is at first glance not evident that those borrowed systems 
still have all the properties they possessed in the world of Lambda Calculus. For example, 
type assignment in Term Rewriting Systems in general does not satisfy the subject reduction 
property: i.e. types are not preserved under rewriting. In order to be able to study the details 
of type assignment for Term Rewriting Systems, a formal notion of type assignment on Term 
Rewriting Systems is needed, that is closer to the approach of type assignment in Lambda 
Calculus than the algebraic one. 
The aim of the research presented in this thesis is develop to type assignment systems with 
intersection types for the Lambda Calculus and for Term Rewriting Systems, in order to in­
vestigate and understand their structure and properties and to see whether the definition of a 
type-checker for a functional programming language with intersection types is feasible. Inter­
section types are examined because they are a good means to perform abstract interpretation: 
better than Curry types, also even better than the kind of types used in languages like ML. Also, 
the presented formalisms could be extended to the world of Term Graph Rewriting Systems, 
which is favourable as in that world intersection types are the natural tool to type nodes that are 
shared. Moreover, intersection types seem to be promising for use in functional programming 
languages, since they seem to provide a good formalism to express overloading. The results 
of this research can be used as a guideline to develop typc-inferencing (and type-checking) 
algorithms using intersection types in functional programming languages. 
There is a great number of notions of type assignment presented in this thesis (fifteen in total), 
each defined as a ternary relation on bases, terms and types and denoted by h , indexed with 
information to be able to distinguish them. 
In chapters one through three a short overview of various type disciplines will be given. It 
starts with the presentation of the Curry Type Assignment System ( h^ ) in chapter one. Chapter 
two will contain the development of the Intersection Type Discipline, by presenting the several 
systems that were published in the past. In section 2.1 the Coppo-Dezani System ( hco ) 
will be discussed, and in section 2.2 three Coppo-Dezani-Venneri Systems ( I-CDV . '"CDVs » 
'"CDVp )· In section 2.3 the Barendregt-Coppo-Dezani System ( I-BCD ) w ' 4 be discussed. In 
chapter three a short overview of the Milner Type Assignment System [Milner '78] ( I- M L ) 
will be given - that will be compared to the Rank 2 Intersection Type Assignment System in 
chapter eight - and the Mycroft Type Assignment System [Mycrofl '84] ( ^мус )· 
In chapters four through eight intersection type disciplines for the Lambda Calculus will 
be studied. In chapter four the Strict Type Assignment System ( !-§ ) will be presented, a 
restriction of the BCD-system that satisfies all major properties ofthat full system, for which in 
chapter six will be proved that the principal type property holds. In chapter five the Essential 
Intersection Type Assignment System ( l-E ) will be defined, a slight generalization of the strict 
one and also a restriction of the BCD-system. The intersection type assignment system without 
the type constant ω ( \--
ω
 ) will be presented in chapter seven. It will be shown that all three 
restrictions yield undecidable systems. So these attempts to restrict the system in preparation 
for the construction of a type checker will fail. In chapter eight the Rank 2 Intersection Type 
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Assignment System ( hg ) will be defined, the smallest restriction of the Intersection Type 
Discipline that contains intersection types. It will be shown that in this system type assignment 
is decidable and that it has the principal type property. 
In chapters nine through twelve intersection type disciplines will be studied for Applicative 
Term Rewriting Systems, that will be defined in chapter nine. In chapter ten a formal notion 
of type assignment ( hg ) will be presented that uses strict intersection types. Chapters eleven 
and twelve will be presented in such a way that they can be read independently from the 
other chapters in this thesis, although it is advisable to study chapter eight before reading 
chapter twelve. Those chapters aim to present type assignment systems that can be used in 
functional programming languages, so not only will be shown that the presented systems have 
the principal type property, but also will be shown that type assignment is decidable in those 
systems by presenting (terminating) unification algorithms that should be implemented when 
such a system is used. 
In chapter eleven a formal notion of type assignment on left linear Applicative Term Rewriting 
Systems will be presented ( K Q ) that uses Curry types, and the way of dealing with recursion of 
the extension defined by Mycroft of Curry's system. This chapter aims to give formal motivation 
for the type system of Miranda, and to provide a formal type system for all languages that use 
pattern matching and have type systems based on Mycroft's extension of Curry's system. 
In chapter twelve a type assignment system for Applicative Term Rewriting Systems will be 
defined that uses intersection types of Rank 2 ( I-R£ ). The Rank 2 system is very close to the 
Milner Type Assignment System, as discussed in chapter eight, so should show the advantages 
of intersection types over Curry types (or ML types). 
In a picture the relation between the several notions of type assignment looks like this: 
I" BCD 
bf-" 1-Е l-CDV Ι~-ω 
An arrow is drawn from one turnstyle to another if the second (the one the arrow will 
eventually point at) is a natural extension (or generalization) of the first (the one the arrow will 
point from). This means that ideas and definitions of the system at the start of the arrow are 
used to define the system at the end of it, or the system at the start is a restriction of the system 
at the end. When the arrow does not stand for a real extension, it is marked by *. Otherwise 
if В h Μ·.σ holds in the system at the start of the arrow, then В h Μ:σ holds in the system at 
the end; the latter M is sometimes obtained from the former one by bracket-abstraction. 
Chapter 1 The Curry Type Assignment System 
Type assignment foi the Lambda Calculus was first studied in [Curry '34]. (See also [Curry 
& Feys '58].) Curry's system - the first and most primitive one - expresses abstraction and 
application and has as its major advantage that the problem of type assignment (given a term 
M, are there Β, σ such that В \-Q Μ·.σ) is decidable. In this chapter we will present the main 
definitions and results for this system, using a notation that will be used throughout this thesis. 
Definition 1.1 (cf. [Curry '34, Curry & Feys '58]) i) TQ, the set οι Curry-types is inductively 
defined by: 
a) All type-variables ψο, φ\,... € TQ. 
b) If σ and τ 6 TQ, then σ—>τ e TQ. 
ii) A Curry statement is an expression of the form Μ:σ, where M G Λ and σ G TQ. 
M is the subject and σ the predicate οΐΜ:σ. 
iii) A Curry basis is a set of Curry statements with only distinct variables as subjects. 
Definition 1.2 (cf. [Curry '34, Curry & Feys '58]) i) Curry-type assignment and 
Curry-derivations are defined by the following natural deduction system. 
[χ-.σ] 
Μ:τ Μ:σ—>τ Ν:σ 
(-1): (a) (-E): 
\χ.Μ:σ—УТ MN:T 
(a) If χ-.σ is the only statement about χ on which М:т depends. 
ii) If Μ:σ is derivable from В using a Curry-derivation, we write В l·^ Μ·.σ. 
The main properties of this system are: 
• The principal type property. 
• Decidability of type assignment. 
• Strongly normaJizability of all typeable terms. 
Because of the decidability of type assignment in this system, many of the now existing type 
assignment systems for functional programming languages are based on Curry's system. 
Principal type schemes for Curry's system were defined in [Hindley '69]. In this paper 
Hindley actually proved the existence of principal types for an object in Combinatory Logic, 
but the same construction can be used for a proof of the principal type property for terms in the 
Lambda Calculus. We will discuss this construction briefly. 
First we define the operation of Curry-substitution on types as the operation that replaces 
type-variables by types in a consistent way. There are various ways to formally define such 
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an operation; the one we choose here will be used throughout this thesis. The operation is 
called a Curry-substitution in order to distinguish it from other substitutions, very similar to 
Curry-substitution, as defined in definitions 2.2.2.2, 2.3.2.1, 3.1.2, 6.2.1.1, and 8.3.1.1. 
Definition 1.3 i) a) The Curry-substitution (φ := a) : TQ—> TQ where φ is a type-variable 
and a € TQ, is inductively defined by: 
1) (φ:=α)(φ) = α. 
2)(φ:=α)(φ') = <ρ',ίΐφϊ<ρ'. 
3) (φ := α) (σ-+τ) = (ψ := α) (σ) — (φ := α) (τ). 
b) If Si and S2 a r e Curry-substitutions, then so is S10S2, where S10S2 (σ) = S\ (S2 (σ)). 
c) S(B) = { x:S(a)\ x:a e В }. 
d) S(<B, σ>) = <S(B), 5(σ)>. 
ii) If for σ, τ there is a Curry-substitution S such that S (σ) = r, then r is called a 
(substitution) instance of σ. 
iii) If σ is an instance of r, and τ is an instance of σ, then σ is called a trivial variant of т. 
We identify types that are trivial variants of each other. 
Curry-substitution is a sound operation on pairs: 
Property 1.4 If В Ь
с
 Μ:σ, then for every Curry-substitution 5: if S(<B, σ>) = <B', σ'>, 
then ß ' l - c Μ:σ'. D 
Principal types for lambda terms are defined using the notion of unification of types that was 
defined in [Robinson '65]. Robinson's unification is a procedure on Curry-types which, given 
two arguments, returns a Curry-substitution that maps the arguments to a common instance. It 
can be defined as follows: 
Definition 1.5 Let В the collection of all Curry bases, «S be the set of all Curry-substitutions, 
and Ids be the Curry-substitution that replaces all type-variables by themselves. 
i) Robinson's unification algorithm. The operation unijy^ : 7c x TQ—* S is defined by: 
unifyn (φ, φ') = {ψ := ψ'). 
unißiR (ψ, μ) = (φ := μ), if φ does not occur in μ and μ is not a type-variable. 
unifyR (σ, ψ) = unifyR (ψ, σ). 
unifyR (σ-^τ, ρ->μ) = ^ o S i , 
where Sj = unifyR (σ, ρ), 
Sz = unijyR (Si (τ), 5! (μ)). 
ii) By defining the operation UnifyBases : В χ В —* S the operation unifyR can be 
generalized to bases: 
UnifyBases (BQ\j{xv}, B{) =52oSi, ήχ.τξ,Βγ 
where Sj = unifyR (σ, τ), 
$2 = UnifyBases (S, (Во). ^ (Si)). 
UnifyBases (B^U {χ:σ}, Bi) = UnifyBases (B0, Bi), if χ does not occur in Bi. 
UnifyBases (<b,Bi) =/¿5. 
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Notice that untjy^ can fail only in the second alternative, when φ occurs in μ 
The following property of Robinson's unification is very important for all systems that 
depend on it, and formulates that umjy^ returns the most general unifier of two Curry-types 
This means that if two Curry-types σ and τ have a common instance, then they have a least 
common instance 7 and all their common instances can be obtained from 7 by Curry-substitu-
tion 
Property 1 6 [Robinson '65] If two types have an instance in common, they have a highest 
common instance which is returned by unify^, so for all σ, τ if Sj is a substitution such that 
Si (σ) = Si (τ), then there are substitutions 52 and S3 such that 
52 = unijyR («τ, τ ) and 5, (σ) = 5 з о 5 2 (σ) = S30S2 (τ) = Sy (τ) 
Since the substitution returned by unifyn is only defined on type-variables occurring in σ 
and r , it is even possible to show that Si = S30S2 D 
The definition of principal pairs for lambda terms in Curry's system then looks like 
Definition 1 7 We define for every term M the Curry principal pair by defining the notion 
PPç ( Μ ) = <Ρ,π> inductively by 
1) For all ι, φ PPQ (X) = <{x ψ], ψ> 
u) \ЧРР
С
{М) = < Ρ , π > , then 
a) If χ occurs free in M and χ σ G Ρ, then PPç ( λ ι M ) = <P\x, σ—>π> 
b) otherwise PPQ (XX M) = <P, φ—*π>, where φ does not occur in <P, π> 
in) If P P c ( M i ) = < P i , т г ^ and PPQ{M2) = <i>2> 'K2> (we choose, if necessary, trivial 




> are disjoint in pairs), φ is a type-variable that does not 
occur in any of the pairs <Р
г
, 7r,>, and 
St =шіг/у
к
(7Гі-> ?, 7г2) 
52 = UniJyBases(Sl (Pi), 5 ! (P 2 )) , 
then P P c (Mi Mi) = S20S1 ( < P i U P2, φ>) 
The proof that these are indeed the principal pairs is given by showing that all possible pairs 
for a typeable term M can be obtained from the principal one by applying Curry-substitutions 
(similar to the proof of theorem 1 1 2 2) In this proof, property 1 6 is needed 
Chapter 2 Intersection Type Assignment Systems 
Although type assignment in Curry's system is decidable and has the principal type property, 
it has drawbacks. It is for example not possible to assign a type to the lambda term λι .χχ, 
and although the lambda terms \cd.d and (Xxyz.xz{yz))\ab.a are /3-equal, the principal type 
schemes for these terms are different, φ$—*φ\—*ψ\ and (φ\—>φο)—*φ\-*φ\ respectively. The 
Intersection Type Discipline is an extension of Curry's Type Assignment System for the pure 
Lambda Calculus that does not have these drawbacks. It has developed over a period of several 
years; we will not just give the final presentation, but show the various systems as they appeared 
between 1980 and 1983, since they all play a role in this thesis. 
2.1 The Coppo-Dezani Type Assignment System 
The first paper by M. Coppo and M. Dezani-Ciancaglini from the University of Turin, Italy 
that introduced intersection types is [Coppo & Dezani-Ciancaglini '80] (in this paper the word 
'intersection' was not used; instead it used the word 'sequence'). The system presented in this 
paper is a true extension of Curry's system: the extension made is to allow more than one type 
for term-variables in the (—•^-derivation rule, and therefore to allow of, also, more than one 
type for the right hand term in the (—>E)-derivation rule. 
We will present the definition and main properties of the Coppo-Dezani system in the notation 
used in this thesis. 
Definition 2.1.1 [Coppo & Dezani-Ciancaglini '80] The set of Coppo-Dezani types is 
inductively defined by: 
i) All type-variables φ^, ψ\,... are types. 
ii) If σ ι , . . . , σ
η
 are types (n > 1), then σιΠ- · (Ίση is a sequence. 
iii) If σιΠ· · η σ
η
 is a sequence and r is a type, then σιΠ- · -ηση—*τ is a type. 
Definition 2.1.2 [Coppo & Dezani-Ciancaglini '80] i) CD-type assignment and 
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(a) If х:а\<Л· • ·Πσ
η
 is the only statement about χ on which Μ:τ depends. 
ii) If Μ:σ is derivable from В using a CD-derivation, we write В Ь^о Μ:σ. 
The main properties ofthat system proved in [Coppo & Dezani-Ciancaglini '80] are: 
• Subject reduction: If В \-CQ Μ:σ, and Μ —>β Ν, then В beo Ν·.σ. 
• Normalizability of typeable terms: If В hco Μ·.σ, then M has a normal form. 
• Typeability of all terms in normal form. 
• Closure for /3-equality in the λΐ-calculus: if В H Q } Μ:σ, and Μ =β Ν, then 
В beo Nur. 
• In the λΐ-calculus: В I-Q) Μ:σ if and only if M has a normal form. 
That subject reduction holds is not difficult to see (we give an intuitive argument). Sup-
prase there exists a typ>e assignment for the redex (Xx.M)N, so there are a basis В and 
a type σ such that there is a derivation for В K Q ) (\χ.Μ)Ν·.σ. Then by (—>E) there 
is a sequence τιΠ···Πτ
η
 such that there are derivations В hco Xx.M[ΤιΠ- • •Πτ
η
—*σ and 
В I-Q5 Ν:τ\Γ\· • ·ητ
η
. Since (—>Ι) should be the last step performed in the derivation for 
В hcD Ах.М:тіП· · -Птп—>σ, there is also a derivation for S U {а;:тіП· • ·ητ
η
} h CD Μ-.σ, and 
then a derivation for В hco M[x := Ν]:σ can be obtained from this one by replacing for 
1 < i < η the statement I:T¿ by the CD-derivation for ÍV:T¿. 
The problem to solve in a proof for closure under /3-equality is then that of /3-expansion: 
supprase we have derived В HCD M[X := Ν]:σ and also want to derive В hçjy (Χχ.Μ)Ν:σ. 
When restricting to λΐ-terms, the term-variable χ occurs in M, and the term ΛΓ is a subterm 
of M[x := N), so TV is typed in the derivation for В h-CD Μ [Χ := Ν]:σ. It may be that in 
this derivation the subterm N is typed with several different types. Then in Curry's system 
the redex (Xx.M)N can not be typed using the same types, since then the basis would contain 
more than one type for x, which is not allowed. In the CD-system this problem is solved by 
the introduction of sequences. The assignment of a sequence to a term-variable allows of that 
variable to have different types within a derivation, so in this formalism the redex can be typed. 
From this initial system several others emerged. The best known is the one presented in 
[Barendregteia/. '83], but there are two earlier papers ([Coppo etal. '81] and [Coppo eia/. '80]) 
that investigate interesting systems which can be regarded as in-between the ones in [Coppo & 
Dezani-Ciancaglini '80] and [Barendregt etal. '83]. 
2.2 The Coppo-Dezani-Venneri Type Assignment Systems 
In this section two papers by M. Соррю, M. Dezani-Ciancaglini and B. Venneri will be discussed. 
The paper [Coppo etal. '81] presented a notion of type assignment that is an extension of the 
CD-system; the paper [Coppo et al. '80] contained the proof of the principal type property for 
a restricted version of the system in [Соррю etal. '81]. 
2.2.1 The systems of [Coppo etal. '81] 
In [Соррю etal. '81] two typje assignment systems are presented, that, in approach, are more 
general than the Coppo-Dezani Type Assignment System: in addition to the type constructors 
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'—•' and 'Π', they also contain the type constant 'ω'. The first type discipline as presented in 
[Coppo et al. '81] is a true extension of the one presented in [Coppo & Dezani-Ciancaglini '80] 
(a similar system was presented in [Sallé '78]); the second one limits the use of intersection 
types in bases. By introducing the type constant ω next to the intersection types, a system is 
obtained that is closed under ß-equality for the full λΚ-calculus: if Μ =β Ν, where M and Ν 
are lambda terms, then В I-CDV Μ π •<=• В Ьсо Ν·.σ. 
Definition 2.2.1.1 [Coppo étal. '81] i) 7cDV> the set of Coppo-Dezani-Venneri types is 
inductively defined by: 
a) All type-variables ψο, <p\,... € ^CDV· 
b) ω e TcDV-
c) If σχ,..., σ
η
 e 7cDV> ( n ^ 1)> then σιΠ· · ·Γ\σ
η
 is a sequence. 
d) If σ ^ · · ·ησ
η
 is a sequence and r e TcDV, then σιΠ· · ·ησ
η
—»τ G TCDV-
ii) Every τ G TQ^V с3 1 1 be written as aj—»· *σ
η
—>σ, where σι,... ,σ
η
 are sequences, 
and σ is a type-variable or ω. The type τ is called tail-proper if σ ^ ω. 
Definition 2.2.1.2 [Coppo βία/. '81] i) CDV-type assignment and CDV-derivations are 
defined by: 





-^τ Ν:σιΓ\· • ·ησ
η (-1): (а) НЕ): 
\χ.Μ:σ—УТ ΜΝ:τ 
Μ·.σι · · · Μ:σ
η 
( ω ) : (Ш): 
Μ:ω ΜισιΠ- • -ηση 
(a) If χ:σι,..., χ:σ
η
 are all and nothing but the statements about χ on which М:т 
depends, and σ is a sequence that at least contains all σ^ . . . , σ
η
. 
ii) If Μ :σ is derivable from ß using a CDV-derivation, we write В I-CDV Λί :σ. 
The main properties of this system proved in [Coppo et al. '81] are: 
• If В hcDV Μ:σ and Μ =β Ν, then ß I-CDV Ν·.σ. 
• ^ '"ODV Μ:σ and σ is tail-proper, if and only if M has a head normal form. 
• В l-Q)v Λ^ :σ and ω does not occur in В and σ, if and only if M has a normal form. 
To illustrate the difference between this system and the Coppo-Dezani system, we again look 
at/3-expansion: suppose we have a derivation for В \~СОУ Μ [χ := Ν]:σ and also want to derive 
В I-Q3V {λχ.Μ)Ν·.σ. For the full λΚ-calculus this problem is solved by the introduction of 
the type constant ω and the sequences. The type constant ω is the universal type, i.e. each term 
can be typed by ω. It can be used in the expansion to type N if N does not occur in Μ [χ := Ν], 
and there is no other type ρ such that В HCDV N:p. If N does not occur in M[x := Ν], χ 
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does not occur in M, and therefore there is a derivation for В \-cDV λχ Μ:ω—*σ. Since Λ' is 
typeable by ω, by derivation rule (—»E) we have that (Xx.M)N is typeable by σ. 
As before, the sequences allow a term-variable to have different types within a derivation; 
they are used for the cases that І occurs more than once in M[x := N], and these occurrences 
were typed in the derivation for В \-CD\ M[X := Ν].σ with different types. 
The second type assignment system presented in [Coppo et al. '81] is a restricted version of 
the first. Since it limits the possible bases that can be used in a derivation, it is not a proper 
extension of Curry's system. 
As mentioned in [Coppo et al. '81]: 
" (. . ) notice that a type σ—>ω represents a property of terms which applied to 
a particular dais of terms (i.e. terms in σ), give a term But this property 
characterizes all terms and, so, it is natural to identify with ω all types of the 
shape σ—>ω and, in general, all non-tail-proper types By a similar argu­
ment we ( .) identify a sequence σ\Γ\ -Πση with a sequence σ^'π Пет' 
obtained by eliminating from σιΠ- Γίσ
η
 all occurrences of non-tail-proper 
types σ
ι
 (unless, obviously, σ\Γ\· • Γ\σ
η
 = ω). These arguments justify the 
elimination of all non-tail-proper types (except ω) and of all sequences that 
contain non-tail-proper types (except ω). " 
A good justification for this identification of types can be found in the definition of type-
semantics (definition 2.3.1 4). This leads to the following definition. 
Definition 2.2.1.3 [Coppo et al. '81] ι) The set of normalized types is inductively defined by: 
a) All type-variables ψ^, ψχ,.. are normalized types. 
b) ω is a normalized sequence. 
c) II σι,. ., ση arc normali/ed types (η > 1) and for 1 < г<п at φ ω, then σιΠ- · Γ\ση 
is a normalized sequence. 
d) If σ is a normalized sequence and τ is a normalized type, where τ ^ ω, then σ—*τ is a 
normalized type. 
Observe that the only normalized non-tail-proper type is ω. 
ii) On the set of types, the relation ~CDV 1S defined by: 
a) ψ ~CDV Ψ-
b) σιΠ- · -ησ^σι+ιΠ· · η σ
η
 ~ C D V " Ί ' η ·ησ




c) σ—»τ ~CDV σ ~*'Τ " ^ σ ~CDV f & τ ~CDV τ · 
Types are considered modulo ~CDV · 
Definition 2.2.1.4 [Coppo eia/. '81] i) Restricted CDV-type assignment and restricted 
CDV-denvations arc defined by: 
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[χ:σχ\ ••• [χ-.ση] 
Μ:τ ΜισιΠ·· -ηση—^τ М-.ауП- • ·ησ




Μ:σι • · · Μ:σ
η (ω): (ni): (b) 
Μ:ω Μισγη- • -Πση 
(a) If г ^ ω and χ:σ], ...,χ·.σ
η
 are all and nothing but the statements about χ on which 
M:T depends. If η = 0, so in the derivation for Μ:τ there is no premise whose 
subject is x, then σιΠ- · ·Γ\σ
η
 = ω. 
(b) If for l < i < n , o - ¿ jíu». 
ii) If Μ:σ is derivable from В using a restricted CDV-derivation, we write В І~со
 л
 Λί :σ. 





m p l ' e s ^ '"CDV Μ-.σ. The converse does not hold, due to 
the fact that the derivation rule (—+1) in the unrestricted system allows for the construction of 
sequences that contain 'redundant' types, which is not possible in the restricted system. 
In both systems, types are not invariant by η-expansion, since for example h \χ.χ:φ—>φ, 
but not h \xy.xy:íp—np. Moreover, type assignment in the unrestricted system is not invariant 
under 77-reduction: for example 
hcDv λα;ι/.Χ2/:(σ—>τ)—>σΠρ—•τ, but not I~CDV λχ.χ:(σ—»τ)—>σΓ\ρ—»т. 
This property however holds for the restricted system; properties of this restricted system 
proved in [Coppo eia/. '81] are: 
• If В bcDVfl M:a, then σ is a normalized type. 
• If В I-CDV* Μ'·σ a n d Μ -*η Ν, then В bcDVÄ Ν : σ · 
2.2.2 The system of [Coppo étal. '80] 
The type assignment system studied in [Coppo et al. '80] is the restricted one from [Coppo 
et al. '81 ], but with the set of types of the unrestricted system. 
Definition 2.2.2.1 We will write В ^CD\p Μ:σ for statements derivable in the system with 
the derivation rules from definition 2.2.1 Λ and types in TcDV-
The two main results of that paper are the proof of existence of principal types and that it is 
possible to define a λ-calculus model the domain of which is the powerset of the set of type 
schemes. In this model a term is interpreted by the set of types assignable to it. 
The principal type property is achieved by defining principal pairs of basis and type for terms 
in λ-L-normal form, specifying the operations of expansion and substitution, proved sufficient 
to generate all possible pairs for those terms from their principal pair, and generalizing this 
result to arbitrary lambda terms. This technique is the same as for example used in [Ronchi 
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della Rocca & Venneri '84] (discussed in subsection 2.3.2) and in chapter six of this thesis. We 
will briefly discuss this construction, using the notations of this thesis. 
In [Coppo et al. '80] two operations on types were specified, substitution and expansion. The 
definition of substitution is similar to the one for Curry-substitutions. Expansion is defined as 
an operation that introduces extra types in a sequence, by replacing a subderivation by more 
than one subderivation with the same structure. 
Definition 2.2.2.2 [Coppo eia/. '80] i) The CDV-substitution {ψ := a) : TCDy -» T^DV, 
where φ is a type-variable and α is a normalized type, is defined by: 
a) (ψ :=α)(φ) = α. 
b) (ψ := α) (φ') = φ', if φ ф φ'. 
c) {ψ := α) (σ—τ) = (φ := α) (σ) — (φ := α) (τ). 
d) (φ : = α ) ( σ 1 η · · · η σ η ) = (^ := а)(аі)П- • η (φ :=α)(σ 7 1 ). 
ii) If Si and $2 a r e CDV-substitutions, then so is S\oS2, where S10S2 (σ) = Si (S2 (σ)). 
Notice that although α is normalized, if σ—»τ is normalized then the type (φ := α) (σ—>τ) 
need not be normalized, since for example α can be ω and r the type-variable ψ. 
CDV-substitution is, like Curry-substitution, extended to bases in a natural way and it is a 
sound operation on pairs: 
Property 2.2.2.3 [Coppo etal. '80] If В \-CDVP Μ:σ, then for every CDV-substitution S: 
S(fl)HcDVPM:S(<x). D 
As mentioned in the introduction of [Coppo etal. '80]: 
"(•••) different types can be assigned to the same component of a given term. 
Then the structure of deductions does not simply correspond, as in Curry's 
theory, to the structure of terms but it is more 'ramified' and there is no limit 
to its complexity. With the only operation of substitution we cannot obtain, for 
a given term, all types whose deduction are more complex than the one of the 
type on which we are doing the substitution. (...) (This) difficulty (...) can be 
overcome if we introduce, besides substitution, the new (context-dependent) 
operation of expansion. " 
The definition of expansion is very complicated. It is an operation on types that deals with 
the replacement of (sub)types by a number of copies of that type. An expansion indicates not 
only the type to be expanded, but also the number of copies that has to be generated. It is a 
complex operation, possibly affecting more types than just the one to be expanded occurs in. 
To clarify this, consider the following: suppose that μ is a subtype of σ that is to be expanded 
into η copies. If τ—»μ is also a subtype of σ, then there are several ways to create the expansion 
of τ—>μ: just replacing μ by an intersection of copies of μ would generate τ—*μ\Γ\- • -Πμη, 
which is not a type in TCDV- I* could be replaced by (τ—ψ\)Γ)· • -η^—^μη). But this last 
approach is not sufficient: it would not be closed for ground pairs (definition 2.2.2.8), a property 
that is needed in the proof that the specified operations are complete. 
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), where the τχ, 
. . . , Τη are copies of т. Then r is affected by the expansion of /x; all other occurrences of τ 
should be expanded into τιΠ· · ·Πτ
η
, with possibly the same effect on other types. 
Before we give the definition of expansion, the notion of nucleus of a multiset of type schemes 
is defined. A multiset is a like a set, but with possibly multiple occurrences of elements. A 
nucleus is defined on a collection of types, and is the set of all types that are affected by the 
expansion. 
Definition 2.2.2.4 [Coppo et al. '80] Let С = {TJ, . . . , τ
η
} be a multiset of type schemes. Let 
Pi,-··, Pm be occurrences of subtypes of TJ , . . . , τ
η
 and let E denote the multiset {p\,..., 
Pm}· E is a nucleus of С if and only if: 
i) pi φ ω for 1 < i < m. 
ii) for all 1 <i ¿j <m the occunence pi is not a part of the occurrence pj in C. 
iii) all type-variables that occur in />] , . . . , pm do not occur in С outside p i , . . . , рщ. 
iv) for all 1 < г < m, either pi = TJ or pi is contained in some sequence which occurs in TJ, 
for some 1 <j<n. 
These notions of multiset and nucleus are then used to define expansions. 
Definition 2.2.2.5 [Coppo et al. '80] i) A multiset of type schemes С is an immediate 
expansion of a multiset С if and only if there are a nucleus E of С and integer η > 1 such 
that С can be obtained from С in the following way: 
a) Suppose {φχ,..., <^
m
} is the set of all type-variables that occur in E. Choose m χ η 
different type-variables φ\,..., (¿э",..., φ^,..., φ^, such that each φ^ does not 
occur in С, for 1 < г < η and 1 < j < m. Let Si be the substitution that replaces every 
4>jby<p). 
b) For each occurrence of τ e E, replace τ in С by Sj (τ) η· · П Sn (τ). 
ii) The multiset С' is a CDV-expansion of another multiset С if and only if we can obtain С 
from С by means of a finite number (possible none) of successive immediate expansions. 
Notice that if C(<B, σ>) = <B', σ'> and Β, σ are normalized, then Β', σ' are normalized 
too. 
As remarked in the introduction of [Coppo etal. '80]: 
"(...) in our theory also terms without normal form or, in particular, terms that 
have an 'infinite' normal form (...) have types. (...) the set of all functional 
characters of these terms must carry an infinite amount of information and it 
cannot be represented in a finite way. (... ) we shall consider the existence 
of principal type schemes for arbitrary terms. We shall do this through the 
notion of approximant of a term. (•••) It will turn out that terms with a finite 
number of approximants have finite principal type schemes while terms with 
a infinite number of approximants have 'infinite' principal type schemes. " 
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The notion of approximant is defined using the notion of terms in λ_L-normal form (like in 
[Barendregt '84], we use the symbol J_ instead of Ω). 
Definition 2.2.2.6 [Barendregt '84] i) The set of AL-terms is defined as the set Λ of lambda 
terms, extended by: _L ё AJ_. 
ii) The notion of reduction —>pi_ is defined as —»^  , extended by: 
a) \x.±. -^β±_ -L 
b) ± M - ¿ χ J.. 
iii) The set of normal forms for elements of Al. with respect to —>/3χ is the set Л ' of 
\J--normal forms or approximate normal forms and is inductively defined by: 
a) All term-variables are elements of M, J- € Л/". 
b) If A e Я, Α φ 1, then \x.A € M. 
c) If Αχ, ...,A
n
 (Ξλί, t h e n i ^ ! ...A
n
eAf. 
iv) A € λί is a direct approximant of Μ ζ Λ, if A matches M except for occurrences of J.. 
v) A € Λί is an approximant of M 6 Λ (notation: A Ç M) if there is an Μ' =β M such that 
A is a direct approximant of M'. 
vi) Л(М) = {A € Λί\ A Ç M}. 
The type assignment rules are generalized by allowing for the terms to be elements of Λ_Ι_. 
Definition 2.2.2.7 [Coppo et al. '80] A set of pairs V is called complete for a term M if and 
only if for all pairs <B, σ>: В \-COVp Μ:σ if and only if there is a pair <B', σ'> e Vand an 
operation О such that Ο (<B', σ'>) = <Β,σ>. 
Then for A £ Λί the notion of ground pairs for A is introduced. The set of ground pairs 
for a term A G Λί is proved to be complete for A. Ground pairs are those that express the 
essential structure of a derivation, and types in it are as general as possible with respect to 
CDV-substitutions. Ground pairs arc defined as follows: 
Definition 2.2.2.8 [Coppo etal. '80] The pair <fl, σ\(Λ· · •Πσ
η
> is a CDV-groundpair for 
A e Λί if and only if: 
i) If η > 1, then σ
ι
 φ ω for 1 <г < η, there are B\, ..., B
n











> is a CDV-ground pair for A. 
ii) If η = 1, then: 
a) If σ = ω, then В - 0 and A = J.. 
b) If Л Ξ χ, then 5 = {i:^}, and σ = ψ. 
c) If Л Ξ λχ. Л', then: 
1) If χ G FV(A'), then σ = α->/3, and <fl U {χ:α}, /3> is a CDV-ground pair for Л'. 
2) If χ g FV^') , then σ = ω->/?, and <B, β> is a CDV-ground pair for A'. 
d) If Л Ξ χ Л] . . . Am, then σ = ψ, and there are Βχ, . . . , ß m , - η , . . . , r m such that 
S = B\\J- • ·υ577ΐυ{χ:τι—»· · —•Tm—><^ }, the < ö j , τ3> are disjoint in pairs, and for 
every 1 < j < τη, ψ does not occur in <Bj, TJ>, which is a CDV-ground pair for Ay 
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The proof of the principal type property is obtained by first proving the following (proofs in 
[Coppo etal. '80] are obscured by the fact that, between steps, types have to be normalized, 
we will ignore these details here). 
Property 2.2 2 9 [Coppo etal. '80] i) If В Усо\
Р
 Α·σ with A G λί, then there is a 
substitution 5 and a CDV-ground pair <B', σ'> for A such that 5 ( < ö , σ>) = <B' , σ'> 
и) If <Я, σ> is a CDV-ground pair for A Ç. λί, and <B', σ'> can be obtained from 
<B, σ> by an immediate expansion, then <B', σ'> is a CDV-ground pair for A. 
So expansion is closed on CDV-ground pairs. 
in) For all AeAf- every CDV-ground pair for A is complete for Α. О 
In the construction of principal pairs for lambda terms, first for every A e λί a particular 
pair < P , π> is chosen of basis Ρ and type тг, called the principal basis scheme and principal 
type scheme of A respectively This pair will be called the principal pair of A 
Definition 2 2.2 10 [Coppo et al '80] ι) Let A e Λ/" PPCDV (A), the CDV-principal pair of 
A, is defined by 
a) PPCDV (-L) = <0, ω> 
b)PPcDv(x) = <{z<p},<P> 
c)lfA¿ _L, and PPCDV (A) = <P, 7г>, then: 
1) If as occurs free in A, and χ.σ £ Ρ, then PPCDV (λί >1) = <P\x, er—•7r>. 
2) otherwise PPCDV (Аі.Л) = < P , ω-»π> 
d) If PPCDV (^г) = <^г, Τι> for 1 < г < η (we choose trivial variants that are disjoint 
m pairs), then PPCDV ί 1 ·^ ! Α
η





where </> is a type-variable that does not occur in PPCDV ( A ) for 1 < г < n. 
n) For all terms M define Псо (M) = { PPCDV И ) I A G A(M) }, the set of all principal 
pairs for all approximants of M 
Principal pairs are not completely well defined, since the type-variables mentioned are not 
unique However, types that only differ in the names of type-variables can be considered 
identical 
The proof of the principal type property is completed by proving. 
• The principal pair for Л is a CDV-ground pair for A 
• В 1-cDVp Μ σ if and only if there exists A € A(M) such that В \-CDVF Α.σ. 
• Псо iM) is complete for M. 
2.3 The Barendregt-Coppo-Dezani Type Assignment System 
The type assignment system presented in [Barendrcgt etal '83] by H Barendregt, M Coppo 
and M Dezani-Ciancaglini is based on the system as presented in [Coppo etal '81] This 
system was strengthened further by extending the set of types to TBCD a n d introducing a 
partial order relation ' < ' on types, as well as adding the type assignment rule (<), and a more 
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general form of the rules concerning intersection. The rule (<) is mainly introduced to prove 
completeness of type assignment. 
In this papier, it was shown that the set of types derivable for a lambda term in the extended 
system is a filter, i.e. a set closed under intersection and right-closed for < (if σ < τ and 
σ g d where d is a filter, then τ € d.) The interpretation of a lambda term by the set of types 
derivable for it - ЦМ Д^  - is defined in the standard way, and gives a filter lambda model T. 
The main result of that paper is that, using this model, completeness is proved by proving the 
statement: f-ßCO Μ:σ <$• ЦМЦ € υ(σ), where ν : TBCD —* ^ is a simple type interpretation 
as defined in [Hindley '83]. In order to prove the <=-part of this statement (completeness), the 
relation < is needed. Other interesting use of filter lambda models can be found in [Coppo 
etat. '84], [Coppo et al. '87], [Dezani-Ciancaglini & Margaría '84], and [Dezani-Ciancaglini 
& Margaría '86]. 
In this subsection we give the definition of the Intersection Type Discipline as presented in 
[Barendregt eia/. '83], together with its major features. 
Definition 2.3.1 [Barendregt etal. '83] i) TBCD> the set of BCD-types is inductively defined 
by: 
a) All type-variables φ0, ψ ι, ... € TBCD· 
b) ω € TBCD. 
c) If σ and τ € TQCD, then σ—>τ and σΠτ € TßCD· 
ii) On TBCD the type inclusion relation < is inductively defined by: 
a) cr < σ. 
b) σ < ω. 
c) ω < ω—»ω. 
d) σΠτ < σ. 
e) σΠτ < τ. 
f) (σ—•τ)η(σ—>ρ) < σ—>τΓ)ρ. 
%)σ<τ<ρ-^σ<ρ. 
Κ)σ<τ&σ<ρ=ϊ σ < τΓ)ρ. 
Ί)ρ<σ&τ<μ=> σ—*τ < ρ—*μ. 
iii) σ ~ τ -Ο· σ < τ < σ. 
¡ν) A BCD-statement is an expression of the form M:c where M € Λ and σ Ç. TgcD-
M is the subject and σ is the predicate of Μ:σ. 
ν) A BCD-basis is a set of statements with only distinct variables as subjects. 
TBCD т а У be considered modulo ~ . Then < becomes a partial order. 
Notice that in the original paper [Barendregt etal. '83] the type inclusion relation was defined 
in a slightly different way. Instead of rule 2.3.1 (ii.h) the rules 
h.l) σ <т &. μ<ρ => σίΐμ < тПр. 
h.2) σ < σησ. 
are given. It is not difficult to show that these definitions are equivalent. 
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Notice, moreover, that in [Barendregt et al. '83] the subjects of statements in a basis need 
not be distinct. However, the presence of intersections makes these two approaches similar; 
for reasons of clarity we present bases as maps from term-variables to types. 
Definition 2.3.2 i) The relation < is extended to bases by: В < В' if and only if 
for every χ·.σ' € В' there is an χ·.σ € В such that σ < σ'. 
ii) В ~ В' <^ В < В' < В. 
Definition 2.3.3 [Barendregt et al. '83] i) BCD-type assignment and BCD-derivations are 
defined by the following natural deduction system. 









М:аПт Μ·.σ Μ-.τ 
Μ:σ σ < τ 
(<): (α-): 
Μ:τ Μ:ω 
(a) If χ-.σ is the only statement about χ on which Μ-.τ depends. 
ii) If Μ-.σ is derivable from a basis В using a BCD-derivation, we write В Ьвсо Μ:σ. 
In the BCD-system there are several ways to deduce a desired result, due to the presence 
of the derivation rules (ПІ), (ПЕ) and (<), which allow superfluous steps in derivations. In 
the CDV-system these rules are not present and there is a one-one relationship between terms 
and skeletons of derivations. In other words: that system is syntax directed. The BCD-type 
discipline has the same expressive power as the previous unrestricted CDV-system: all solvable 
terms have types other than ω, and a term has a normal form if and only if it has a type without 
ω occurrences. 
• The set of normalizable terms can be characterized in the following way: 
Ξ Β, σ [ В Ьвсо Λ^ :σ & Β, σ ω-free ] Ο- Μ has a normal form. 
• The set of terms having a head normal form can be characterized in the following way: 
3 Β, σ [ В Ьвсо Μ:σ & σ ^ ω ] -о- M has a head normal form. 
The following properties of the BCD-system, used in this thesis, are listed here so as to refer 
to them easily: 
Property 2.3.4 i) [Barendregt et al. '83].2.8(i): В Ь
В С Г ) Μ Ν-.τ =>· 
3 σ € TBCD [ Β '"BCD Μ:σ->τ & В l-B C D Ν:σ ]. 
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ii) [Barendregteia/. '83].2.8(iii): В h B C D λχ.Μ:σ->τ <=> Β\χυ{χ:σ} l-B C D Μ-.т. 
iii) [Barcndregt eia/. '83].4.13(i): 3 Β, σ [ В l-B C D Μ:σ & σ φω ] <Φ 
Μ has a head normal form. 
iv) [Barendregt etal '83].4.13(ii): 3 5 , σ [ Б К
в с о
 Μ:σ & β, σ ω-free ] «*· 
Μ has a normal form. 
v) [Barendregt etal '83].2.7(ii): В Н ^ о х:т =» 3 ι:<τ € В [ σ < τ ]. 
vi) [Dezani-Ciancaglini & Margaría '86].5.6: ρ < τ^η- • ·ητ
η
—»σ => 
ρ = (τ/-» •тД-^Х!· · -níTf-t· •τ^->σ5) np', for some т\,...,ті, σ_,, ρ' such 
thatrf > Tj with 1 < г < п , l < j < s and σιΓϊ- • Πσ^ < σ. D 
2.3.1 Completeness of type assignment 
The main result of [Barendregt etal. '83] is the proof for completeness of type assignment. 
This is achieved by showing that the set of types derivable for a lambda term is a filter, i.e. a 
set closed under intersection and right closed for <. The construction of a filter lambda model 
and the definition of a map from types to elements of this model (a simple type interpretation) 
make the proof of completeness possible: if the interpretation of the term M is an element of 
the interpretation of the type σ, then M is typeable with σ. 
Filters and the filter λ-model F are defined by: 
Definition 2.3.1.1 [Barendregt etal. '83] i) A BCD-filter is a subset d С T B C D such that: 
a) ω € d. 
b) σ, τ e d =$• σΠτ € d. 
c) σ >τ ed => σ €d 
ii) ƒ" = { d I d is a BCD-filter }. 
iii) For di, ¿2 € .F define dj · ¿2 = { τ € TßCD | 3 σ e ¿2 [ σ—»τ £ d) ] }. 
The following properties are proved in [Barendregt etal. '83]: 
• М е Л [ { а | З В [ 5 Ьвсо Μ:σ ] } e F ]. 
• Let ξ be a valuation of term-variables in ƒ", and Sc = { χ:σ \ σ € ξ (χ) }. 
For M G Λ define QMflç = { σ | Bç Ь
В
со M:σ }. Using the method of Hindley and 
Longo [Hindley & Longo '80] it is shown that <ƒ", •, 0 > is a A-model. 
The following two definitions were absent [Barendregt etal. '83]. They arc presented here 
so as to compare the construction of the completeness proof in [Barendregt etal. '83] with that 
of chapter four. 
In constructing a complete system, the semantics of types play a crucial role. As in [Dezani-
Ciancaglini & Margaría '86], [Mitchell '88] and essentially following [Hindley '82], a distinc-
tion can be made between several notions of type interpretations and semantic satisfiability. 
There are, roughly, three notions of type semantics that differ in the meaning of an arrow type 
scheme: inference type interpretations, simple type interpretations and F type interpretations. 
These different notions of type interpretations induce of course different notions of semantic 
satisfiability. 
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Following essentially [Mitchell '88], we distinguish several kinds of type interpretations. 
Definition 2.3.1.2 i) Let <T), •, ε> be a continuous lambda model. 
A mapping v. TBCD ~* p(P) = {X \ X Q Ώ} is a type interpretation if and only if: 
a) { ε • d | V e [ e € υ(σ) =• d-e e ν(τ) ] } Ç ν(σ->τ). 
b) υ(σ-*τ) Ç { d I V e [ e € υ(σ) => d- e £ υ (τ) ] }. 
c) υ(σητ) = ν(σ) Π ν(τ). 
ii) Following [Hindley '83] we say that a type interpretation is simple if and only if: 
υ(σ-»τ) = { d | V e [ e e υ(σ) => d· e e υ(τ) ] }. 
iii) On the other hand, a type interpretation is called an F type interpretation if it satisfies: 
ν(σ-*τ) = { ed | Ve [e e υ(σ) => de e ν(τ) ] }. 
Notice that, in part (ii), the containment relation Ç of part (i.b) is replaced by =, and that in 
part (iii) the same is done with regard to part (i.a). 
These notions of type interpretation lead, naturally, to the following definitions for semantic 
satisfiability (called inference-, simple- and F-semantics, respectively). 
Definition 2.3.1.3 i) Let M = <V, ·, 0 > be a λ-model, and ξ a valuation. 
Then [[МЦ^ € V is the interpretation of M in M via £. 
ii) We define И by: (where M is a lambda model, ξ a valuation and υ a type interpretation) 
a) Μ,ξ,νϊ Μ:σ -*» Ц М Б ^ €υ(σ). 
b) M, Ç, υ И S -Ο- ΛΊ, ζ, υ Ν ι:σ for every χ:σ 6 Β. 
c) 1) В И Μ:σ <& V ΛΊ, ξ, ν [ Μ , ί, υ (= β =• Μ , ξ, υ 1= Μ:σ ]. 
2) Β Κ Μ:σ -ο-




V Λ<, ί, F type interpretations и [ Μ, ξ, ν \= Β =• ΛΊ, ξ, и И Μ:σ ]. 
If no confusion is possible, we will omit the superscript on Ц Д. 
The method followed in [Barendregt et al. '83] is to define a simple type interpretation υ and 
to use it for the proof of completeness. 
Definition 2.3.1.4 (cf. [Barendregt et al. '83]) The type interpretation ν : Tgco —* P G ^ ) ' S 
defined as follows: 
i) ν (ω) = ƒ". 
ii) υ(φ) = {άΕΤ\ ν? e d } . 
ii i) ν (σ-»τ) = { d G ƒ" I V e € ν (σ) [ d · e e υ (τ) ] }. 
iv) υ (σΠτ) = υ (σ) Π υ (τ). 
Notice that because of part (iii), υ is a simple type interpretation. For v, the following 
properties are proved: 
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• For all types σ: υ (σ) = { d£ Τ \ σ € d } . 
• If Ш\
в
 € ν (σ), then σ e Ш\
в
, where {в (ζ) = { σ e TBCD I ß Ьвоэ ^ ^ }. 
The main result of [Barendregt eia/. '83] is obtained by proving, using the following 
properties: 
Property 2.3.1.5 [Barendregt etal. '83] i) Soundness. В Нвсо Μ:σ => В К Μ:σ. 
ii) Completeness. В Ns Λί:σ => В l-B C D Μ:σ. • 
The proof of completeness is obtained in a way very similar to the one of theorem 4.4.5. 
Since the type interpretation υ is simple, the results of [Barendregt etal. '83] in fact show that 
type assignment in the BCD-system is complete with respect to simple type semantics. 
2.3.2 Principal type schemes 
For the system as defined in [Barendregt etal. '83], principal type schemes can be defined as 
done by S. Ronchi della Rocca and В. Venneri in [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84]. In 
this paper, three operations are provided: substitution, expansion, and rise. These arc sound 
and sufficient to generate all suitable pairs for a term M from its principal pair. This result is 
achieved in a way similar to that of [Coppo etal. '80], as discussed in subsection 2.2.2. (Like 
in the CDV-system the type assignment rules of the BCD-system are generalized by allowing 
for the terms to be elements of Λ-L) 
We will briefly discuss the construction of [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84]. In this paper, 
all constructions and definitions are made modulo the equivalence relation ~ . 
The first operation defined is substitution; it is a natural extension of Curry-substitution and 
CDV-substitulion. 
Definition 2.3.2.1 [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84] i) The RV-substitution (φ := a) : 
^BCD —* ^BCD. where φ is a type-variable and α 6 7BCD> ' S defined by: 
a) (φ := α)(φ) ~ a. 
b) (φ := α) (φ') ~ φ', if φ ¿ φ'. 
c) (φ := α) (σ->τ) ~ (φ := α) (σ) -> (ψ := α) (τ). 
d) (ψ : = α ) ( σ 1 η · · · η σ τ ι ) ~ ( ^ := <*)(*,) Π- · -Π (φ :=α)(σ τ ι ) . 
ii) If 5] and S2 are RV-substitutions, then so is S10S2, where S10S2 (σ) = Si (S2 (σ)). 
Notice that a RV-substitution is defined without restriction: the type α that is to be substituted 
can be every element of Tgct). 
Next, the operation of expansion is defined, which is a generalization of the CDV-expansion. 
Definition 2.3.2.2 [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84] For every μ £ TBCD> n > 2, the pair 
<μ, n> determines an RV-expansion £,<μ,η> that is constructed as follows: 
i) Let Ce(B, τ) be the set of type schemes defined as follows: 
a) μ e £ e ( ß , τ). 
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b) If σ 6 Ce(B, τ), any proper subtype of σ belongs to Ce(B, r ) . 
c) For each type scheme σ, such that σ is a subtype of either τ or a predicate in B: 
1) If either σ ~ α->β or σ ~ а-+/?П7 and β e Ce(B, τ), then σ € >Ce(ß, τ) . 
2) If σ ~ αηβ and α, β e Ce(B, τ), then σ e £ e ( ß , τ). 
ii) Suppose Le(B, τ) is the list obtained by ordering the elements of Ce(B, τ) in decreasing 
order according to the number of symbols (if two type schemes have the same number of 
symbols, their mutual order is unimportant). 
iii) Let V= {φι,..., <¿>m} be all the variables occurring in Le(B, τ). Choose m χ η 
different type-variables φ\,..., φ^,..., φ^,..., φ\, such that each ψ% does not occur 
in <B, τ > , for 1 < г < η and 1 < ji < m. Let S l be the substitution that replaces every ψ3 
b y ^ . 
iv) For every σ € TBCD» Ε<μ,η> ("0 is obtained from σ by examining in order each element 
of Le(B, τ), and each time an element a is found that is a subtype of σ, by replacing a, 
in σ, by Si (α) Π· · Π S
n
 (a). 
The set Ce(B, τ) is the equivalent of the nucleus in definition 2.2.2.4. 
Substitution and expansions are in the natural way extended to operations on bases and pairs. 
The third operation defined is the operation of rise: it consists of adding applications of the 
derivation rule (<) to a derivation. 
Definition 2.3.2.3 [Ronchi della Rocca & Venncri '84] A riseR is an operation denoted by a 
pair of pairs <<S(), TQ>, <Bi, т^» such that TQ < τχ and B\ < BQ, and is defined by: 
i) a) R(σ) ~ τι, if σ ~ TQ. 
b) R (σ) ~ σ, otherwise. 
ii) a ) Ä ( B ) ~ S 1 , i f B ~ B o · 
b) R (B) ~ B, otherwise. 
iii) R(<B, σ>) ~ <R(B), R(a)>. 
The following prop»erty is proved; it shows that all defined operations are sound: 
Property 2.3.2.4 [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84] Let A 6 Ν", <B, σ> bc such that 
Β Η всю Α.:σ, and let О be an operation of substitution, expansion or rise. 
^ЪenO(B)l·BCΌA:0(σ). D 
As in [Coppo etat. '80], principal types are defined for terms in A±-normal form. 
Definition 2.3.2.5 [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84] i) Let A E Я. РРц (A), the 
RV-principalpair of A, is defined by: 




c) If А ф _L, and PPRV {A) ~ < P , π>, then: 
1) If a: occurs free in A, and χ:σ € Ρ, then PPRV (λχ.Α) ~ <P\x, σ—»7г>. 
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2) otherwise PPRv (Xx.A) ~ <P, ω-*-π>. 
d) If PPRV (- i^) ~ < ί ι . 7Γί> for 1 < г < η (we choose trivial variants that are disjoint in 
pairs), then PPRV (Ζ--4Ι • · · A
n




—*φ}, φ>, where 
φ is a type-variable that does not occur in PPRV ( ^ І ) for 1 < г < η. 
ii) VRV = {<P,*> I 3 Α £λί[ P P R V ( Α ) ~ < Ρ , π > ] }. 
Notice that this definition is almost the same as definition 2.2.2.10 (apart from the notion of 
sequence and the relation ~ ) . 
Definition 2.3.2.6 (cf. [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84]) i) Linear chains of operations 
are defined as sequences of operations that start with a number of expansions, followed 
by a number of substitutions, and that end with one rise. 
ii) Let M be a term. As in [Coppo etat. '80] let IIRV (M) be the set of all RV-principal pairs 
for all approximants of M : П
К
у (M) = { PPRv (A) \ A e A(M) }. 
iii) On PRV is it possible to to define the preorder relation Ц
ш
 by: 
< Ρ , π > С
ш
 <P', π'> <=> 
3 ^ , , . . . , φ
η
 [ <Ρ, 7Γ> = (у, := ω)ο· • .ο(φ
η
 := ω)(<Ρ', »'>) ], 
and 'PRV, EOI is a meet semilattice isomorphic to Λί, <. 
iv) IIRV (Л^) is a n 'deal in цу and therefore: 
a) If n R v (M) is finite, there exists a pair < P , π> = и П К У (M), where < P , π> e цу. 
This pair is then called the principal pair of M. 
b) If IIRV (M) is infinite, UIIRV (M) does not exist in цу. 
The principal pair of M is then the infinite set of pairs IIRV (Λί)· 
In [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84], linear chains are defined as those sequences of 
operations that start with a number of expansions, followed by a number of substitutions or 
rises. Both are allowed. This definition is not complete: that the chain ends with one rise is 
essential in the proof for completeness. 
Property 2.3.2.7 В Ь
В
со Μ:σ if and only if there exists A € A(M) such that 
The proof of the principal type property is completed by proving: 
• Let AÇLM and < P , π > be the RV-principal pair for A. For any pair <B, σ> such that 
В KBCD Α·σ there exists a linear chain С such that C ( < P , 7Γ>) = <B, σ>. 
• - A{M) is finite. Let <P, π> be the RV-principal pair of M. Then there exists a chain 
С such that С ( < P , π>) = <Β,σ>. 
- A(M) is infinite. Then there exist a pair <P, π> € П
К
у (M) and a chain С such that 
Γ ( < Ρ , π > ) = < β , σ > . 
Chapter 3 The Militer - and Mycroft Type Assignment 
Systems 
In this chapter we focus on some aspects of two type assignment systems that were defined for 
a simple applicative language called Exp that is in fact an extended lambda calculus. 
The first, defined by R. Milncr, has become very famous and is implemented in a type 
checker that is embedded in the functional programming language ML. The second one is a 
generalization of Milner's system presented by A. Mycroft, which is defined by allowing a 
more permissive rule for recursion. Both systems are present in the implementation of the 
functional programming language Miranda. Milner's system is used when the Miranda type 
assignment algorithm infers a type for an object; Mycroft's system is used when the type 
assignment algorithm does type checking, i.e. when the programmer has specified a type for 
an object. These two systems will play an important role in the third part of this thesis. 
3.1 The Milner Type Assignment System 
In [Milner '78], a formal type discipline was presented for polymorphic procedures in a simple 
programming language called Exp, designed to express that certain procedures work well on 
objects of a wide variety. This kind of procedures is called (shallow) polymorphic, and they are 
essential to obtain enough flexibility in programming. To illustrate the need for polymorphic 
procedures, consider the following example. 
Suppose we have a programming language in which we can write the following program: 
I x = χ 
I I 
The definition of I is of course a definition for the identity function. If the type assignment 
system for this language were not able to express that I works well on objects of a different 
type, then the term 11 cannot be typed. Milner's Type Assignment System makes it possible to 
express that various occurrences of I can have different types, as long as these types are related 
(by Curry-substitution) to the type derived for the definition of I. 
Moreover, Milner presented a compile type-checking algorithm W that is semantically 
sound (based on a formal semantics for the language) (so typed programs cannot go wrong), 
and syntactically sound, so if W accepts a program, then it is well typed. 
In this subsection, we present Milner's Type Assignment System as was done in [Damas & 
Milner '82], and not as in [Milner '78], because the former presentation is clearer. 
Definition 3.1.1 [Milner '78] The language Exp of expressions M is defined by: 
i) All term-variables x\, X2, xj, • • • & Exp. 
ii) UM, Ne Exp, then (M N) € Exp. 
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iii) If x is a term-variable and M e Exp, then (\x.M) Ç. Exp. 
iv) If χ is a term-variable and M G Exp, then (Fixi.M) € Exp. 
v) If ι is a term-variable and Μ, N € Exp, then (let χ = N in M) G Exp. 
The language defined in [Milner '78] also contains a conditional-structure (it-then-else). It 
is not present in the definition of Exp in [Damas & Milner '82], and neither does it play a 
role in this thesis, so we have omitted it from the definition. The language constructor Fix is 
introduced to model recursion, a very useful tool in a programming language. It is present in 
the definition of Exp in [Milner '78], but not in [Damas & Milner '82]. Since it plays a part in 
the extension defined by Mycroft of this system, we have inserted it here. Notice that Fix is a 
language constructor, not a combinator. 
The example program given before would be expressed in Exp by: (let χ = (Xy-y) in (xx)). 
Definition 3.1.2 [Milner '78] i) a) The set of ML-types is inductively defined by: 
1) All type-variables φ$, φ\,... are ML-types. 
2) All type constants qj, c\,... are ML-types. 
3) If σ, τ are ML-types, then σ-+τ is an ML-type. 
Notice that the set of ML-types is the set of Curry-types, extended with type 
constants. 
b) If σ is an ML-type, and ψ\, ..., φ
η
 are type-variables, then ^ψχ- · -^ψη-ν is called a 
type-scheme, and <p\,... ,ψ
η
 are called its generic type-variables. Type-schemes are 
denoted by σ, τ, etc. 
Notice that if σ = Vyjj · · ·νν>
η
.σ, then the set of type-variables occurring in σ is not 
necessarily equal to {(^i,..., y>
n
}. 
ii) An ML-substitution on types is defined like a Curry-substitution as the replacement of 
type-variables by types, extended with: 
d) (ψ •.= a)(ci) = ci. 
ML-substitution on a type-scheme σ is defined as the replacement of free type-variables 
by renaming the generic type-variables of σ if necessary. 
iii) A type obtained from another by mere substitution is called an instance. 
iv) If σ, τ are type-schemes, and σ = Vy>i · · -^ψη.μ, f = 4φ
η
+ι • • •Vfn+m-P, and for ρ there is 
a Curry-substitution S such that S (μ) = ρ, and none of the φ
η+\,..., ipn+m occur free in 
σ, then τ is called a generic instance of σ and we write σ > т. 
In the following definition, we show derivation rules for Milner's system as presented 
in [Damas & Milner '82]. (In [Milner '78] there are no derivation rules; instead, a rather 
complicated definition of 'well typed prefixed expressions' is given.) In this definition we 
deviate from the standard natural deduction style presentation, as the basis used to derive a 
statemenl plays a more important role in the definition of the rules; in the sequent style the 
basis is explicitly given. 
Definition 3.1.3 [Damas & Milner '82] ML-type assignment and ML-derivations are defined 
by the following sequent style deduction system. 
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(FIX): 
BU{x:a}l-M LM:<T 
(TAUT): В U {χ·σ} l-M L χ:σ В Ь м ь (Fix χ Μ).σ 
Β U {χ-.σ} hviL Μ .τ В l·ML· Μ ·σ->τ В l-M L iV:a (ABS): (a) (COMB): 
В huL (λχ Λί)·σ-»τ ShML(MiV):T 
ß hviL Μ σ σ > τ ß l-ML Μ σ 
(INST): (GEN): (b) 
B I - M L M : T ВК м ь МУу><т 
о и { х а } Ь
м ь
М : т S h M L i V - â 
(LET): 
В l-ML (let χ = JV in M) τ 
(a) If χ σ is the only statement about χ on which Μ·τ depends. 
(b) If φ not free in any assumption in the basis B. 
In understanding the (LET)-rule, notice that the statement χ σ is used. Assume that σ = 
Vyi Vi^ n σ; suppose that in building the derivation for the statement M r , σ is instantiated 
(otherwise the rules (ABS) and (COMB) cannot be used) into the types σ^ , σ
η
. So, for 
every tfj there is a substitution St such that St (σ) = аг. Assume without loss of generality that 
Ν.σ is obtained from Ν-σ by applying the rule (GEN). Notice that the types actually used for 
χ in the derivation for M IT are, therefore, instances of the type derived for N. 
In a sense, the terms (let χ = TV in M) and ((λχ M)N) are both denotations for a redex, 
however, the semantic interpretation of these terms is different (for details of this semantics, 
see [Milner '78]) The term ((Ax M)N) is interpreted as a function with an operand, whereas 
the term (let χ = N in M) is interpreted as the term Μ [χ := Ν] This difference is reflected 
in the way the type assignment system treats these terms: in assigning a type to ((λχ M)N), 
the term-variable χ can only be typed with one Curry-type. This is not required for χ in 
(let χ = N in M), because the type-scheme σ can be instantiated into several, different Curry-
types Also, as suggested by the semantics of the let-construct, in finding a type for the 
expression (let χ = N in M), the ML-type inference system in fact looks for a type for the term 
M[x =N] 
As was also remarked by A Mycroft in [Mycroft '84], instead of inserting Fix as a language 
constructor, a fixed-point combinator FIX can be inserted that has the type ^φ.{ψ—>ψ)-^ψ (as 
implicitly done in [Damas & Milner '82]) 
This system has several important properties: 
• Because of the presence of type-schemes and the rules (GEN) and (INST) in this system, 
polymorphism can be modelled. 
• The system has the principal pair property. 
• Type assignment is decidable Milner presents an algorithm (called W) that takes as 
input a pair of (basis, term) and returns a pair of (substitution, type) such that 
- Completeness ofW If for a term M there are bases В and B' and type σ, such that 
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B' is an instance of В and B' H ^ L Μ:σ, then W (fl, M) succeeds and returns the 
pair (5, τ), and there is a substitution S' such that B' = S' (5 (B)) and S' (β (τ)) > σ. 
- Soundness ofW. For every term M: if W (В, M) returns the pair (5, σ), then 
S ( S ) h M L M : a . 
• By defining an adequate semantics for the language Exp, soundness of inference will 
hold: If В ) - M L Μ:σ, then Β (= Μ:σ. 
This notion of type assignment, when restricted to the pure Lambda Calculus, is also a 
restriction of the Polymorphic Type Discipline, Λ2, as presented in [Girard '86]. This system 
is obtained from Curry's system by adding the type constructor 'V: if ψ is a type-variable and 
σ is a type, then VV> σ is a type. A difference between the types created in this way and the 
types (or type-schemes) of Milner's system is that in Milner's type-schemes the V-symbol can 
occur only at the outside of a type, not inside. In section 8.1 we will show that the restriction 
of the ML-type assignment system to the pure Lambda Calculus is equivalent to a restricted 
intersection system. 
3.2 The Mycrofi: Type Assignment System 
In [Mycroft '84] (and, independently, in [Kfoury et al '88]), a generalization of Milner's Type 
Assignment System is presented. This generalization is made to obtain more permissive types 
for recursively defined objects. 
The example that Mycroft gives to justify his generalization is the following (using a here 
not defined syntax): 
map f I = if (null I) then ml else (cons ( ƒ (hd I)) (map ƒ (tl I))) 
squarehst I = map (\x χ * χ) I 
squarelist (cons 2 ml) 
where hd, tl, null, nil, cons, and 2 are assumed to be familiar, and * is a multiplication. 
In the implementation of ML, there is no check if functions are independent or are mutually 
recursive, so all definitions are dealt with in one step. For this purpose, the language Exp is 
formally extended with a pairing function '< , >', and the translation of the above expression 
into Exp will be: 
let <map, squarelist> = Fix <m, s>. 
<λ/ . XL if (null I) then ml else (cons (f (hd I)) (m f (tl l))), M. (m (Xx x*x) l)> 
in (squarehst (cons 2 ml)) 
Within Milner's Турю Assignment System these definitions (when defined simultaneously in 
ML) would get the types: 
map : (INT->INT) — (INT-list) -» (INT-list) 
squarehst : (INT-list) -» (INT-list) 
while the definition of map alone would yield the type: 
map : ^φ\^ψ2 (ψ\^'ψ2) -^ (V5l-'lst)—Ч г-'1^)· 
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Since the definition oí map does not depend on the definition of squarelist, one would expect 
the type inférer to find the second type for map. That such is not the case is caused by the fact 
that all occurrences of a recursively defined function on the right hand side within the definition 
must have the same type as in the left hand side. 
There is more than one way to overcome this problem. One is to recognize mutual recursive 
rules, and treat them as one definition. (Easy to implement, but difficult to formalize, a problem 
we run into in chapters ten and twelve). Then, the translation of the above program could be: 
let map = (Fixm. λ/. XI. if (null I) then nil else (cons (f (hd I)) (m ƒ (tl l)))) 
In (let squarelist = (λ/, (map (Xx.x * x) /)) 
in (squarelist (cons 2 nil))) 
The other solution, chosen by Mycroft, is to allow of a more general rule for recursion than 
Milner's (FlX)-rule. Mycroft, like Milner, defined a type assignment system for a language 
Exp that is the same as Milner's. Also the set of types used by Mycroft is the same as defined 
by Milner. In the following definition we show the derivation rules for Mycroft's system. 
Definition 3.2.1 [Mycroft '84] Mycroft type assignment is defined by the following sequent 
style deduction system. 
(FIX): 
Βυ{χ:σ} l-M y c Μ:σ 
(TAUT): Bli{x:W} К
М у с





 М:т В І-
М у с
 Μ:σ-+τ В \-щ
с
 Ν:σ 
(ABS): (a) (COMB): 
В Ь
М у с





М:с ь <т В ("Мус Μ:σ 
(INST): — — (GEN): (b) 
ß ,
~ M y c M : r ВЬщ
с
М-Х<р.а 
В U {χ·.σ} І-
М у с






 (let χ = N in М):т 
(a) If χ:σ is the only statement about χ on which M:r depends. 
(b) If φ not free in any assumption in the basis. 
Thus, the only difference lies in the fact that, in this system, the derivation rule (FIX) allows 
for type-schemes instead of types, so the various occurrences of χ in M can be typed with 
different Curry-types. 
Mycroft's system has the following properties: 
• Like in Milner's system, in this system polymorphism can be modelled. 
• Type assignment in this system is undecidable, as shown by A.J. Kfoury, J. Tiuryn and 
P. Urzyczyn in [Kfoury et al. '90]. 
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• By defining an adequate semantics for the language Exp, soundness of inference holds: 
If В hviyc Μ:σ, then В И Μ:σ. 
3.3 The difference between Milner's and My croft's system 
Since Mycroft's system is a true extension of Milner's, there are terms typeable in Mycroft's 
system that are not typeable in Milner's. For example, 
F\xg.\x.((\ab.a){g{\c.c)){g{\de.d))) : ^Ψ\^ψ2.{φ\^ψ2). 
is a derivable statement in Mycroft's system. It is easy to see that this term is not typeable using 
Milner's system, because the types needed for g in the body of the term cannot be unified. 
But, the generalization allows for more than was aimed at by Mycroft: in contrast to what 
Mycroft suggests, type assignment in this system is undecidable. And not only is the set of 
terms that can be typed in Mycroft's system larger than in Milner's, it is also possible to assign 
more general types to terms that are typeable in Milner's system. Take, for example, 
Д = Ріхг.Лз;у.(г (г у (λα6.α))ι), 
then the statement R : '^ψ\^φ2^φ3-(φ\^>·φ2~*Ψ3) ' s derivable in Mycroft's system. R is also 
typeable in Milner's system, where its principal type is: 
In [Milner '78] type assignment was not defined by presenting derivation rules, but by 
defining well-typed prefixed expressions. The derivation rules (GEN) and (INST) presented in 
[Damas & Milner '82] are motivated by the proof in [Milner '78] for the following statement: 
if В hf^L ^ : σ a n d S is a substitution, then S(B) h ML M:S (σ) can be shown using a derivation 
with exactly the same height. This property is used in [Damas & Milner '82] for the proof of 
soundness of the algorithm W. 
For Mycroft's system, this cannot be proved: to prove that if В \-щ
с
 Μ:σ and 5 is a 
substitution, then S (В) Ь м
у с
 Μ·.5(σ), for some terms the derivation rules (GEN) and (INST) 
are needed: substitution is only by definition a sound operation. 
For example, to show in Milner's system that any substitution instance of the type 
α = (¥l4->¥,5->V:'4)->(V4->¥'5->V4)->V4-+V5->V4 
is a correct type for R, it is sufficient to take the derivation for 
{r:a} l-M L \xy.(r{ry(Xab.a))x) : a, 
just substitute the types in this derivation, and apply the (FlX)-derivation rule. 
For Mycroft's system this construction does not yield correct derivations. If the derivation 
for the statement 
{r : ЧЧ>І ІР2Ч<РЗ-(ІР\^<Р2^<РЗ)} ^Мус ^У-(г (ГУ (λα6.α))χ) : Ψι^φ2-*ψ3 
were taken and, for example, the type-variable <P2 were replaced by φ\, then the (FIX)-
derivation rule cannot be applied because the type in the conclusion of the derivation is affected 
by the substitution, but the type ^φ\^ψ2^φ3.{ψ\—*ψ2-^ψ3) ¡η the basis is not. The only way 
to obtain Ь
М у с
 R : φ\—>φ\—>φ^ is by using the derivation rule (INST) on the derivation for 
l-Myc R • ^Ψί^^2^ψ3-(ψΐ^"Ρ2^Ψ3)-
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In this chapter we present the Strict Type Assignment System, a restricted version of the 
BCD-system. Compared to the BCD-system, the major feature of this restricted system is the 
absence of the derivation rule (<). It is based on a set of strict types, which correspond to 
the normalized types of the CDV-system. We will show that these two together give rise to 
a strict filter lambda model that is essentially different from F. We will show that the Strict 
Type Assignment System is the nucleus of the BCD-system, i.e. for every derivation in the 
BCD-type discipline there is a derivation in which (<) is used only at the very end. Finally we 
will prove that strict type assignment is complete for inference semantics. 
4.1 Strict type assignment 
In this section we will present the Strict Type Assignment System, together with the set of strict 
types. These two together will yield a lambda model / 5 , with which we prove completeness 
of type assignment without the derivation rule (<). 
The elimination of < induces a set of strict types, a restriction of the set of types used in the 
BCD-system. Strict types are the types that are strictly needed to assign a type to a term in the 
BCD-system. The set of strict types is a true subset of set TQCD; intersection type schemes and 
the type constant ω play a limited role in the Strict Type Assignment System. We will assume 
that ω is the same as an intersection over zero elements: if η = 0 , then σ\ϊΛ· • -Πση = ω, so 
ω does not occur in an intersection subtype. Moreover, intersection type schemes (so also ω) 
occur in strict types only as subtypes at the left hand side of an arrow type scheme. Wc could 
have omitted the type constant ω completely from the presentation of the system, because we 
can always assume that η = 0 in σ\Γ\· • ·ησ
η
, but some of the definitions and the results we 
obtain are more clear when ω is dealt with explicitly. 
Definition 4.1.1 i) %, the set of strict types, is inductively defined by: 





С:%(п> 0), 11ιεησ 1η···ηση->τ€3;. 
ii) Tg, the set of strict intersection types is defined by: If σ\,..., σ
η
 e % (η > 0), then 




b) σ <s ω. 





 ρ => σ <sp. 
e) σ <s Ρ & σ ^S τ ^ σ <s Ρ η τ · 
iv) On 7s, the relation ~s is defined by: 
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b) σ ~s Ρ & τ ~s μ =>· σ—>τ ~s ρ—>μ. 
ν) A sirici statement is an expression of the form Μ:σ, where M € Λ and σ e 7s· 
M is the subject and σ the predicate of Μ:σ. 
vi) A Sinei oasts is a set of strict statements with only distinct variables as subjects. 
If ajn- · ·ησ
η
 is a predicate in a basis, then η > 1. 
7s may be considered modulo ~s · Then <s becomes a partial order. 
The definition of ~s as in [van Bakcl '92a] did not contain part 4.1.1 (iv.b), but was defined 
by: с <s τ £ s σ •**• σ ~S τ · As was remarked by Professor G. Plotkin of the University of 
Edinburgh, Schotland (private communication), defining the equivalence relation on types in 
that way causes an anomaly in the definition of type-interpretation as in definition 4.4.2, since, 
then, the interpretation of an arrow type σ—>τ is no longer a map from the interpretation of σ 
onto the interpretation of т. See also the remark made after theorem 4.4.3. 
Unless stated otherwise, if σιΠ- • ·Πσ
η
 is used to denote a type, then all σ\, . . . , σ
η
 are 
assumed to be strict. Notice that % is a proper subset of 7s, that the set % coincides with the 
set of normalized tail-proper types of the CDV-system, and that the set Tg coincides with the 
set of normalized tail-proper sequences. 
It is an easy exercise to show that the definition of <s is equivalent to: 
{σχ,...,σ^} С {τ,,.,.,τ,η} С %(η > Ο,τη > 0) Φ> τ,Π-'-Πτ,η <5σ 1 η· · ·ησ„. 
It is also easy to show that, if σ <s τ, then either τ = ω or r = σ or σ is an intersection 
type scheme in which τ occurs. Notice also that, if σ ~s τ, then τ can be obtained from σ by 
permuting the strict components in an intersection subtype, e.g. ρη(σΠτ) ~s (ρησ)ητ. The 
differences affect none of our proofs and σ - τ means σ ~s τ, so we consider types modulo 
~s · Notice also that { σ | σ ~s ω } = {ω}. 
As in definition 2.3.2, with the relation < we extend the relation <s to bases. The following 
definition introduces some terminology and notations for bases. 
Definition 4.1.2 i) If 5 υ { ι : σ } is a basis, then 5 is a basis, and χ does not occur in B. 
ii) If B\,..., B
n
 are bases, then U{B\,..., B
n
} is the basis defined as follows: 
χ·.σιΓ\- • -Πσ,η € Π { 5 ι , . . . , Β
η
} if and only if {χ:σ\, • • •, x:0m} is the set of all 
statements whose subject is χ that occur in Β χ U . . . U B
n
. 
Notice that if η - 0, then П { 5 і , . . . , B
n
} = 0. By abuse of notation, we sometimes write a 
basis as В U {χ:σ}, where σ =ш. We will then assume that В U {ι:σ} = В. 
The Strict Type Assignment System is constructed from the set of strict types and a minor 
extension of the derivation rules of the CD-system. This way, a syntax directed system is 
obtained that satisfies the main properties of the BCD-system: type assignment is closed under 
/9-equality, the set of terms typeablc with type σ from a basis В such that ω does not occur in 
В and σ is the set of normal izable terms, and the set of terms typeable with type σ ^ ω is the 
set of terms having a head normal form. 
Strict types and strict derivations are closely related. Strict derivations are syntax directed 
and yield strict types. 
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Definition 4.1.3 i) Strict type assignment and strict derivations are defined by the following 
natural deduction system (where all types displayed are strict, except σ in the derivation 
rule (—1)): 
[ι:σ] (σ 6 Tg) 
Μ·τ 3;:σιη···ησ
η 




—»τ Ν·.σχ ... Ν·.σ
η 
( - Ε ) : ( η > 0 ) 
MJV:T 
(a) If ι:σ is the only statement about ι on which Μ:τ depends. 
If Μ:σ is derivable from В using a strict derivation, wc write В l-
s
 Μ :σ. 
ii) We define l-
s
 by: 5 l-
s
 Μ:σ if and only if: there are σχ,..., σ
η
 (η > 0) such that 
σ = σ-χΠ- • ·Γ\σ
η





If ß hg Μ:σ, and В = 0, we write Hs Μ:σ. Notice that in В t-
s
 Μ:σ the basis can contain 
types that are not strict, and that В l-
s
 Μ:σ is only defined for σ e 7$. 
Example 4.1.4 In this notion of type assignment we cannot - unlike e.g. in the BCD-system 
and the CDV-systems - build one derivation for {χ:σΓ\τ} bç χ·.σΓ\τ. By definition 4.1.3 (ii) 
we should show that there are derivations for both {χ:σΠτ} l-
s








The difference between the strict system and the BCD-system is essentially this: in the 
BCD-system, the derivation rule (ПЕ) is allowed of on all terms, whereas in the strict system it 
is only performed on variables, as in the CD-system. Also, the BCD-system has the derivation 
rules (ω) and (ПІ) - also allowed of on all terms - that are implicitly present in the derivation 
rule (—>E) of the strict system. Moreover, we cannot compose a derivation in the hg system 
with conclusion Μ-.ω with any other derivation. 
The introduction oftwo different notions ofderivability seems somewhat superfluous. Notice 
that we could limit ourselves to one, by stating: 
We define b
s
 by: В l-
s
 Μ:σ if and only if there are σχ, ..., σ
η
 (η > 0) such that 
σ = σ ι η · · · η σ
η
 and for every 1 < г < п Μ:σ
ι
 is derivable from В using a strict 
derivation. 
This definition would cause a lot of words in the proofs, and perhaps also a lot of confusion 
as well. We therefore prefer two different notions ofderivability. 
Apart from the presence of ω, the type assignment defined by hg is in fact the same as the 
CD-system. Also, the derivation rules (not the set of types) for the one defined by b
s
 are in 
fact the same as for the HCDV -system; the difference between these systems is nothing more 
than, in the HQJV -system, ω is a type, whereas it is a sequence in the strict system. The type 
assignment defined by hg is in fact an extension of Ьсо я > the main difference is that in the 
derivation rule (—•!) more than just the used types can be cancelled. 
For these notions of type assignment, the following properties hold: 
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Lemma 4.1.5 i) В \-
s
 ΜΝ:σ <=• 3 τ [ В h
s
 Μ:τ->σ & 5 hg І :т ]. 
іі) Л h
s
 M:(т «ί=> Β h
s
 Μ:σ & σ €%. 
Hi) 5 l-s λ ι .Μ:σ <=ί» 3
ι
ο € Τ 5 , μ € Χ [ σ = ρ->μ & Β\χ U {χ:ρ} Κ Μ:μ ]. 
iv) 5 I - S Μ:σ 4=ί> 3 a j , . . . , ση (η > 0) [ σ =σιη···ηση & VI <г < η [ Β l-s M:a¿ ] ]. 
ν) Β h
s
 Μ:σ «*• { χ:τ e Β \ χ e FV(M) } Ь 5 Μ:σ. 
vi) V σ, τ € Ts [ Β U {χ:σ} b s M:т »^ ß U {χ:σ} l-s N:r ] =• 
V ρ € r s [ В \-s Χχ.Μφ ^ В h s Лі.і :р ]. 
vii) {χ:σ} hg χ:τ <^ σ <§ т. 
Proof: Easy. D 
¿em/πα 4.1.6 If В \-
s
 Μ:σ and 5 ' <s B, then S ' Ь 5 Μ:σ. 
Proof: Since for every χ:τ e В: if В' <$ В, then by lemma 4.1.5 (vii) В' hç х:т. D 
4.2 Г/іе strict filter lambda model 
As in [Barendregt et al. '83] we aim to construct a filter lambda model. By use of names we 
will distinguish between the definition of filters in the paper, and the ones given here. 
Definition 4.2.1 i) A subset d of 7s is called a strict filter if and only if: 
a) σ ι , . . . , σ
η
 € d (η > 0) => σι Π- · ·ησ
η
 € d. 
b)T€d&.T<sa=ïc€d. 
ii) If V is a subset of Tg, then î s ^ is the smallest strict filter that contains V, and Ϊ$σ = 
Ϊ5{σ}. If no confusion is possible, we will omit the subscript on f. 
iii) ^ s = { ^ ^ ^ s l ^ ' s a strict filter }. We define application on ^ s» ' : -^ S x -^ S ~* -^ S by: 
d-e = î { T | 3 σ € β [ σ - » τ € Λ ] }. 
Notice that if types are not considered modulo ~s , then part (i.b) should also contain: 
τ e d & τ ~s σ =*• ^ € d . Notice also that ω&ά, for every strict filter d. 
The application on BCD-filters as defined in definition 2.3.1.1 would not be useful in our 
approach, since it would not be well defined. We must force the application to yield filters, 
since in each arrow type scheme σ—*τ С.Т$,т is strict. <^s> Ç > is a cpo and henceforward 
we will consider it with the corresponding Scott topology. Because of the remark made after 
definition 4.1.1, part 4.2.1 (i) can be replaced by: 
i) σ , η · · · η σ
η
€ 0 ( η > 0 ) < í = í > V l < i < n ^ i € d ] . 
Notice that a strict filter generated by a finite number of types is finite. Let, for example, σ 
be a strict type, then fa = {σ, ω} (where by ~s we identify σ and σΠσ). If σ is an intersection 
of η strict types, σ = σιΠ- · ·ησ
η











, σ^σιΠσ^ . . . , σ ^ · • ·ησ
η
, ω }. 
Of course ^ s contains also infinite elements. 
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Lemma 4.2.2 For strict filters the following properties hold: 
O a e î F & V Ç T ; « ^ 3 σ 1 , . . . , σ η ( η > 0 ) [ σ = σ 1 η · · · η σ η & V 1 < i <n [σ» e V] ]. 
ii) σΕ% & crefV &VÇ%=ï aeV. 
iii) σ € fr -Ο· τ < s σ. 
iv) σ e î{ τ Ι Β hg М:т } •«• а е { т | В Ь 5 Μ :т }. 
Proof: Easy. D 
Theorem 4.2.3 i) If 5 l-
s
 Μ :σ and σ <
s
 τ, then 5 l-
s
 Μ-.т. 
ii) {aers |ßh s M : a}eJ- s . 
Proof: i) By induction on <s . 
ii) By lemma 4.2.2 (iv). D 
Unlike [Barendregt eia/. '83], we will not use the method of Hindley and Longo to show 
that <Fs, • > is a lambda model, but instead we will specify two maps F and G and show that 
these give rise to a lambda model. 
Definition 4.2.4 We define F: Fs —* [Ps —* ^s] a nd G: [Fs —• ^ s ] —* -^s by: 
i) Fd e = d-e. 
ii) G ƒ = î{ σ ^ τ € Ts Ι τ e /(Ϊσ) }. 
It is easy to check that F and G are continuous. 
Theorem 4.2.5 <Jrs» " > with F a n c i G a s defined in definition 4.2.4 is a lambda model. 
Proof: By [Barendregt '84].5.4.1 it is sufficient to prove that FoG = ¿¿ [^ -»^ j . 
FoG ƒ d = î{ μ I 3 ρ 6 d [ ρ-*μ € î{ σ ^ τ | r e /(Τσ) } ] } = (4.2.2(Η)) 
Î { M | 3 p e d [ M e / ( î p ) ] } = /(d). α 
Since the definition of ~s a s · η [ v a n Bakel '92a] did not contain part 4.1.1 (iv.b), the filter 
model J^s as defined in this chapter is, as domain, not equivalent to the one defined in the 
paper. With the definition we gave here, it is straightforward to show that f s is equivalent to 
Engeler's model Р д [Engeler '81]. 
Notice that ^ s and the filter lambda model ƒ" defined in [Barendregt etal. '83] are not 
isomorphic as complete lattices, since, for example, in Τ the BCD-filter ΪσΠτ—»σ is contained 
in Ϊσ—»σ, whereas in ^ s the strict filter ÏsaDr—»σ is not contained in îs^—*σ. Moreover, 
they are not isomorphic as lambda models, since, in F, the meaning of Xxy.xy is contained in 
the meaning of Xx.x, whereas this does not hold ¡η Fs ( s e e the examples in 4.2.9). 
Definition 4.2.6 Let ξ be a valuation of term-variables in ^ s · 
0 ΙΙΛ^Βξ, the interpretation of terms in ?$ via ξ is inductively defined by: 
a) [Ixllf = ξ(χ). 
b) HMivflç = F [[мИеШе. 
c) ίλι.ΑίΒξ = G (λ ν e ^s-llMD«,,/*))· 
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/ χ ) ^ Μ : τ > = 
Β^ U { ι : μ | μ Ε ]σ} Ь5 М:т } 
β
ξ
/ υ { ι : σ } Ι - 5 Μ : τ } = 
Βξ/ Κ, λ ι .Μ:σ-*τ } = 
ß f Κ λχ.Λί:σ-»τ } = 
ІІ) Βζ ={χ:σ\ σ<=ζ(χ)}. 
Theorem 4.2.7 For all Μ, ξ: QM]]{ = { σ € T s ¡ Βζ H s Μ:σ }. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of lambda terms. 
i) ŒiBç = ¿(я). Since { y.p | ρ 6 £(y) } Κ; χ:σ -<=> σ e ¿(ι). 
i¡) ЦМУ Цс = î{ τ I 3 σ [ В^ Κ Μ : σ ^ τ & Bj Ь 8 7 :а ] } = (4.1.5 (i) & (іі)) 
Т{ г Ι Βζ l·, ΜΛΓ:τ } = (4.2.3 (ii)) 
{ г Ι Βζ hs Μ Ν : τ }. 
iii) ^\χ.Μ\ = î{ σ-^τ Ι Β
ξύσ/χ) hs Μ:τ } = (4.1.5(ii)) 
( В £ , = В { \ * ) 
(4.1.5 (iii)) 
(4.1.5 (ν)) 
(4.1.5 (iii) & 4.2.2 (iv)) 
{p\Bç\-sXx.M:p}. D 
Corollary 4.2.8 If Μ =β N and В hg Μ:σ, then В hg TVia, so the following rule is a 
derived rule in hg : 
Μ:σ M =0 Ν 
(=/3): — 
Ν:σ 
Proof: Since Ρ5 is a lambda model, we know that if Μ =β Ν, then ЦМЦ^ = diVJ^; 
so { σ e T
s
 Ι Βζ hs Μ:σ } = { σ e T
s
 | B f l-s iV:a }. О 




Example 4.2.9 By using lemmas 4.1.5 and 4.2.2 we can show the following: 
i) If M is a closed term, then for all ξ, ЦМ]]^  = { σ e 7s I Ks Μ:σ }. So for c l o s e d terms 
we can omit the subscript ξ. 
ii) ЦЛіу.ху]] = î{ ρ—»σ—»τ | 3 σ' [ ρ <s σ'-*τ & σ <s σ' ] }. 
ііі) [Лам]] = f { σ-+τ | σ <$ τ }. 
і ) Щх.х)у\ = е(у). 
If we take, for example, μ = (σ—*τ)—*σΠρ—*τ, then it is easy to check that μ € ЦЛху.хуЦ and 
μ $? ЦАх.х]], so ЦЛху.хуЦ is not contained in ЦЛх.хД. 
Notice that, if M is a closed term, flMJ is infinite. If M is not closed, it may be that ЦМЦс 
is finite, since ξ can select finite filters as well. However, we can limit ^s by selecting only 
infinite strict filters. Notice that this would still give us a lambda model different from ƒ". 
Theorem 4.2.10 If M is in normal form, then there are В and σ such that В h, Μ:σ, and in 
this derivation ω does not occur. 
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Proof: By induction on the structure of lambda terms in normal form. 
i) M = i . Take σ strict, such that ω does not occur in σ. Then {Х:<У} l~
s
 χ:σ. 
ii) M = Xx.M', with M' in normal form. By induction there are Β, τ such that В l-
s
 М':т 
and ω does not occur in this derivation. In order to perform the (—>I)-step, В must 
contain (whether or not χ is free in M') a statement with subject χ and predicate, say, σ. 
But then, of course, B\x l-
s
 Χχ.Μ'-.σ—•τ, and ω does not occur in this derivation. 
iii) Μ Ξ i M i . . . Μη, with Μι,..., M
n
 in normal form. By induction there are Bi,..., 
B
n
 and a j , . . . , σ
η
 such that for every 1 < г < η ß t l-s Μ^σ», and ω does not occur in 
these derivations. Take τ strict, such that ω does not occur in r, and 
В = П{В
Ь
 . . . , B
n
, {χ:σι^- • —σ
η
-»τ}}. 
Then ß l-s i M i . . . Μ
η
:τ, and in this derivation ω does not occur. D 
Theorem 4.2.11 If M is in head normal form, then there are В and σ such that В Ь5 Μ:σ. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of lambda terms in head normal form. 
i) M = x. Take σ strict, then {ι:σ} l-
s
 χ:σ. 
ii) M = Xx.M', with M' in head normal form. By induction there are В and τ such that 
В l-
s
 M'vr. As in the previous theorem, В must contain a statement with subject χ and 
predicate, say, σ. But then, of course, B\x b
s
 Χχ.Μ':σ—>τ. 
iii) Μ Ξ i M i . . . M
n
, with M j , . . . , M
n
 lambda terms. Take r strict, then also (with η 
times ω) ω—>ω—• >ω—>τ is strict, and {a;:u;—>ω—» »ω—•τ} |-
s
 i M i . . . М
п
:т. D 
Theorem 4.2.12 3 S, σ [ fl l-
s
 Μ:σ & Β, σ ω-frce ] •О· M has a normal form. 
Proof: =>) If 5 h
s
 Μ:σ and Β, σ ω-free, then В HBCD ^ : σ and Β, σ ω-free. Then by 
property 2.3.4(iv) M has a normal form. 
^=) By theorem 4.2.10, and corollary 4.2.8. • 
Notice that in the second part of the proof, because of corollary 4.2.8 we can only state that 
if Μ =β N and В hs Μ:σ, then В h, Ν:σ. From theorem 4.2.10 we can conclude that В and 
σ do not contain ω, but the property that ω does not occur at all in the derivation is, in general, 
lost. (See also the remark after lemma 7.4.2.) 
Theorem 4.2.13 3 Β, σ [ В l-
s
 Μ:σ ] <=ί> M has a head normal form. 
Proof: =>) If В h, Μ:σ, then Β \-^cD Μ:σ and σ φω. Then by property 2.3.4 (iii), M has 
a head normal form. 
<=) By theorem 4.2.11 and corollary 4.2.8. D 
Corollary 4.2.14 i) 3 Β, σ [ В Ь 5 Μ:σ &. Β,σ w-free ] «=>· Μ has a normal form. 
ii) 3 Β, σ [ ß hs Μ:σ & σ ^ ω ] ^Ф· M has a head normal form. D 
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4.3 The relation between l-
s
 and l-BCD 
The BCD-type assignment is not conservative over the strict type assignment. So the following 
docs not hold: 
Suppose all types occurring in В and σ are in Tg. ThenS Hg Μ:σ ·<=> В Ьцсо Μ:σ. 
As a counter example for <=, take {χ·.σ—>σ} \-^cD χ:σητ—>σ. It is not possible to derive 
the statement χ:σΠτ—>σ from the basis {3;:σ^σ} in Kg . Of course the implication in the 
other direction holds: В Ь§ Μ :σ implies Β I~BCD Л^ : σ · The relation between the two systems 
is stronger, however. The strict system turns out lo be the nucleus of the BCD-system: we will 
show that, if in a derivation for Μ:σ the derivation rule (<) is used, the same statement can be 
derived using a derivation in which the derivation rule (<) is at the most only used at the very 
end of the derivation (theorem 4.3.5). The proof is based on the fact that for every σ € TßCD 
there is a σ* € 7s such that σ ~ σ* (lemma 4.3.1; the same result was stated in [Hindley '82], 
$4), and the approximation theorem as given in [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84]. 
Lemma 4.3.1 (cf. [Hindley '82]) For every σ e T B C D there is a σ* € Ts such that σ ~ σ*. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of types in T^CD-
i) σ = ω, or σ is a type-variable: trivial. 
ii) σ = ρ—•т. By induction there are p* and τ* 6 7s such that ρ ~ p* and τ ~ τ*. 
a) τ* = ω. Take σ* = ω. 
b) τ* =τ
ι
η·· -ПТтп, each т
г
 e %. Take σ* = (ρ*->τι)η· · ·π (ρ*-*τ
η
). 
c) τ* is strict, then take σ* = р*—>т*. 
iii) σ = ρΠτ. By induction there are ρ* and τ* 6 7s such that ρ ~ p* and τ ~ τ*. 
a) ρ* = ω. Take σ* = τ*. 
b) τ* =ω. Take er* = ρ * . 
c) ρ* ¿ω & τ* ¿ω Takeσ* =р*Пт*. Π 
Notice that lemma 4.3.1 is not a proof for the statement that 7$ modulo ~s is isomorphic 
to TBCD modulo ~ . For example, take σ\ = σ—»r and <T2 = (σ—»τ)η(σηρ—»τ); then σ\ ~ σι, 
σ] = <Τ|, σ2* = C2> but not σ\ ~s о'г· 
As for the CDV-system and the BCD-system, the type assignment rules of the strict system are 
generalized to elements of Л^ by allowing for the terms to be elements of Λ-L. Notice that, 
because strict type assignment is syntax directed, if ± occurs in a term M and Β \-$ Μ:σ, then 
either σ =ω, or in the derivation for Μ:σ, _L appears in the right hand subterm of an application 
on which the derivation rule (—>E) is used with η = 0. 
We will now prove the main theorem of this section by showing that the Ь$ -system is 
in fact the nucleus of the BCD-system. We will do this by proving first, for terms in Λί, 
that the derivation rule (<) can be transferred to the very end of a derivation, and afterwards 
generalizing this result to arbitrary lambda terms. 
Theorem 4.3.2 If A is in λ-L-normal form and В Ьцсо Α-.σ then there are Β', σ' e 7s such 
that B' \-s Α:σ', σ' < σ and В' > В. 
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Proof: The proof is given by induction on the structure of terms in λ_L-normal form. 
All cases where σ ~ ω are trivial, because then we can take B' = 0 and σ' = ω. Therefore, 
in the rest of the proof, we will assume σ -φω. 
i) S bßco Ι : σ · By property 2.3.4(ν) there is an x:p e В such that ρ < σ. 
By lemma 4.3.1 {x:p*} > В and ρ* < σ. 






So, by (ПЕ) and property 2.3.4(ii) for every 1 < г < η we have В U {х:/>
г
} bgcD Α'-Ρι-



















'} > S U { ι :
Α
} . 
We can assume, without loss of generality, that each μ/ is an element of %. Then: 
V 1 < г < η S t Κ Χχ.Α'-.ρ^μ^, ^ ' -»μ/ < Рг-^μι and В г > 5 . 
So n f S b . . . , B
n





(/»ι'-^μιΟπ- · •η(ρη-+μη') < <?• 
ііі) В Ьвсо ^ ^ l · · · Α
η
:σ. By property 2.3.4(i) there are τχ, . . . , τ
η
 e ?BCD s u c h that 
ß bßCD хщ—> •τ,ι—»σ, and for every 1 < г < η Я bgcD Α ^ ι · 














 > S. 
Alson{B 1 , . . . , f l n } > В. 
Let σ* = σιΠ- · -Πσ^ where each σ
ι
&% and fc > 1. By lemma 4.3.1 
Τ!-» •τ
η
-»σ < (rj '-* •τ71'-»σ1)η· · ·η (τι'-> •τη'->σΑ;) 
and because of property 2.3.4 (ν), we have 
П{В
Ь
 . . . , S„, {XÎÎT! '— · ~»τ
η
'-»σι) Π- · ·η (Τ!'-»· • -^Tn'^afc)}} > β . 






 х Л ] . . . A
n
\af, so 
П{Яь . . . , Β
η
, {х^ті'— · — Τ η ' - σ Ο η · • ·η (τ,'-»· • —Tn'-fffc)}} 
h s x ^ i . . . Λ
η
:σ'. D 
Lemma 4.3.3 i) If Лі, Л2 € Л{М), then there is an A' such that Л) and A2 both match Л' 
except for occurrences of ±, and A' e .A(M). 




, then there is an 







Proof: i) This is a consequence of proposition 10.2.2, in [Barendregt '84]. 
ii) If for every 1 < ι < η there is an А
г
 € A(M) such that S t hg At:CT„ then by part (i) there 
is an A 6 A(M), such that for every 1 < г < η, А
г
 matches A except for occurrences of 








Theorem 4.3.4 В Ь5 Μ:σ -<=> 3 Л € Л(М) [ S hg ,4:σ ]. 
Proof: =>) By straightforward induction on the structure of derivations, using lemma 
4.3.3 (ii). 
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·<=) If Β Ι-§ Α:σ, then by the remark made before theorem 4.3.2, J. appears only in subterms 
that are typed by ω. Since A s A(M), there is an M' such that Μ' =β M and A matches 
M' except for occurrences of _L. Then obviously В bg Μ':σ, and by corollary 4.2.8 also 
B^s Μ'σ· Π 
Theorem 4.3.5 If В Ьцо) Μ.σ, then there are Β', σ' € Ts such that B' l-s Μ:σ', σ' < σ, and 
B ' > B . 
Proo/:· 5 l-BCD Μ:σ =* (2.3.2.7) 
3 A e Д(М) [ В ( - в о AM ] => (4.3.2) 
З Л е Д(М), В', σ' e r
s
 [ В' hs ^:σ' &.σ'<σ&.Β'>Β]=ϊ (4.3.4) 
3 S', σ' € Ts [ В' l-s Μ·.σ' & σ' < σ & Β' > Β ]. D 
4.4 Soundness and completeness of strict type assignment 
In this section we will prove completeness for the strict system. Recall definitions 2.3.1.2 and 
2.3.1.3. 
As shown in [Barendregt etal. '83], the BCD-type assignment is sound and complete with 
respect to the simple type semantics. In this section we will show that soundness is lost if -
instead of simple type semantics - the inference type semantics as defined in [Mitchell '88] is 
used. By using the latter, we are able to prove soundness and completeness without having the 
necessity of introducing <. This is done in a way very similar to the one used in [Barendregt 
etal '83], using the strict filter lambda model J's· 
At one very crucial point, the completeness proof in this section differs from the one in 
[Barendregt etal. '83]. In this paper, the simple type semantic was inductively defined, 
whereas our approach will be to give a map from 7s to p ^ s ) a n d prove that it is a type 
interpretation. It will be a different kind of type interpretation than the one used in [Barendregt 
etal. '83], because the latter would not suffice in our case. 
Theorem 4.4.1 Soundness. В l-
s
 Μ:σ => В И Μ:σ. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of derivations. D 
The notion of denvability KBCD is n o t sound for N · Take, for example, the statement 
λι.χ:(σ—>σ)—•σΠτ—>σ. This statement is derivable in the system I~BCD . but it is not valid in 
the strict filter lambda model. 
Definition 4.4.2 i) We define a map UQ : 7s —• p(^s) by VQ (σ) = { d e Т^ \ σ e d }. 
¡О Ы = 0 = { σ e Ts I В hs ι:σ }. 
Theorem 4.4.3 The map υμ is a type interpretation. 
Proof: We check condition (a) of definition 2.3 1.2(i). (Condition (b) is easy, (c) is trivial ) 
V e [ e 6 wo ( σ ) =** d · e € wo (τ) ] =>• 
V e [ e € wo (σ) => e d e G г>о (г) ] =*• (take e = }σ) 
τ e ε-d Τσ => (4.2.2(ιι)) 
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3 ρ e Τσ, и e d, η [ ν <s η—τ & ρ <
s
 τ/ ] =• (4.2.2(iii)) 
3 ι/ e d, 77 [ 1/ < s η—»τ & σ <s η ] ^ 
σ-»τ e î{ ρ-»μ Ι Э ι/ € d, η [ ι/ <
s
 7/-^ μ & ρ <s τ? ] } => 
σ-+τ e î{ η I 3 ι/ e d [ v-+r) €ε]}=Φ· 
e · d e t>o ( σ _ > τ ) · О 
Notice that, if part (iv.b) of definition 4.1.1 is omitted, the sets ν§ (σΠτ—»σ) and υο (τησ—кг) 
are incompatible. Then, we can only show that both contain 
{e:-d| Ve [ e € υ 0 (σ) Π υο (τ) => d e e i ; o ( a ) ] } 
and that they are both contained in 
{ d | Ve [ 6 ε υ 0 ( σ ) η υ ο ( τ ) => d ' e e i ; 0 ( a ) ] } . 
If the relation ~s ¡s defined as in definition 4.1.1 then σΠτ—*σ ~s τησ—>σ. Since fil­
ters are closed for ~s » σΠτ—>σ 6 ΪτίΊσ—»σ and τΠσ—»σ € ΪσΠτ—*σ, so DQ (σΠτ—>σ) = 
VQ (τΠσ—>σ). 
Lemma 4.4.4 i) S hs Μ:σ if and only if B^B \-% Μ:σ. 
Proof: i) Because for every 1, £в(х) i s a strict filter. 
ii) χ:σ e ß =>• (i) σ € { г | 5 í a Ь 5 ι :τ } => er € [[ιΕξΒ. 
So [IxUÍB e { d e ^ ' s | a 6 d } = ' U 0 (σ). α 
The system of [Barendregt etal. '83] proved to be complete with respect to the simple type 
semantics. The system Kg , however, is not complete in this semantics, due to the fact that, if 
we take υ to be a type interpretation from Tg to ρ(Ρ$)> the set 
{ d I V e [ e € ν(σ) =ί> d · e € υ(τ) ] } 
is not contained in υ(σ—»τ), since we don't allow for ω or an intersection type scheme at the 
right hand side of an arrow type scheme. If, instead, we use the notion of type interpretation as 
defined in definition 2.3.1.2 (i), because of theorem 4.4.3, completeness can be proved. 
Theorem 4.4.5 Completeness. Let σ € 7s, then В t= Μ:σ => В l-
s
 Μ:σ. 
Proof: В И Μ:σ =}• (2.3.1.3(іі.с.І), 4.4.4(ii) & 4.4.3) 
*S, ΪΒ, υ0 Ν Μ:σ => (2.3.1.3 (ii.a) & 4.4.3) 
mHcBev0(a)^ (4.4.2(і)) 
^ellMDfa => (4.2.7) 
β
ί Β
Ι - 5 Μ : σ = > (4.4.4(i)) 
ΒΙ- 5Μ:σ. Π 
Chapter 5 The Essential Intersection Type Assignment 
System 
The strict system is not closed under 77-reduction So, the following does not hold. 
5 hg Μ σ & M —
 η
Ν = > Л Ь 5 І а 
For example, take as in example 4.2.9 the terms \xy xy and λ ι χ, and notice that \xy xy —*η 
Xx x. It is easy to check that-
hg \xy xy:(cr—>τ)—>σΓ\ρ—*τ and not t-g λ ι χ:(σ—>τ)—»σΠρ—»т. 
In this chapter, we will show that the straightforward extension of <s to a relation that is also 
defined over arrow-types is sufficient to create a system that is closed under ^-reduction We 
call this notion of type assignment essential, to emphasize that it is the smallest restriction (that 
is not strict) of the BCD-system that satisfies all its properties. We will compare this notion of 
type assignment with the one defined in [Hindley '82], and prove a completeness result. 
5.1 Essential type assignment 
The relation <£ on 7s is a natural extension of the relation <s , that was only defined for 
intersection types Notice that, as m the relation <, in the definition of < E , the arrow type 
constructor is contravariant in its left argument and covanant in its right argument 
Definition 5 1 1 1) We define the relation <£ on Tg like <g , but add the last alternative. 
a) σ < E σ. 
b) σ <k ω. 
c) σΠτ <E σ & σΠτ <£ т. 
d) σ < E τ < E ρ =>· σ <[. p. 
c) σ ^Е Ρ & σ <Ε τ =• σ < Ε ρΠτ. 
0 Ρ ^Ε σ & τ £ Ε Μ ^ σ~*τ 5=Ε Ρ^Ρ-
π) On 7s, the relation ~i. is defined by: σ ~ E τ •$=>· σ <£ τ < E σ. 
Tg may be considered modulo ~ E As before, < E becomes a partial order, and in this 
chapter we consider types modulo ~£ . 
As with the relations < (definition 2 3.2) and <$ , we extend the relation <f. to bases 
Lemma 5 12 For the relation < E , the following properties hold: 
0 σ 5-5 T =* σ ^Е τ · 
и) φ < E σ Ό · σ = φ. So { σ | σ ~ Ε ψ } = {ι^ } 
in) ω <
Ε
 σ <=>• σ = ω. So { σ \ σ ~
Ε
 ω } = {ω}. 
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iv) σ->τ <EpeT
s
 ΦΦ· 3aeTs,ße%[p = a^ß & α < E σ & τ < Ε β ). 
ν) σιΠ- · ·ησ
η
 ^ E T G ' Í =>· 3 1 < г < η [ ffj < Ε τ ]. 
Proof: Easy. D 
Using this lemma, we can prove the following: 
Lemma 5.1.3 i) σ ^ · · ·ησ
η
 <£ τ e Τ§ => 
3 т
ь
 . . . , T
m
 e % [ τ = Tjn· · -Птуп & V 1 < j < m 3 1 < г' < η [ ffj < E Tj ] ]. 
υ) σ ^ Е т & σ € % => 
3 Τ], . . . , T
m
 (τη > 0) [ τ = τίΠ· · -Пгт & V 1 < j < m [ σ <
Ε
 τ,- ] ]. 
iii) S ' <
Ε
 S <s {ι:σ} & σ e % =>· 3 σ' € ί [ ß ' <s {ι:σ'} & σ' <
Ε
 σ ]. 
Proof: Easy. D 
Notice that ~s is a true subrelation of ~ E » since for example σ—>т ~ E (σ—>τ)η(σηρ—•г), 
but this does not hold in ~s · 
The essential type assignment system is constructed from the set of strict types, and a minor 
extension of the derivation rules as in definition 4.1.3 (i). This way, a system is obtained that 
satisfies the main properties of the BCD- and the strict system, which is not surprising: type 
assignment is closed under /3-equality, the set of terms typeable with type σ from a basis В 
such that ω does not occur in В and σ is the set of normalizable terms, and the set of terms 
typeable with type σ φ ω is the set of terms having a head normal form. 
Definition 5.1.4 i) Essential type assignment and essential derivations are defined by the 
following natural deduction system (where all types displayed are strict, except σ in the 
derivation rules (—>I) and ( < E ) ) : 
[χ:σ] 
Μ:τ χ:σ σ < E τ 
(-О: (a) (<E): 
Χχ.Μισ—*т X:T 
Μ:σιΓ\· • 'Пал—>τ Ν-.σχ ... Ν:σ
η 
H E ) : ( n > 0 ) 
ΜΝ:τ 
(a) If χ:σ is the only statement about χ on which Μ:τ depends. 
If Μ:σ is derivable from В using an essential derivation, we write В l-
e
 Μ:σ. 
ii) We define l-E by: В l·^ Μ:σ if and only if: there are σχ,. . . , ση (η > 0) such that 
σ = σχΠ· • ησ
η
, and for every 1 < г < η, В Ь
е
 M:a¿. 
Notice that derivation rule (ПЕ) from the strict system is not required in this definition, since it 
is derivable from (< E ) . 
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The difference between the strict system and the essential system does not lie in the set of 
types that can occur in derivations, but only in the extension of the derivation rule (ПЕ) to the 
one for ( < E ) . 
For this notion of type assignment, the following properties hold: 
Lemma 5.1.5 i) Β Κ6 ΜΝ:σ <^ 3 τ € Τ 8 [ Β he Μ:τ->σ &. ΒίΈ Ν:τ ]. 
ϋ) ВЬ
е
\х.М:а <=> 3 ρ 6 T
s
, μ e % [ σ =ρ->μ & Bu{x:p} \-
е
 Μ-.μ ]. 
iii) ß l - E Μ:σ <& 3σ1,...,ση(η> 0) [ σ = σιΠ- · ·Πση & 1 < г < 7 і [ 5 І - е М:аг ] ]. 
і ) В І-
Е
 χ:σ 4=> 3 ρ e Ts [ χ:ρ € В & ρ <
Е
 σ ]. 
ν) Β Ι-
Ε
 Μ:σ & Β' <
Ε
 ß =*· 5 ' Ι-
Ε
 Μ:σ. 
Proo/!· Easy. D 
Although the derivation rule ( < E ) is not allowed on all terms, we can prove the following: 
Lemma 5.1.6 If В Ь
Е
 Μ:σ, anda <\. r, then В f-E Μ -.т. 
Proof: By induction on l-E . 
i) σ = ω. Then by lemma 5.1.2(iii) τ =ω. Obviously В I-E М:т. 
ii) σ = σ\Γί· · ·ησ
η
. Then by lemma 5.1.5 (iii), for every 1 < г < η, В l-
e
 Μ-.σ^. By lemma 
5.1.3(i) there are τ\, ..., т
т
 e % such that τ =ТіП- · -Птт, and for evjry 1 < j <m 
there is a 1 <г < n such that а
г
 < E TJ. By induction for every 1 <j <m В \-e М:т3. 
But then 5 Ь
Е
 М:т. 
iii) σ € %. This part is proved by induction on M. 
a) Μ Ξ ж. Then В < E {a;:a} < E {х:т}, so by lemma 5.1.5 (iv) В I-E х:т. 
b) M = Xx.M'. Then by lemma 5.1.5 (ii), there are ρ € 7§, μ € % such that σ = ρ—»μ, 
and SU{x:/j} l-
e





 such that τ = (p\—>μ\)Γ\· · ·η(ρ
η
—»μη), and for 1 < г < η pt < E ρ and 
μ < E μϊ. By lemma 5.1.5 (v), for 1 < г < η В U {x:pt} be ^ ' : μ , and by induction 





, so Β I-E Хх.М':т. 





 Μ2'μ. Since σ <
Ε
 τ, also μ—»σ <
Ε





:μ-*τ. But then, by lemma 5.1.5(i), В Ь
Е
 М^М^-т. D 
Now it is easy to prove that type assignment in this system is closed under η-reduction. 
Theorem 5.1.7 If Β l-E Μ:σ and M —,, Ν, then S Нн Ν:σ. 
Proof: We will only show the part σ 6 %. The proof is completed by induction on the 
definition of —>η , of which we only show the part \x.Mx —*η M, where χ does not occur 
free in M. The other parts are dealt with by straightforward induction. 
Β^Χχ.Μχ-.σ => (5.1.5 (ii)) 
Эр, μ [<x = p—μ & BU{x:p} Κ
κ
 Μχ:μ ] => (5.1.5 (i)) 
3 τ, ρ, μ [ σ = ρ—>μ & S U {χ:ρ} t-
e
 Μ:τ->μ & S U {χ:ρ} Ι-
Ε
 χ:τ ] => 
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(5.1.5 (iv), χ not in M) 
3τ,ρ,μ[σ= ρ->μ & В h Μ:τ^μ & ρ <
Ε
 τ ] => (5.1.1) 
3 τ, ρ, μ [ σ = ρ—>μ & Β (-
ε




It is easy to check that hp Äxj/.a:y:(a—•τ)—»σηρ—>τ and l·^ λι.ι:(σ—>τ)—*σΓ\ρ—*τ. 
5.2 TTie relation between hg, l-E and '"BCD 
As with the BCD-type assignment system and the strict system, essential type assignment is 
not conservative over strict type assignment. So the following does not hold: 
5 h
s
M : a <^ В Ь
Е
 Μ:σ. 
As a counter example for <=, take {ι:σ-^σ} Kg ι:σητ—>σ. Notice that σ—>σ <£ σητ-+σ. 
It is not possible to derive the statement ιισΠτ—»σ from the basis \x:a—>σ} in hs . Of course 
the implication in the other direction holds: В hg Μ:σ implies В Ь^ Μ:σ. 
In a way similar to that of section 4.3, we can show that the essential type assignment system 
is the nucleus of the BCD-system; we can also show that the strict system is the nucleus of the 
essential system. The relation between the different notions of type assignment is formulated 
as follows: 
Theorem 5.2.1 i) If В V-QCQ Μ:σ, then there are Β', σ' such that В' Ь
Е
 Μ:σ', σ ~ σ' and 
ii) If В h E Μ·.σ, then there are Β', σ' such that Β' \-% Μ:σ', σ' < E σ and В < E В'. 
Proof: i) As the proof of theorem 4.3.5. 
ii) By easy induction, using lemma 5.1.5. D 
In part (i) in particular σ' < σ and В < В'. 
As in the previous chapter, it is possible to prove that the essential type assignment system 
satisfies the main properties of the BCD-system and of the strict system. 
Property 5.2.2 i) Β I-E Μ:σ & Μ =β N => BhzN-.a. 
ii) 3 Β, σ [ В Ь
Е
 Μ:σ & Β,σ ω-Uee ] Ό · Μ has a normal form. 
iii) 3 Β, σ [ β Ь
Е
 Μ:σ & σ ¿ω] <=>• Μ has a head normal form. D 
5.3 Soundness and completeness of essential type assignment 
For this essential system, it is possible to prove completeness of type assignment with respect 
to the simple type semantics the same way as done in [Barendregt etal. '83]. Since such a proof 
would be obtained in exactly the same way as in [Barendregt etal. '83], we will not present it 
here. Instead, we will prove a completeness result using results proven in [Hindley '82]. In 
this paper, some restrictions of the BCD-system were investigated, and one of them proved to 
be essentially the same as the BCD-system. 
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Definition 5.3.1 [Hindley '82] i) The set 7^ of normal intersection types is defined by: 
a) Type-variables and ω are in 7N· 
b) If σ, τ e TN - {ω}, then σΠτ e TN. 
c) If σ € Tfj, and τ € 7N-{W, intersections}, then σ—>τ e TN-
ii) On 7N, the relation < N is obtained by restricting the definition of < to TN-
iii) The notion of type assignment hpj is defined as l-ßCD > but by adding: 
a) All types are in Т^. 
b) Derivation rule (ПЕ) never immediately follows (ПІ). 
c) Derivation rules (ПЕ) and ( < N ) are only used with atomic subjects. 
It is straightforward to show that 7N = Tg, and < N = < E · 
Proposition 5.3.2 (cf. [Hindley '82]) i) If σ, τ e T
s
, then σ < τ <(=> σ <
Ε
 τ. 
ii) Let * be defined as in lemma 4.3.1. В I-BCD Μ:σ -ФФ В* I-N Μ:σ*. D 
We will now prove that BCD-type assignment is conservative over essential type assignment. 
Theorem 5.3.3 Conservativity. Let В and σ contain types in Tg. If В I-BCD Μ-.σ, then 
B h E M : c r . 
Proo/": В l-B C D Λί:σ => (5.2.1 (i)) 
3 Β', σ' [ Β' Ι-
Ε
 Μ:σ' & σ ' ~ σ & β ~ β ' ] ^ (5.3.2 (i)) 
3 β ' , σ ' [ Β Ί -
Ε
Μ : σ ' & σ' <
Ε
 σ & Β <
Ε
 Β' ] => (5.1.5 (ν) & 5.1.6) 
Β |-
Ε
 Μ:(Τ. D 
Of course the implication in the other direction also holds: If Β I-E Μ:σ, then Β \-BCD Μ·.σ. 
We will now show that HN and 1-E are equivalent. 
Theorem 5.3.4 S I-N Μ:σ <^ В Ь Е Μ:σ. 
Proo/:- =>) Β Κ
Ν





 Μ:σ => В I- B CD Μ:σ =• (5.3.2(ii)) Β Ι-Ν Μ:σ. U 
Now, soundness and completeness of essential type assignment are easy to prove. 
Theorem 5.3.5 Soundness and completeness of essential type assignment. Let В and σ 
contain types in T^. Then Β Η
Ε
 Μ:σ Ό · Β Κ Μ:σ. 
Proo/:· =*·) Β Κ
Ε
 Μ:σ =• В Квсо Μ:σ =• (2.3.1.5 (i)) В К Μ:σ. 
<=) В hs Μ:σ => (2.3.1.5 (ii)) Β Κ
Β Ο
ο Λί:<τ =• (5.3.3) Β Κ
Ε
 Μ:σ. D 
Since Ь^ and Ι-
Ε
 are equivalent, soundness and completeness of essential type assignment 
could also be proved using a similar result proved in [Hindley '82] for l-N . 
Chapter 6 Principal Type Schemes for the Strict Type 
Assignment System 
In this chapter, we will prove that the Strict Type Assignment System as presented in chapter 
four has the principal type properly. For each lambda term the principal pair (of basis and 
type) will be defined. Wc will define three operations on pairs of basis and types, namely 
strict substitution, strict expansion, and lifting, that are correct and sufficient to generate all 
derivable pairs for lambda terms. The operation of lifting is the strict counterpart of rise, and 
the operation of substitution is a slight modification of the ones defined before. The operation 
of expansion coincides with the CDV- and RV-expansions. Substitution and expansion will 
prove to be sound on all pairs; we will also show that there is no operation of lifting that is 
sound on all pairs of basis and type. 
In order to prove that the operations defined are sufficient, we will define a hierarchy of pairs 
consisting of principal pairs, ground pairs, primitive pairs, and pairs. We will show that these 
form a true hierarchy, that the set of ground pairs is closed under the operation of expansion, 
and that the set of primitive pairs is closed under the operation of lifting. In a diagram, this 
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There is an arrow from one set of pairs to another, if the optcration mentioned above the 
arrow maps a pair in the set at the beginning of the arrow lo a pair in the set at the end. When 
these sets are different, the result of applying the operation in general is not a pair in the set at 
the beginning of the arrow. The symbols between the sets indicate that the set on the left is a 
true subset of the set on the right. 
The principal pair for a lambda term M in the Strict Type Assignment System, PPg (M), 
turns out to be the same as PPÇDV (M) and PPRV (M); the definition of ground pairs coincides 
with the one for CDV-ground pairs. As will be shown in this chapter, the results of [Coppo 
et αι. '80] and [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84] do not provide principal types for the strict 
system. Although the type assignment systems differ only in details, none of the results of 
either paper can be applied to the strict system. All results presented in this chapter with proofs 
are therefore new, although we are using techniques that are similar to the ones used in these 
two papers. 
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Since the strict system is closed under /3-equality, type assignment in this system is not 
decidable, but semi-decidable This means that, in an implementation of the strict system, 
some restrictions have to be made, as is done, for example, in [Coppo & Giannini '92] 
We will show that the three operations defined in this chapter are complete if <B, σ> is 
a suitable pair for a term A in Л_1_-погта1 form, and <P, π> is the principal pair for A, then 
there arc an operation of lifting L, sequences of operations of expansion E, and substitution S, 
such that <B, σ> =S(L(Ê(<P, π>))) 
We will generalize these results to arbitrary lambda terms, and, finally, show that also the 
essential type assignment system has the principal type property 
In proving that the strict system has the principal pair property, we could have used the same 
technique as [Margaría & Zacchi '90] In this paper, principal typings for the type assignment 
system as presented in [Jacobs etal '92] were studied This system is a combination of 
the BCD-system and the polymorphic type discipline as presented in [Girard '86] This 
combination can be seen as an extension of the BCD-system by adding the type constructor 
'V' if φ is a type-variable and σ is a type, then Vy> σ is a type Also, the type inclusion relation 
< is extended in a natural way The typt assignment rules consist of (—•!), (—>E), (VI), (ПІ), 
(<), and (ω) The rules (ПЕ) and (VE) are omitted since they can be derived from (<) 
The technique used in [Margaría & Zacchi '90] is the following For every A in λ-L-normal 
form, a relation C^ is defined on the inductively defined set o( pairs <B, σ> admissible for A 
(i e such that В h Α σ) This relation satisfies if <B\, σ\> Сд <B2 cr2>, then <В\, σ\> 
and <B2, σ2> arc both admissible pairs for A The principal pairs of terms in λ_Ι_ normal form 
arc defined by induction on the structure of such terms (similar to definitions 22210, 2 3 2 ' ) 
and 6 1 3 of this thesis) The proof is completed by showing that, if <B, σ> is an admissible 
pair for A, and <P, π> is the principal pair of A, then <P, π> Сд < β , σ> 
A major difference between this technique and the one used in this chapter, is that the latter 
yields, given an admissible pair <B, σ> for A, a sequence of operations that will transform 
the principal pair of Л into <B, σ> The technique of [Margaría & Zacthi '90] is sufficient to 
show that, for every term in λ-L-normal form, there exists a principal type, it does not specify 
how to create an admissible pair from the principal one 
6.1 Principal pairs for terms in λ J_ -normaI form 
In [Coppo etal '80], principal pairs were defined for a type assignment system that is, at first 
sight, very similar to the strict system, and in [Ronchi della Rocca & Vennen '84] principal pairs 
were defined for the BCD-system In order to understand the necessity of defining principal 
pairs for the the strict system, we focus on the small but important differences between the 
strict system and the other two 
In the type assignment system as presented in [Coppo etal '80], the t>pes that occur in bases 
can only be type-variables or arrow types Instead of using intersections in bases, it is allowed 
for to let a basis contain several statements the subject of which is a variable If В b(-DVp ^ T> 
and χ occurs in B, the (—»-^ -rulc of this system collects all types that are predicates for ι and 
are used in the derivation of Μ τ This system does not contain an (nE)-rulc of any kind, so, 
in this system, it is impossible to derive the type φ{)Γ\φ\—»I^Q for the lambda term λ ι χ This 
type is derivable for this term m the strict system 
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Moreover, if В ("CDV/. Μ:τ, and the variable χ does not occur in B, then for λχ. M only the 
type ω—>τ can be derived. Therefore, in that system it is impossible to derive fQ—>φι—>φο for 
the lambda term λαό.a. This type is derivable for this term in the strict system. 
The restriction being made from the BCD-system to the strict system consists of eliminating 
the derivation rule (<). This rule plays an important part in [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84], 
in which the derivation rule (ПЕ) of the BCD-system is left out because it is in fact derivable 
from (<). In this system, the statement Χχ.χ-.ψαΠψι—^φο can be derived by applying the 
(<)-rule to the derivation for 
'"BCD Χχ.χ:ψο-*Ψθ 
(allowed for since ipQ—про < φο^φ\—*φο)· Similarly, the statement \ab.a:tpQ—*φ\-^φο can 
be derived by applying the (<)-rule to the derivation for 
'"BCD \аЬ.а:ір0-иі>-+іро 
(since ip()—>uj—>tp() < φο—>φι—*φ(ί). Although the (<)-rule is not allowed in the strict system, 
it could of course be that the operation of rise - which works on pairs and produces pairs - is 
sound for strict pairs. This, however, is not true. Take, for example, the rise 
R = <<0 ) φ0^ω->φ0>, <0, ψο-*φ\^Ψθ»· 
Then Α(<{χ:γ?<,->ω->^0}, ν50->ω—узо>) = <{χ·ψθ-^^^"Ρθ}, ¥'0-> і ^ о>· " i s not 
possible to derive Χ'-φ^—>φι—*ψο from the basis {χ:φο—>u>—ирц} in the strict system. 
So, the results of [Coppo eia/. '80] and [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84] do not provide 
principal types for the strict system. The technique used in these papers to construct the 
principal pairs and to define the operations that generate all other derivable pairs for a lambda 
term, is, however, similar to the one used here. 
Before we come to the definition of principal pairs, we introduce the notion of a basis used 
for a statement. The idea is that, in an average derivation, a number of types attached lo 
term-variables in the basis is not needed in the derivation at all: there is, for example, no 
(nE)-rule that selects these types. In constructing a used basis of a derivation, we collect all 
(and nothing but) the types that are actually used in the derivation. This notion makes the 
proofs of subsection 6.2.2 easier. 
Definition 6.1.1 i) The used bases of В bs Μ:σ are inductively defined by: , 
a) If σ =σιη· · -Пап (η > 0), then for every 1 <г < n В l-
s
 M:a¿. Let, for every 
1 <г<п, Bi be a used basis of В b
s
 M :а {. Take Щ В , , . . . , Bn}. ^ 
b) σ € %. -
1) M = χ. Take {χ:σ}. 
2) M = \χ.Μ'. Then σ = α-+β, and Β U {x:a} \-
s
 Μ':β. Lel В' be a used basis of 
В U {x:a} hs Μ':β. If x:a' e В', take B'\x, otherwise take B'. 
3) Μ Ξ M^Mj. Then there is a τ such that В l-
s
 Му.т-^а and В hs М^.т. 
Let B\ be a used basis of В l-
s
 M\ :τ—*σ, and B2 be a used basis of В hg Μι'.τ. 
ТакеЩоьЯг}-
¡i) A basis В is used for Μ:σ if and only if there is a basis B' such lhat B' hs Μ:σ, and В 
is a used basis of B' hs Μ:σ. 
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Notice that in part (i.a), if η = 0, then σ = ω, and Π{Β[, . . . , B
n
} = 0. 
Notice that constructing a used basis from a derivation is not the same as constructing the 
minimal basis needed to derive the conclusion of the derivation. Also, a used basis for a 
derivable statement Μ:σ is not unique, but depends on the derivation used. This is caused by 
the fact that in part (i.b.3), for example, the type τ is not fixed. Choosing another suitable r 
could give another used basis. The results we present with used bases do not depend on the 
actual structure of a used basis, however; they only depend on its existence. 
For used bases, the following properties hold. 
Lemma 6.1.2 i) If В is used for Μ:σ, then В Ь 5 Μ:σ. 
ii) В l-
s
 Μ:σ <=> 3 В' [ В <
s
 В' & В' is used for Μ:σ ]. 
iii) Β is used for Χχ.Μ:σ—*т ^Ф 3 σ' [ σ <§ σ' & Β U {ι:σ'} is used for М:т ]. 
і ) В is used for xM\ ... Μ
η




 [ V 1 < i < η [ Bi is used for 
Mi-.ai ] & В = Π{Βι, . . . , Β
η
, {χ:σι->- · -^ση-σ}} ]. 
Proof: By lemmas 4.1.5 and 4.1.6, and definition 6.1.1. D 
Principal pairs for the Strict Type Assignment System are defined by: 
Definition 6.1.3 i) Let Α€λί. ΡΡ$ (A), the strict principal pair of A, is defined by: 
a) PP
s
(-L) = <0,u;>. 
b) ΡΡ$(χ) = <{χ:φ},φ>. 
c) If A 4 _L, and P P S (^) = < Л *">, then: 
1) If χ occurs free in A, and χ:σ ζ Ρ, then PPg (Aa:. .A) = <P\x, σ—•π>. 
2) OtherwisePPs (λχ.Λ) = < P , ω->7Γ>. 
d) If PPg Mi) = <^г> π ι > for 1 < г < η (we choose trivial variants that are disjoint in 
pairs), thenPPs(Xi4i . . . A
n
) = < Π { Ρ 1 , . . . , Pn, {χίτη—> >πη->φ}}, φ>, where 
φ is a type-variable that does not occur in PPs (Αι) for 1 < г < n. 
ii) Ps = {<P, 7 r > I 3 A e λί [ PPs (A) = <P, 7Γ> ] }. 
Notice that, this definition is, apart from the notion of sequence, the same as the definition for 
PPcov (M). and equivalent to the one for PPRV (-M), SO we can say that Vs = PRV· 
Notice that, if <P, π> € ^ s . 'hen тг e %, and that if P P S (Α) = <Ρ,π>, then Ρ is used for 
Α -.π. The notion of principal pairs for λ-L-normaI forms will be generalized to arbitrary lambda 
terms in subsection 6.3.2. This is done the same way as in [Coppo eia/. '80] and [Ronchi della 
Rocca & Venneri '84]. 
6.2 Operations on pairs 
In this section, we present three different operations on pairs of <basi.s, type>, namely strict 
substitution, strict expansion, and lifting. The operation of strict substitution is a slight modi­
fication of the one normally used; this modification is required to make sure that substitution 
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is closed on strict types. The operation of strict expansion coincides with the one given in 
[Coppo eta!. '80, Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84]. The operation of lifting forms the strict 
counterpart of the operation of rise. It deals with the introduction of extra (types to) statements 
in the basis of a derivation, or introduces extra types to term-variables that are bound. 
For the operations of substitution and expansion we will prove soundness: for every A€J\f, 
if В hs Α·.σ, and <B', σ'> can be obtained from <B, σ> by an operation of substitution or 
expansion, then B' hg A:a'. For the operation of lifting we will prove a more restricted result: 
if <B, σ> is a primitive pair for A (then also В hg Α-.σ), and <B', σ'> can be obtained from 
<B, σ> by lifting, then <B', σ'> is a primitive pair for A. We will also show that there is no 
operation of lifting that is sound on all pairs. 
We will define a hierarchy of pairs, consisting of (in order): principal pairs, ground pairs, 
and primitive pairs. We will show that the set of ground pairs is closed under the operation 
of expansion, and that the set of primitive pairs is closed under the operation of lifting. These 
results are required in the completeness proof of section 6.3. 
6.2.1 Strict substitution 
Substitution on types is normally defined as the operation that replaces type-variables by types. 
For strict types, this definition would not be correct. For example, the replacement of φ by 
ω would transform σ—>φ (or σΓ\ψ) into σ—>ω (σΠω), which is not a strict type. Therefore, 
substitution on strict types is not defined as an operation that replaces type-variables by types, 
but as a mapping from types to types. 
Definition 6.2.1.1 i) The strict substitution {φ := a) : Tg —* Tg, where ψ is a type-variable 
and α e % U {ω}, is defined by: 
a) {φ := α) (φ) = a. 
b) (φ := α) (ψ') = φ', if φ ¿ φ'. 
c) (φ := α) (σ—•τ) = ω, if (φ := α) (τ) = ω. 
d) (φ := α) (<τ->τ) = (φ := α) (σ) -+ (φ := α) (τ), if (φ := α) (τ) ¿ω. 
e) (φ : = α ) ( σ 1 η · · · η σ η ) = (^ := α)(σ 1 ' )η· · -η (ψ : = a ) ( a m ' ) , 
where {σ^,..., a
m
'} = { σι € {σι,..., σ
η
} \ (φ := α) (σ%) ¿ω}. 
ii) If Si and 52 are strict substitutions, then so is S\oS2, where S10S2 (σ) = Si (S2 (σ)). 
ïû)S(B) = {x:S(a)\x:aeB & S(a)¿w}. 
iv) 5 ( < ß , σ>) = <S(B),S(a)>. 
Notice that in part (i.e), if for 1 < i < η (φ := α) (CTJ) = ω, then (φ := α) (σιΟ · ·Πσ
η
) = ω. 
Since no confusion is possible, we will throughout this chapter speak of 'substitution' instead 
of 'strict substitution'. For substitutions, the following properties hold: 
Lemma 6.2.1.2 Let 5 be a substitution. 
i) If σ <
s
 τ, then 5 (σ) <
s
 S (τ). 
ii) \ίσ&%, 1\ιαι5(σ)^ω =» S(a)&%. 
Proof: Easy. D 
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The following lemma is needed in the proof of theorem 6.3.1.2. 
Lemma 6.2.1.3 Let 5 be a substitution such that 5 (τ) = τ ', τ £ %, and τ ' 5¿u>, then: 
i) If 5(Βυ{χ:σ}) = Β'Ό{χ:σ'}, tl-on5(<B, σ-»τ>) = <Β', σ '—τ '>. 
ii) If, for every 1 < г < η, S(<5 t> ^ г > ) = <Вг', a t ' > , then 
S(<U{Bi, ...,B
n
, {χ-.σ^ • • -^ση^τ}}, τ > ) = 
< Π { β 1 ' , . . . , Βη', { ι :σ, '— · . - σ η ' - τ ' } } , τ ' > . 
Proof: Immediately by definition 6.2.1.1. D 
We will now prove that the operation of substitution is sound on all pairs of basis and type. 
Theorem 6.2.1.4 If В h
s




Proof: By induction on the definition of Ь§ . 
i) В h j .Α:α>. S (ω) =ω, and obviously В' hg Л:а;. 
ii) В hg Α:σ\Γ\- • ·ησ
η




. Let σ ι ' , . . . , a
m
' be the 




') ^ ω . By induction and lemma 6.2.1.2(ϋ), for 




'). Then B' l-
s
 >1:5(σ,')η· · -nS^m')» s o β ' '"S Α:5(σ). 
iii) Β hj /1:σ. Then er 6 %. This part is proven by induction on elements of Λί. The case 
5(σ) =ω is trivial, so in the rest of the proof S (σ) ¿ω, so by lemma 6.2.1.2 (ii) S (σ) e %. 
a.) A = χ. Then there is an a such that I : Q € B, and α <s σ. 
Then a;:5(a) € B', and, by lemma 6.2.1.2 (i), S (a) < s 5(σ) e %, so В' l-s χ:5{σ). 
b) A = Xx.A'. Then σ = Q—/3, В U { I : Q } h Α'-.β, and 
5(<BU{i:a},/3>) = <B'U{a;:5(a)},5(/3)>. 
Since 5 (σ) € %, also 5 (β) € ^ , so by induction: B'U{x:S(a)} h, Л':5(/3), so 
В' К Ax.A':S(a)-*S(/?), and, therefore, B' l-
s
 Лх.Л':5(а). 
c) Л Ξ χΑ] . . . A
m
. Then there are Т\,..., т
т
, such that х:т\—* ^m—»σ e В, and 
for every 1 < j < m В h
s
 AJ-.TJ. S(a) G %, so x:5(ri)—> >5(т
т
)—»5(σ) G В'. 
By induction for every 1 < j < m, B' hg y4j:5(Tj). But then also 
В ' І - 8 і Л і . . . і 4 т Д ( а ) . Π 
6.2.2 Sinei expansion 
The operation of strict expansion as defined in this subsection corresponds to the CDV-
expansion, and is a simplified version of the RV-expansion. It is an operation on types that 
deals with the replacement of (sub)types by an intersection of a number of copies of that type. 
Strict expansion on types corresponds to the duplication of (sub)derivations: a subdcrivation 
in either the right hand side of an (—»E)-step - or the final step in a derivation in hg - is 
expanded by copying. In this process, the types that occur in the subdcrivation are also copied: 
the types in the conclusion and the ones in the basis of the subdcrivation will be instantiated 
into a number of copies. 
A strict expansion not only indicates the type to be expanded, but also the number of copies 
that has to be generated. Like in the original definition, strict expansion is a complex operation, 
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possibly affecting more types than just the one which is to be expanded occurs in. Suppose 
that μ is a subtype of σ that is to be expanded into η copies. If r—>μ is also a subtype of σ, 
then, just replacing μ by an intersection of copies of μ would generate τ—>μ^η· · ·ημ
η
. This is 
not a legal strict type. 
Defining an operation of strict expansion by saying that it should replace the subtype τ—ψ 
by (τ—>μ\)Γί· • Π (τ—»μη) (which is by definition of < a type equivalent to τ—»μιΠ- · ·ημ
η
) 
would give an expansion that is sound, but not sufficient: it would not be closed for ground 
pairs, a property we need in the proof of theorem 6.3.1.2. 




), where TJ, . . . , 
τ
η
 are copies of r. This means that all other occurrences of τ should also be expanded into 
Tin· · ·ητ
η
, with possibly the same effect on other types. Moreover, if φ is a type-variable that 
occurs in μ (or τ), then all occurrences of φ outside μ (τ) will be expanded into φ\η- • ·Π(^
η
, 
and all types of the shape ρ—*φ will be expanded into (ρι—>φι)Γ\· · -П^п—>φη), etc. 
So, again the strict expansion of μ can have a more than local effect on σ. Therefore, the 
strict expansion of a type is defined in a such a way that, before replacing types by intersections, 
all type-variables arc collected that are affected by the strict expansion of μ. Then, types are 
traversed top down, and subtypes are replaced if they end with one of the type-variables found. 
The definition of the operation of strict expansion can be found in definition 6.2.2.6; it is based 
on the definition of a type-expansion, as given in definition 6.2.2.2. The definition of expansion 
as presented here is slightly different from the ones given in definitions 2.2.2.5 and 2.3.2.2. In 
those definitions subtypes are collected, whereas this definition collects type-variables. 
Definition 6.2.2.1 i) a) The last type-variable of a strict type is defined by: 
1) The last type-variable of ψ is φ. 
2) The last type-variable of σχη· · -Γίση—*τ (η > 0) is the last type-variable of т. 
b) A strict type σ is said to end with φ, if ψ is the last type-variable of σ. 
ii) If В is a basis and σ G 7s> then Τ<βσ> is the set of all strict subtypes occurring in the 
pair <B, σ>. 
Definition 6.2.2.2 For every μ(Ε%,η>2, basis В and σ g Tg, the quadruple <μ, η, Β, σ> 
determines a type-expansion 7'<μ
ι
η,Β,σ> : ^s ~* s^> that is constructed as follows. 
i) The set of type-variables Vß(<B, σ>) is constructed by: 
a) If φ occurs in μ, then ψ 6 Vß(<B, σ>). 
b) Let τ € Τ<βσ> with last type-variable φ^. If ψο € Vß(<B, σ>), then for all 
type-variables φ that occur in τ : ψ e У
М
(<В, σ>). 
ii) Suppose VM(<B, σ>) = {t^j,..., v'm}· Choose m χ η different type-variables φ\,..., 
V?p . . . , φΐη,..., φ^ι suc^ 'hat each ψ1 does not occur in Τ<β>σ>, for 1 < г < η and 
1 < j ' < τη. Let S t be the substitution that replaces every φ0 by φ1. 
iii) a) Τ<μ^Β,σ> ( a ) = 'Sl ( α ) η · ' η 5η (a), if the last type-variable of a is in V M (<5, σ>). 
b) 7'</lin,fl,(7> (a—/3) = Τ<μ<ηίΒ>σ> [a) — 7 , < / і і П і в ) ( Т > (/3), if the last type-variable of 
/3 is not in VM(<B, σ>). 
c ) 7"<μ,η,Β,<τ> (¥>) = φ,\ίφ# V^(<B, σ>). 
d) 7"<
М ) П ) В ) ( Т > (αϊΠ- • η α η ) = 7 < М ) „ і 5 і < т > (αι)η· • -Π Τ<μ>η<Β,σ> ("η)· 
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iv) Τ<μ<η,Β,σ> (В') = { Χ:Τ<μιη<Β,σ> (ρ) | х:р € Β' }. 
ν) 7'<μ)η,Β,σ> (<Β', σ'>) = <Τ<μιηιΒ,σ> (Β'), Τ<μίΤι<Β,σ>(σ')>-
Instead of 7,<
МіП)ді0-> we will write <μ, η, Β, σ>. 
For an operation of type-expansion the following properties hold: 
Lemma 6.2.2.3 Let T= <μ, η. Β, σ> be a type-expansion. 
i) If τ e T<Blcr>, then either: 
a) Γ(τ) = Tjn· · ΠΤη with for every 1 < г < η Τ{ is a trivial variant of τ, or: 
b) 7-(τ) € %. 
ii) T(U{Bb ..., Bn}) = ЩТІВІ), ..., T(Bn)}. 
iii) IfT^s^thenr^^sT-^). 
iv) If B' <
s
 B", then T(B') <
s
 T(B"). 
Proof: Immediately by 6.2.2.2. D 
Variants of the following lemmas are proved in [Coppo etal. '80] and [Ronchi della Rocca 
& Venneri '84]. They are needed in the proofs of the following theorems. 




і т > С Т<в,сг>. If τ ends with ψ G νμ(<Β, σ>), then, for every type-variable 
φ' that occurs in <B', τ > , φ' 6 ν μ ( < Β , σ>). 
Proof: By induction on elements of ΛΛ 
i) Л = x, then В' = {х:т}. Since the last type-variable of τ is in V^(<B, σ>), and 
τ e 7<£/
 т > С T < 3 ) ( 7 >, all type-variables that occur in τ are in м ( < 5 , σ>). 
ii) A = Xx.A', then τ = α—>β. Since В' is used for Xx.A'-.a—*β, there is an a ' such that 
α < s a', and S'U {ι:α'} is used for Α':β. Because the last type-variable of a—>/3 is in 
VM(<B, σ>), and α—*β e T < S / Q _ ; a> Ç 7"<в і£Г>, all type-variables of a—•/? are 
in У^(<5, σ>). Since the last type-variable of a—»/3 is the last type-variable of β, and 
^B'Uiira ' } , ,9> !Ξ 7<B'U{ I : Q} ) jg> Ç ZcB', Q-»/3> Я Τ<Β,σ>, 
by induction: all type-variables in < S U {χ:α'}, β> are in νμ(<Β, σ>). So all 
type-variables in <B, a-+/3> are in VM(<B, σ>). 
iii) Л = χΑι... Am. Then there are TJ, . . . , т
т
, and Βχ,..., B
m
, such that for every 
1 ίί3 <τη Bj is used for AJ-.TJ and Β' = Π{Βι,. . . , B
m
, {χ:τι—> •Tm—»τ}}. Since 
the last type-variable of τ is in
 М
( < Б , σ>), and 
τ-!-»·—>T
m
-»T e T < f l / ) т > с T < B i i T > , 
every type-variable in rj—• >т
т
—*τ is in VM(<S, σ>). Assume, without loss of 
generality, that each TJ e %, then for every 1 < j < m the last type-variable of TJ is in 
Vß(<B, <7>), and 
7<Bj, Г5> Ç T<B', τ> £ Τ<Β,σ>, 
so by induction all type-variables in <Bj, TJ> are in ^(<В, σ>). So all type-variables 
in < I I { B i , . . . , Bm, {X:T\-> >T
m
 ->τ}}, τ > are in VM(<fl, σ>). D 
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Lemma 6.2.2.5 Let B' be used for А:т, where τ e %, and <μ, η, Β, σ> be a type-expansion 
such that Т^в^
 т > С 7 < B I < T > . Then 
i) There are B j , . . . , B
n
, тіП- • ·ητ
η
, such that 
<μ, η, Β, σ> {<Β', τ > ) = < П { В 1 , . . . , Βη}, ^ П · · ·ητ η > 
and for every 1 < г < η <В
г
, т,> is a trivial variant of <B', r>, or 
ii) <μ, η. Β, σ> (<Β', τ > ) = <Β", τ'>, with τ ' e ^ . 
Proof: By lemma 6.2.2.4. D 
Notice that in particular this lemma holds for the case that <B', τ> = <B, σ>. 
We will now define the operation of strict expansion, that maps pairs to pairs. 
Definition 6.2.2.6 Let Vairs be the set of all pairs of basis and type. For every μ € % and 
η > 2, the pair <μ, n> determines a sirici expansion £<^>n> : Vairs —* Vairs, defined by: 
Ε<μ,η> (<B, σ>) = <μ, η, Β, σ> (<В, σ>). 
Instead of £<μ)η> we write <μ, n>, and we will say expansion instead of strict expansion. 
The following lemma is needed in the proofs of theorems 6.2.2.10 and 6.3.1.2. 
Lemma 6.2.2.7 Let £ be an expansion, and r e %. 
i) E(<B U {ι:σ}, τ > ) = <Β' U {χ:σ'}, τ'>, where r ' e %, if and only if 
E\<B, σ->τ>) = <B', σ'-*τ'>. 




>) = <Bt', σ , ^ for every 1 < г < п. Then 
£(< П { В
Ь
 . . . , Sn, {χ:σι— >σ
η
^φ}}, ψ>) = 
<П{Ві',..., Β
η
', {χ-,σ^- • .-*σ
η
'^φ}}, φ>. 
Proof: Easy, using definitions 6.2.2.6 and 6.2.2.2, and lemma 6.2.2.3 (ii). D 
We will now prove that the operation of expansion is closed on the set of strict ground pairs, 
as defined in the next definition. This property is needed in the proof that the operations defined 
in this chapter are complete (as given in subsection 6.3.1). 
Definition 6.2.2.8 The pair <B, σ> is a strict ground pair for A € M if and only if: 
i) If σ =ω, then В = 0 and A = ±. 
ii) If σ = σιΠ- · -Пап, then there are B i , . . . . B
n





> are disjoint in pairs and for 1 < г < η <Bl, at> is a ground pair for A. 
iii) Ησζ%, then: 
a) If Л Ξ χ, then σ = φ, and В = {χ:φ}. 
b) If A = Xx.A', then: 
1) If ι e Р (Л'), then σ = α-*β, and < S U {χ:α}, β> is a ground pair for A'. 
2) If ι 0 FV(i4'), then σ = ω-+β, and <B, β> is a ground pair for A'. 
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 such that 
В = Π{Βι, . . . , Вт, {χ:τ\—» >T
m
—>φ}}, the <Bj, r j> are disjoint in pairs, and 
for every 1 <j <m ψ does not occur in <Bj, Tj>, and <Bj, τ 7 > is a ground pair 
for Aj. 
Notice that this definition is the same as the one for CDV-ground pairs (apart from the notion 
of sequence). 
Lemma 6.2.2.9 i) If <B, σ> is a ground pair for A, then В is used for Α-.σ. 
ii) For every А, ΡΡ$ (A) is a ground pair for A. 
Proof: Easy. D 
The following theorem states that expansion is closed on the set of ground pairs. 
Theorem 6.2.2.10 If <B, σ> is a ground pair for A, and <μ, n> (<B, σ>) = <B', σ'>, 
then <B', σ'> is a ground pair for A. 
Proof: By induction on the definition of ground pairs. We will only show the part σ € Τ,. 
Notice that, because of lemma 6.2.2.9(i), we already know that В is used for Α:σ, and, 
therefore, by lemma 6.2.2.5 either: 




> is a trivial variant of 





are disjoint in pairs. So <B\ σ'> is a ground pair for A. 
ii) σ' £ %. This part is proved by induction on elements of Af. Notice that we need not 
consider the case that A = _L. 
a) A = χ, Β = {χ:φ}, and σ = φ. 
Since σ' € %, φ $ νμ(<Β, σ>) and <Β', σ'> = <{χ:φ}, φ>. 
b) Α = Χχ.Α', σ - α—>β, and <Β U {χ:α}, β> is a ground pair for A'. Let σ' = α'—>β'. 
(Notice that if χ & Р (Л'), then a = a' = ω). By lemma 6.2.2.7 (i) 
<μ, n> (<B U {x:a}, β>) = <B'U{x:a'}, /?'>, 
which is by induction a ground pair for A'. Because β' 6 %, also <B', α'—*β'> is a 
ground pair for Xx.A'. 
c) A = χΑχ... A
m
, σ = ψ, and В = 11(5 ! , . . . , ß m , {itTj-^ •Tm-K¿>}}, the 
(disjoint in pairs) <fl j , Tj> are ground pairs for Aj, in which ψ does not occur. 
Since σ' £%,σ' = φ. Let for every 1 < j ' < m 
<μ, n> {KBJ, T J > ) = < S / , Tj'>, 
which is by induction a ground pair for Ay Then by lemma 6.2.2.7 (ii) 
<μ, n> ( < П { В
Ь
 . . . , Вт, {х:т^- • -^Tm-^ψ}}, φ>) = 
<Π{β 1 ' , . . . , Вт', {хгт,'— · — Tm'^v}}, φ>. 
Since the <Bj, TJ> are disjoint in pairs, the <ß_7', TJ'> are too, because of 
definition 6.2.2.6, and ψ does not occur in any of the "CO/, 7j'>. So 
< Π { Β 1 ' , . . . , Вт', {хгт, '-»· · —т т а '-»*}}, φ> 
is a ground pair for xA\... A
m
. Π 
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Example 6.2.2.11 (cf. [Coppo étal. '80]) Take the pair <0, (ω-*(φ0-+φο)-+φι)^>φι>, 





Take the expansion E = <φ()—>φο,2>. Then VVo-*VQ(<9, (ω-»(<^ο—^ о ) - > ¥ ' l ) _ > ¥ , l > ) = 
{(^о} and£;(<0, ( w - ^ ^ o - ^ V o H V l H v ^ ) = <0, ( ^ - • ( ^ - • ^ ^ ( з-^ з Н і Н ^ » 
which is by the previous lemma a ground pair for the term Xx.x±.(Xy.y). 
[χ:ω->(φ2-*ψ2)^(ψ2^'Ψί)^Ψΐ] [у:У2І _ ІУ- з) 
Д І і ^ г - ^ ^ г Ж ^ З - ^ з)-»1^! Лу.у:^2->У2 ^ -У^З^УЗ 
Д±(Ау.у):у>і 
We can also prove that the operation of expansion is sound on all pairs. In order to do so, 
we first need to prove that the operation of type-expansion is sound on pairs <B, σ> for the 
terms A G Λ/- such that В is used for Α:σ. Notice that the possible type-expansions are limited 
to those that at least compute the effect of the expansion on all types in Τ<βσ>. 
Theorem 6.2.2.12 For every A e Λ/*: if <μ, η, Β, σ> ( < S 1 , σλ>) = <Вг, аг>, 
Bi is used for Α-.σχ, and T<Bu 0χ> Ç Τ<Β<σ>, then B2 l- s A-.cj. 
Proof: Again we only show the part σχ € %. Because of lemma 6.2.2.5, we know that either: 
i) σχ = σι'η- • -ηση', Bj = П{5 і ' , . . . , Β
η




'> is а 
trivial variant of < S i , σ ι>. So B2 ¡s A:o2. 
ii) σ2 € %• This part is proved by induction on elements of Λ/". Again we need not consider 
the case that A = J.. 
a) A = x. Then Βχ = {χ·.σι}, and B2 = {x:c2}. Then B2 Κ χ:σ2. 
b) Α Ξ λι.Λ'. Then σ] = α-»/3, and Bi U {χ-.a} l-
s
 Л':/3. Since ^ 2 € ^ ¡ , ^ 2 = α'—/3', 
and by definition 6.2.2.2, a ' = <μ, η. Β, σ> (a) and β' = <μ, η, Β, σ> (β), so: 
<μ, η. Β, σ> ( < £ , U {χ:α}, β>) = <Β2U {χ:α'}, β'>. 
Β\ is used for Xx.A':a—*β, so by lemma 6.1.2 (iii) there is a ρ such that 5 ] U {x:p} 
is used for A':ß, and α <$ p. Let ρ' = <μ, η. Β, σ> (ρ), then 
<μ, η, Β, σ> (<Β
ι
 U {ι:ρ}, β>) = <Β2 U {ι:ρ ;}, /?'>, 
and since 
" ^ β , υ ί χ ^ } , ^ ί '^<BlU{x:a},ß> Q 7<Β,,α-»/3> Ç Τ<Β,σ>, 
and /3' € ί , by induction Β2 U {χ:ρ'} h
s
 Α':β'. 
By lemmas 6.2.2.3(iv) and 4.1.6 also B2U{x:a'} h Λ'-.β'. Then B2 К АІ.І4':СТ2. 
c) Л Ξ хА\.. .А
т
. Then Βχ = П{Ві ' , . . . , B
m
' , {х:т]—> >т
т
—>σι}}, where 5 / 
is used for Ì4J :TJ (notice that TJ need not be strict). Take 
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<Β/', TJ"> = <μ, η. Β, σ> ( < S / , τ , > ) . 
Since 
Τ<Β',τ}> S Τκβ,,σ^ Я Τ<Βισ>, 
by induction: S·," (-5 Aj -.τ" for every 1 < j < m. 
By definition 6.2.2.2 τ\'—*· • • -^Тт'^^г = <M> n . Я> σ> (τ\—* ^т-т—»σι), so 
< ß 2 , σ2> = < Π { β 1 " , . . . , Вт", {»¡Τ!"-» •тт"-^<72}}, σ 2 >. 
So Вг ^s χΑ\ • • • Ajn'.aj. G 
The next theorem was also proved in [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84] for the BCD-ystem; 
it stales that expansion is a sound operation on pairs. 
Theorem 6.2.2.13 If В l-
s
 Α:σ, and <μ, n> (<S, σ>) = <B', σ'>, then B' \-
s
 Α:σ'. 
Proof: By definition 6.2.2.6 <μ, n> (<B, σ>) = <μ, η, Β, σ> (<В, σ>). If В l-
s
 Α:σ, 
then by 6.1.2(ii) there isa Βχ such that В <s Si (аоТ < д 1 ) ( Г > С 7^д ] ( Т > ), and Bi is used 
for Α:σ. By theorem 6.2.2.12, if <B2, σ'> = < ^ n , B, σ> (<Bl, σ>), then B2 Ь 5 Α:σ'. 
Since В <
s
 В ь by lemma 6.2.2.3 (iv) В ' <
s
 B2, so by lemma 4.1.6 B' \-
s
 Α:σ'. D 
6.2.3 Lifting 
The operation on pairs defined in this subsection forms the strict counterpart of the operation of 
rise, that consists of applying an extra derivation rule (<) to a derivation. As mentioned in the 
beginning of this chapter, in the BCD-system the derivation rule (<) can be applied anywhere 
in the derivation, and the derivation rule (ПЕ) can be omitted since it is derivable from rule (<). 
The main difference between the BCD-system and the strict one is that, in the latter, the 
derivation rule (<) is omitted. In the Strict Type Assignment System the only part of the 
(<)-rule that is kept is the derivation rule (ПЕ). Moreover, this rule can only be applied to term-
variables. Therefore, the strict counterpart of the operation of rise will in fact be introducing 
extra (nE)-rules (or extra types in the upper half of that rule) for premisses. 




will be transformed into: 
λι.Μ:σ->τ Хх.М:аПр-
The notion of lifting as defined in this section is not sound on all pairs <B, σ>. Take, for 





Suppose there is an operation О which enables to express that in the derivation for 
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\xy.xy:(a^>ß)->a->ß, 






Then О should be such that O(<0, (а-+/3)->а->/3>) = <0, (a->ß)-*an~f->ß>. However, 
<0, (а—»/3)-+аП7-+/3> is not a suitable pair for Xz.z: there exists no derivation in hg for 
λζ.ζ:(α-»;?)->αη7->/3. 
So it is not true that for every Μ, В and σ: if В l-
s
 Μ:σ, and Ο (<B, σ>) = <Β', σ'>, then 
also В' bs Λ/:σ'. Therefore, we are not able to prove that this О produces correct results for 
all lambda terms. We will however show that the operation defined here is closed for a certain 
class of pairs, being the primitive pairs. The above problem is solved by allowing liftings only 
on primitive pairs for terms: the pair <0, (α—>β)—>α—>β> is a primitive pair for the term 
Xxy.xy, not for the term Xz.z. 
We now come to the definition of lifting. It is based on the relation < E , in the same way as the 
operation of rise is based on <. 
Definition 6.2.3.1 A lifting L is an operation denoted by a pair of pairs 
«BQ, T0>, <BI, Ti>> such that TQ < E T\ and Βχ <£ BQ, and is defined by: 
i) a) 1(σ) = τ],ίΐσ = τ0. 
b) L (σ) = σ, otherwise. 
ii) a) L(B) = B
u
ifB = Bo. 
b) L (B) = B, otherwise. 
iii) L (<B, σ>) = <L (B), L (σ)>. 
For operations of lifting, the following properties hold: 
Lemma 6.2.3.2 i) « B U {χ:σ}, τ>, <B'U{x:a'}, τ ' » is a lifting (where τ, τ ' 6 %), if 
and only if «Β, σ->τ>, <B', σ ' - » τ ' » is a lifting. 
ii) «Bl, στ>, <Вг', σ ι ' > > is a lifting for every 1 < г < η, if and only if 







< П { В 1 ' , . . . , Βη', {χ:σχ'-*- • -^ση'^ψ}}, ψ » 
is a lifting. 
Proof: By definitions 5.1.1 and 6.2.3.1. G 
Although the strict type assignment is not closed for < E , we will show that there is a set 
of primitive pairs - a subset of the set of pairs - for which the operation of lifting is sound. 
The definition for primitive pairs we will give here is based on the definition of ground pairs 
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given in definition 6.2.2.8. The main difference between ground pairs and primitive pairs is 
that, in a primitive pair, a predicate for a term-variable χ (bound or free) is not the smallest 
type needed, but it can contain some additional, irrelevant types. Crucial in the definition is 
that a pair is called a primitive pair for an application if the type in the pair is a type-variable, 
and that term-variables that are not head-variables of a term xA\... Am arc also typed with 
type-variables. 
Definition 6.2.3.3 The pair <B, σ> is a primitive pair for A if and only if: 
i) If σ = σιΠ- - Πση (η > 0), then for every 1 < i < η, <B, ff¿> is a primitive pair for A. 
ii) Μσ€%, then: 
a) If Л Ξ χ, then σ = ψ, and В <% {χ:φ}. 
b) If Л Ξ Xx.A', then there are a € Tg and β € %, such that: σ = α—>β, and 
<B U { I : Q } , β> is a primitive pair for A'. 
c) If A = xA\... A
m
, then there are Τ ] , . . . , т
т о
 e Tg, and a type-variable φ such that 
σ = φ, В <s {χ:τι—• »Tm—>φ}, and for every 1 < j <m, <B, Tj> is a primitive 
pair for Aj. 
Notice that in this definition the relation <s is used, not <£. 
For primitive pairs, the following properties hold. 
Lemma 6.2.3.4 i) If <B, σ> is a primitive pair for A, then В hg Α:σ. 
ii) For every A, every ground pair for A is a primitive pair for A. 
Proof: By induction on the definitions of primitive pairs and ground pairs. D 
The next theorem states that a lifting performed on a primitive pair for A produces a primitive 
pair for A. 
Theorem 6.2.3.5 For all A e M, liftings L: if L (<B, σ>) = <B', σ'>, and < £ , σ> is a 
primitive pair for A, then <B', σ'> is a primitive pair for A. 
Proof: By induction on the definition of primitive pairs. 
i) σ = σ\Γ\· • ·ησ
η
 (η > 0), and for every 1 < i < η <B, a¿> is a primitive pair for A. 
Since ají!· · ·Γίσ
η
 < E σ', by lemma 5.1.3(i) there are σ ι ' , . . . , a
m
' such that 
σ' = σι'π- · -Паш', and for every 1 <j<m there is a 1 <ij < η such that σ .^ < E &/• 
Take for every 1 < j < m the lifting 
Lj = «Β, σ^>, <B', σ/>>, 
then by induction for every 1 <j<m <B', aj'> is a primitive pair for A. 
So <B', σι'π- · -Πσ™^ is a primitive pair for A. 
ii) σ Ç.%. This part is proved by induction on elements of M. Notice that we need not 
consider the case that A = _L. 
a) Л Ξ x, and σ = φ. By lemmas 5.1.2(ii) and 5.1.3(ii) σ' = ρ, so by lemma 5.1.3(iii) 
5 ' <s {χ:φ}. So < 5 ' , 93> is a primitive pair for x. 
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b) A = Xx.A'. Then there are a and β, such that σ = α—>/? and <Β U {χ:α}, /?> is a 
primitive pair for Л'. Then by lemmas 5.1.2(iv) and 5.1.3 (ii) there a r e p i , . . . , pn, 
μ ΐ , . . . , μ
η




), and for 1 <г < n , £>
г
 < E α and 
ß ^Е Мг· Take, for every 1 < г < η, the lining 
¿
г









> is a primitive pair for A' for every 1 < г < n. 




> is a primitive pair for A, so < ß ' , σ'> is a 
primitive pair for A. 
c) Л = χΑι... A
m
, there are ті,...,т
т
 and φ such that В < s {XITJ—» >т
т
—>φ}, 
σ = ψ, and for every 1 < j < m, < S 7 , TJ > is a primitive pair for Aj. Then by 
lemmas 5.1.2(ii) and 5.1.3(ii) σ' = φ, and by lemmas 5.1.2(iv) and 5.1.3(iii) there 
are ту',..., т
т
' € Tg such that 
B' <s {I:TI'—» >τ
τη
'—κ,ρ}, and for 1 <j <m Tj < E T/. 
Take for 1 < j <m the lifting ¿ j = «ByTj>, <B', Tj'», then by induction 
<B', Tj'> is a primitive pair for A-,. So <B ' , ψ> is a primitive pair for A. D 
Example 6.2.3.6 i) Take the pair <{y:(¥O—>Vo)n(Vl—>Vl)—^Vz}» V2>> which is a primitive 
pair for the lambda term y(\x.x). 
[x:<pfí] [Х:<РІ] 
y(Xx.x):tp2 
Since {ψΰΡ[ψ-}ι^>φο)η(φχ^ψ{)-^φ1 < E (уо^>Ч>о)П(у>\->Ч>\)->ч>г, the pair 
<{у:(¥'оП¥'з->Ып(¥'1->¥'і)-> 2}. V2> 
is a primitive pair for y(Xx.x). 
[χ-.ψ^φ-ί] 
ν·(,φαηφι-^φν)η(.φ\-+φ\)-+φι Χχ.χ-.φ^ψζ^ψο Χχ.χ-.φ^φ ι_ 
y(Xx.x):<f2 








)-*φ])-+φί < E ( ( ^ o - ^ ^ z ^ ^ o H ^ O ^ ^ b the pair 
<0, ((vo-^vz^VoHvi)-*^^ 
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6.3 Completeness for lambda terms 
Although lifting is not sound on all pairs, we are able to prove that the three operations defined 
in the previous section are sufficient (i.e. complete): for every pair <B, σ> and Α £λί, if 
В hg Α:σ, then there exists a number of operations of expansion, lifting, and substitution, such 
that <B, σ> can be obtained from ΡΡ$(Α) by performing these operations in sequence. In 
the next section we will generalize this result to arbitrary lambda terms. 
6.3.1 Soundness and completeness for terms in \A--normal form 
Definition 6.3.1.1 i) A chain is an object <0\,..., O
n
>, where each О
г
 is an operation of 
expansion, lifting, or substitution, and 
< 0 , , . . , O
n
> (<B, <т>) = On (· • (Ci (KB, σ>))· • ·). 





> * < O i + 1 , . . . , On> = < O i , . . . , On>. 
iii) A strict chain is a chain of a number of expansions, one lifting, and a number of 
substitutions, in that order. So a strict chain С = <E\,..., E
m
, L, S j , . . . , S
n
>, where 
m > 0, and η > 0. We also write C = È* <L> * S. 
We will now prove that, for every suitable pair for a term A, there exists a strict chain such 
that the result of the application of this chain on the principal pair of A produces the desired 
pair. Part (i) of the lemmas 6.2.1.3, 6.2.2.7, and 6.2.3.2 are needed for the inductive step in 
case of an abstraction term, part (iii.b) of the proof, part (ii) of these lemma's are needed for 
the inductive step in case of an application term, part (iii.c). Notice that, by construction, all 
operations mentioned in this part satisfy the conditions required by these lemmas. 
Theorem 6.3.1.2 If В hg Α:σ, and PPg С )^ = < ^ ' ' π > > 'hen there exists a strict chain С such 
thatC(<P, π>) = < β , σ>. 
Proof: By induction on the definition of Ης . 
i) В hs Α:ω. Assume, without loss of generality, that Ρ and В are disjoint. Take 
L = «Ρ, 7г>, <Π{Ρ, Β), ω», 
and S the substitution that replaces all type-variables occurring in Ρ by ω. 
TakeC = <¿, 5>. 
ii) В hs А:а\П· • ·Πσ
η
. Then В h^ Α:σί. For 1 < г < η, take <В{, ТІ>, which are trivial 
variants of <B, σ,> that are disjoint in pairs. Take S such that 
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5 ( < П { В
Ь
 . . . , Sn}, Tjn- • •ητ
η
>) = <B, σγΠ· • ·ησ
η
>, 
and let E = <π, n > , then 
E(<P, 7г>) = < П { Р
Ь
 . . . , Р
п
}, inn· · •П7Г
П
>) 
with PPs (A) = <Р
г
, 7rt> for every 1 < г < n. By induction there exist strict chains Cj, 

















. Let Е=Е\*··-* En, and S = S] * · • • * Sn-










'>; by construction there are В
г
", τ,", such 
thatLj = < < В
г
' , τ / > , < B t " , т г " > > . Take 
¿ = « Щ В г ' , . . . , Β
η
'}, τι'η- · ·ητ
η
'>, < Π { Β 1 " , . . . , fln"}, iV'n- · · η τ η " » . 
Take С = <£> * Ê * <L> * S * <S>. 
iii) В hs Α:σ, so σ € %. This part is proved by induction on the structure of elements of N. 
Notice that we need not consider the case that A = -L 
a) Α Ξ ι, В <s {χ:σ}, Ρ = {χ'ψ}, and π = φ. Assume, without loss of generality, that 
Ρ and В are disjoint. Take/, = «Ρ, ip>, <U{P, Β}, φ», and5 = (φ -.-σ). Такс 
C = < ¿ , 5 > . 
b) A = Xx.A'. Then there are α, β such that σ = α^β, and Β U {x:a} l-
s
 А'ф. 
We will distinguish two cases: 
1) ι e Р (Л'). Then РР5 (Xx.A') = <P, μ->π>, with PPs (A') = <Ρΐ>{χ:μ}, π>. 
By induction there exists a strict chain С = E * <L'> * S such that 
C '(<PU {χ:μ}, π>) = < B U {ira}, /?>. 
Let 
£ ( < P U {χ:μ}, π>) = < B 1 U {х:^}, / З ^ , and 
L' = « B j U { ι :αι}, /?,>, <Β2U {1:02}, / З 2 » · 
Since /3 € ^ , by construction also ß2€% and by lemma 6.2.2.7 (i) 
£ ( < P , μ->7Γ>) = < B 1 , Q!-»^^. Take 
L = « S i , tt!-»^^, <B2, Q 2 ^ / 3 2 » 
which is by lemma 6.2.3.2 (i) a lifting. 
2) 1 g FV(i4'). Then PPs (λι.Α') = < P , ω->π>, where PPs И ' ) = < P , π > . 
By induction there exists a strict chain С = E * <L'> * S such that 
C ' (<P, 7Г>) = < B U {x:a}, β>. 
LetE(<P,n>) = <Bl,ßl>,andL' = «Bußl>,<B2U{x:a2},ß2»· 
Since β G %, by construction also ß2&% and by lemma 6.2.2.7 (i) 
£(<P,u-+7r>) = < B b <!>-•/?!>. Take 
L = « В ь ω-»/9ι>, <B2, а г - ^ / З г » 
which is by lemma 6.2.3.2 (i) a lifting. 
Notice that in both cases by theorems 6.2.2.10 and 6.2.3.5, <B2, Q2—>ß2> ' s a 
primitive pair for Xx.A', and by lemma 6.2.1.3(i)S(<B2, oti^ßl^) = "^^» a-+ß>. 
Take С = £ * <L> * 5. 
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c) A = xA\ ... Am,- Then there are σ\, ..., a
m
 such that В <s {χ:σ\—»· —><Ут—»с}, 
and for every 1 < j ; < m Β Ι-
δ
 Aj -,σ^, and 
Ρ = U{P\, ..., Pm, {χ:π\-> >к
т
-^<р}}, π = φ, 
with for every 1 < j < m, PPs (Aj) = < P 7 , π3 >, in which φ does not occur. Take 
<Bj, Tj>, trivial variants of <B, aj>, that are disjoint in pairs. Let 5 be such that 
5 ( < Π { Β ι , . . . . S
m
} , τ,Π- · •Пт
т
>) = < ß , σ,π- · •Па
т
>. 
By induction there are strict chains C\,..., C
m
 such that for 1 <j<m 
С j (<-fj, 7rj>) = <Bj, Tj>. Notice that the strict chains C\,..., C
m
 do not 
interfere, and that φ does not occur in any of the operations or pairs. Let for 
1 < J' < m, С j = E-j * <Lj > * Sj, and E = E[ * · • · * £
ш
, and S = Si* ·••* Sm- Let 
fori <j<m, ÈI(<PJ,KJ>) = <B:Ì', Tj^^ndLj =«Β3\τ]'>, κΒ/',τ/'». 
Then by lemma 6.2.2.7 (ii) 
Ё(<ЩР[ Pm, {x^!-» > 7 r
m
^ } } , φ>) = 
<П{Ді', . . ., Вт', {х-.т^- • .-»Tm'-v»}}, φ>. 
Take 
L = « Щ Я , ' , . . ., Bm', {x-.Ti'-^- • -^Tm'^tp}}, φ», 
< n { S 1 " , . . . , Вт", {xir,"— · . - т т " - ^ } } , ν » , 
which is by lemma 6.2.3.2(ii) a lifting. By lemma 6.2.1.3(ii) 
5(<П{В 1",..., S m " , {х-.т^- • -^τ^'^ψ}}, ψ>) = 
< Π { β ] , . . . , Bm, {ira] — •ff
m
->¥>}}. 5>. 
ТакеС = £ * < і > * ^ * <5, (φ :=σ)>. Ώ 
Theorem 6.3.1.3 i) Soundness of strict chains. If ΡΡ$ (A) = <P, π>, and there exists a strict 
chain С such that C(<P, 7Г>) = <B, σ>, then В Ь 5 Α:σ. 
ii) Completeness of strict chains. If ö hg Л:а, and РР$ (A) = <P, π>, then there exists a 
strict chain С such that С(<Р,7г>) = <B, σ>. 
Proof: i) By theorems 6.2.2.10, 6.2.3.5, and 6.2.1.4. 
ii) By theorem 6.3.1.2. О 
6.3.2 Principal pairs for lambda terms 
Wc will conclude the proofs of this chapter by, like in subsections 2.2.2 and 2.3.2, generalizing 
the concept of principal pairs to arbitrary lambda terms, using that <B, σ> is a suitable pair 
for M, if and only if there is an A € A(M) such that <B, σ> is a suitable pair for A. 
Definition 6.3.2.1 (cf. [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84]) i) For all terms M we define the 
set u s (M) as follows: 
n
s
 (M) = { <P, π> | Ξ A e A{M) [ PPs И ) = <P, *> ] } 
ii) Like in definition 2.3.2.6 (iii), on V^ it is possible to define the preorder relation C^ by: 
<Ρ,Έ> [!„ <Ρ',π'> <^ 
3φ\ ψηΐ <Ρ,π> -(ψ\ :=ш)о---о(<р
п
 :=ω)(<Ρ' , π ' > ) ] . 
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Since our definition of principal pairs of an approximate normal form coincides with the 
corresponding definition in [Coppo et al. '80] and [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84], we can 
use the following result proved there: 
Theorem 6.3.2.2 [Coppo el al. '80, Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84] i) $, Qu is a meet 
semilattice isomorphic to Ai, <. 
ii) Ilg (^ Ю ' s a n 'deal in Vs and therefore: 
a) If Us (M) is finite, there exists a pair <Ρ,π> = υ Π 5 (M), where <P, π> e Vs-
This pair is then called the principal pair of M. 
b) If u s (M) is infinite, Ulis (M) does not exist in $. The principal pair of M will 
then be the infinite set of pairs Ds (M). D 
By theorems 4.3.4 and 6.3.1.3, we have the following: 




i) Λ(Μ) is finite. Let <P, 7r> be the principal pair of M. Then there exists a strict chain С 
such that C ( < P , π>) = <B, σ>. 
ii) Л(М) is infinite. Then there exist a pair <P, π > € u s (M), and a strict chain С such 
thatC(<P, π>) = <Β, σ>. О 
6.4 Principal pairs for the essential type assignment system 
It is possible to prove the principal type property for the essential type assignment system, the 
same way as done in [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84] for the BCD-system. The operations 
needed for this proof would be strict substitution, strict expansion, and lifting, and it is possible 
to show that all pairs for a term can be generated by chains that exist of expansions, and 
substitutions (in that order) and end with one lifting. Since these results would be obtained 
in exactly the same way as in [Ronchi della Rocca & Venneri '84], we will not present them 
here. We just remark that all three operations can be proved to be sound on all pairs; part of 
the proofs needed for these results can be found in section 10.2. 
It is worthwhile to observe that the set of operations for both systems would be exactly the 
same. The only difference between the chains that produce pairs for both systems is the place 
of the allowed operations of lifting. As for the strict system, they are only allowed directly after 
expansions, and before substitutions; for the essential system they are allowed after expansions 
and substitutions. 
Chapter 7 The Barendregt-Coppo-Dezani Type 
Assignment System without ω 
In this chapter we will present a type assignment system that is a restriction of the BCD-
system. Its major feature is the elimination of the type constant ω, and it is an extension of the 
CD-system. 
While building a derivation В ^ncD Μ:σ (where ω does not occur in σ and 5 ) for a lambda 
term M that has a normal form, the type w is only needed to type sub-terms that will be erased 
while reducing M to its normal form and that cannot be typed starting from B. This, together 
with the results of [Coppo & Dezani-Ciancaglini '80], gives rise to the idea that, if we limit 
ourselves to the set of lambda terms where no sub-terms will be erased - i.e. the λΐ-calculus 
- the type ω is not really needed for terms that have a normal form. We will show that the 
intersection type assignment system without ω yields a filter model for the λΐ-calculus. We 
will also show that for the λΐ-calculus the BCD-type assignment is conservative over the one 
without w, and prove that this type assignment is complete for the λΐ-calculus with respect to 
the simple type semantics. Furthermore we will prove that the set of all terms typeablc by the 
system without ω is the set of all strongly normalizable terms. 
While obtaining these results, we could of course use the result of chapter four and look at 
the system without < and ω, but, since this is a more restricted system, we prefer the approach 
we use in this chapter. Also, the proofs of various lemmas in section 7.4 are greatly facilitated 
by the presence of derivation rule (<); the technique used for the proof of the main theorem of 
this section requirers a notion of type assignment that is closed under η-reduction. In fact, the 
strong normalization property for the system without < and ω follows immediately from the 
results of 7.4. Moreover, we could prove a completeness result for this system with respect to 
the inference semantics. 
7.1 ω -free derivations 
In this section we present a restriction of the BCD-system in which the type ω is removed. This 
system yields a filter λΐ-model. 
Definition 7.1.1 i) Τ-
ω
, the set of ω-free types is inductively defined by: 
a) All type-variables (¿Ό, <p\,... ε Т-
ш
. 
b) If σ, τ e Τ-
ω





 the relation < is as defined in definition 2.3.1 (ii), but without parts (ii.b) and 
(ii.e). 
iii) If M:a is derivable from a basis B, using only ui-free types and the derivation rules (ПІ), 
(ПЕ), (->!), (->E) or (<) of the BCD-system, we write Β Η_
ω
 Μ·.σ. 
Lemma 7.1.2 i) Β \--
ω
 ΜΝ:σ <!=• 3 τ [ Β Κ_
ω
 Μ:τ—σ & Β Κ_
ω
 Ν:τ ]. 
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ii) В \--
ш
 λι .Μ:σ->τ - ^ Β\χΌ{χ:σ} \--
ω
 Μ-.τ. 
iii) If В \--
ш
 λχ.Μ-.ρ, then there are types σ^, and T¿ (1 < г < τι) such that ρ = 
(σ 1 -+τι)Π···Π(σ η -»τ η ). 
iv) If B\z U {ζ:σ} Ι-_
ω
 Мгіт and ζ 0 FV(M), then В \--
ш
 Μ-.σ^τ. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of derivations, using property 2.3.4 (ii) to prove (ii). To 
prove part (iv), the derivation rule (<) is needed. D 
Definition 7.1.3 i) A subset d of Τ-
ω
 is called an I-filter if 
a) σ, τ € d => σΠτ e d. 
b ) a > T e d = > - a e d . 
ii) F-u = { d Ç 7 1
ω







Ь у : 
(ί·6 = { τ | 3 σ € ε [ σ—»τ € d ] }. 




У is the smallest I-filter that contains V. Also \
ω
σ = 
Τω {с}. Since no confusion is possible, we will omit the subscript on f. 
Notice that the empty set, 0, is the bottom element of T-
ш
. 
Let < P , < > be a cpo with least element ±. The set of strict functions is defined as usual, 
i.e. as the set of continuous functions that at least map J. onto J.. We denote by [D —»χ V] 
the set of strict functions from V to V. 






] and G: [Τ-
ω
—>±Ρ-ω] -* F-ш by: 
i) F d e = d-e. 
ii) G ƒ = î{ σ^τ e Τ_
ω
 Ι τ £ /(Τσ) }. 
It is, again, easy to check that F and G are continuous. 
Definition 7.1.5 [Honsell & Ronchi della Rocca '84] Let · be a binary relation on the set V. 
The structure < , • ,ε> is called a Xl-model if and only if, in V, there are five elements i, b, 
c, s and ε that satisfy: 
i) i d = d. 
i i ) ( ( b d ) e ) - / = d ( e · / ) . 
i i i ) ( ( c d ) - e ) / = ( d / ) . e . 
i v ) ( ( s d ) e ) / = ( d . / ) (
e
· / ) . 
v) (e-d)-e = d-e &VdeO[e-d = f-d => £-e=€-f] & ε·ε=ε. 
Moreover, in [Dezani-Ciancaglini etal. '86] the following is stated: 
Proposition 7.1.6 [Dezani-Ciancaglini etal. '86] If < , < > is a cpo and there are 
continuous maps F: -^\ —»_|_ V] and G: \D —>j_ Т>}—> such that: 
i) FoG = id^-f^V] 
ii) GoF€[D— χΓ»] 
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Then Ρ is a Ai-model. D 
Theorem 7.1.7 F and G as defined in definition 7.1.4 yield a Ai-model. 
Proof: It is sufficient to check that the conditions of proposition 7.1.6 are met. 
i) FoG ƒ d = { μ | Ξ ρ £ d [ ρ-*μ e Ϊ { σ - τ | τ € /(Τσ)} ] } = 
{μ\3ρβά[μ€/{Ϊρ)]}=№. 
ϊι) GoF 0 = î{ ρ->μ | μ € { σ | 3 τ € Ϊ Ρ [ τ—σ e 0 ] } } = 0. D 
That the type discipline without ω gives rise to a model for the λΐ-calculus is also proved 
in [Honsell & Ronchi della Rocca '84]. The technique used there is to build - using Scott's 
inverse limit construction - a model M2 satisfying the equation D ^ T ^ x f P —>_[_ V], with 
VQ =
 ш
 (the powcrset of natural numbers) and г: ц—»•'Ρ
ω
χ[Γ,<) —•χ VQ\ is defined by 
¿(oí) = <d, \x.L> (see also [Barendregt '84], exercise 18.4.26 and [Plotkin & Smyth '78].) It 
is straightforward to verify that J--
ш
 is a solution of the same domain equation. 
Definition 7.1.8 Let ξ be a valuation of term-variables in F-
w
. 
i) ЦЛ/Ц ,^ the interpretation of λΐ-terms in £-
ш
 via ξ is inductively defined by: 
a) [Ιχ1]
ξ
 = ξ(χ). 
b) ам^В{ = рііміі{іімі{. 
с) ЦАх.МЛс = G β ν € ^ -
ω
. Ι Ι Μ ] ]
№ / ι ) ) . 
І О В ^ ^ с г І а б « * ) } . 
Notice that Я is well defined in AI-models, since (Αυ G Лш.ЦМИс^/^) 0 = 0. 




 Μ:σ }. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of lambda terms. 
i) ίχϋξ = £(x). Since { y:p | ρ € £(y) } Κ_
ω
 χ:σ <=Φ σ € ζ(χ). 




Ν:σ & Βξ Η_
ω








 = Τ{ σ ^ τ | τ e { ρ | B C ( î ( r / x ) bu , Λ ί
ν









{ ρ | Βξ Κ_
ω
 λχ .Μ:ρ}. D 
Notice that F and G do not yield a lambda model. For example: take О = \xy.y, D = \x.xx 
and I = Ax.x. Then, clearly, O(DD) =β I and Η_
ω
 Ι:σ—>σ, but we cannot give a derivation 
without ω for 0(DD).a—>a. 
f { σ—»τ 
î { σ—»τ 
î { σ—*τ 
î { σ—>τ 
î { σ—»τ 
î { σ—*τ 
% σ / χ ) μ - ^ ^ ^ } = 
Sc/ U {χ:ρ | ρ € Ϊσ } Κ_
ω
 Μ:τ} = 
3 μ 6 î<7 [ Β
ξ
, U {χ:μ} Κ.,,, Μ:τ ] } = 
3 μ € Ϊσ [ Βξ> \--
ш
 Χχ.Μ:μ~>τ ] } = 
Βξ' \--
ш
 \χ.Μ:σ—>τ } = 
Βζ Κ_
ω
 λχ.Μ:σ-»τ } = 
7.2 The relation between Ι-_
ω
 and H^CD 69 
7.2 JTze relation between \--
ω
 and ("BCD 
Typ>e assignment in the BCD-system is not fully conservative over the type assignment without 
ω. If, for example, we have В HBCD ^ : t T s u c h that В and σ are ω-free, but M contains 
a sub-term that has no normal form, ω is needed in the derivation. (See the final remark 
of the previous section.) However, we can prove that for every lambda-term M such that 
В l-BCD Λ^:σ w ith В and σ w-free, there is an M' such that Μ —>β M' and Β Η_
ω
 Μ':σ. We 
will show this by proving for terms in normal form, that each w-free predicate, starting from a 
ω-free basis, can be derived in \--
ω
 , and afterwards by using property 2.3.4 (iv). We will use 
the same technique to prove a conservativity result. 




Proof: The proof is given by induction on the structure of terms in normal form. 




¡i) В KBCD λι .Μ':σ. Then σ = (p\—>μι)η· · -Π (β
η
—*μη) (η > 1), and by property 
2.3.4(ii) for every 1 < ¿ < n BU{x:pl} ^BCD Μ'·.μ
χ
. 






. So Β \--
ω
 Χχ.Μ'.σ. 
ili) В ("вер ι Μ ] . . . Μ
η
:σ. By property 2.3.4(i) there are TJ, . . . , τ
η
 such that 
S \-^CO 2'-T\^> *τ
η
—*σ, and for every 1 < г < η S HBCD Л^г:гг· 
By property 2.3.4 (ν) there is a i:p S S such that ρ < TJ—» >τ
η
^<τ. By property 
2.3.4 (vi) this implies 
ρ
 =
 ( T J U . . . - ^ σ 1 ) Π- · ·Π (Tf— · — т Д - О η ρ', 
for т3у,..., т^, σ·3 such that т^ >т
г
 with 1 < г < η, 1 < j < s, and σχη· • •Γ\σΒ < σ. Then 
by (<) and (ΠΙ) for every 1 < г < η, we have В l-ßCD Μ
τ
:τ^η· • -Пт'. 
Since each rf occurs in a statement in the basis, the induction hypothesis is applicable, 




:т^Г\- · ·ητ β . Also 
τ,'η- • -riTj* -»· • т\г\- • -ПтД -> σ ^ · · -ησ", 
so Si-BCD ι^, 'η · · -Пт,*—» > ^ η - ••ПтД —>σ1η- • Πσ5 and by part (i) 
В h-u, ι^Π-'-Πτ,*-» »τ^η· · ·ητ4-»σ 1 Π···Πσ ϊ . 




 and by (<) Β Η_
ω
 i M i . . . Μ
η
:σ. D 
Theorem 7.2.2 If S Ьвсо Μ:σ, where ω does not occur in В and σ, then there is an M' such 
that Μ -»β M' and Β Ι-_
ω
 Μ':σ. 
Proo/· If ß bßCD Μισ, where ω does not occur in В and σ, then, by property 2.3.4 (iv), M 
has a normal form M'. Then also В bgcD Μ':σ. By the previous lemma we have that 
В \--
ш
 Μ':σ. a 
As was remarked in the beginning of this chapter, if we are interested in deriving types 
without ω occurrences, the type constant ω will only be needed in the BCD-system to type 
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sub-terms Ν of M that will be erased while reducing M. In fact, if there is a type ρ such 
that Β Ι~_
ω
 Ν φ, then, even for this ./V, we would not need ω. Unfortunately, there are lambda 
terms M that contain a sub-term N that must be typed with ω in В \-ßCD Μισ, even if ω does 
not occur in В and σ. We can even find strongly normalizable lambda terms that contain such a 
sub-term (see also the remark made after lemma 7.4.2). So, to prove theorem 7.2.2 we have to 
go down all the way to the set of lambda terms in normal form, since only these do not contain 
sub-terms that will be erased. 
Theorem 7.2.3 Conservativity. If M is a λΐ-term and В bßCD Μ·.σ where ω does not occur 
in В and σ, then Β \--
ω
 Μ:σ. 
Proof: If В hgcD Μ : σ and Β, σ are w-free, then, by property 2.3.4 (iv), M has a normal 
form M'. Then, also, В \-BCD Μ'·.σ. By lemma 7.2.1 we have В \--
ш
 Μ'-.σ. Because M and 
M' are λΐ-tcrms, by corollary 7.4.3 we obtain Β \--
ω
 Μ:σ. О 
7.3 The type assignment without ω is complete for the \I-calculus 
In this section, completeness of type assignment without ω for the λΐ-calculus will be proved 
using the method of [Barendregt etal. '83]. The notions of type interpretation as defined in 
definition 2.3.1.2 lead also for the ЛІ-calculus in a natural way to the following definitions for 
semantic satisfiability. 
Definition 7.3.1 As in definition 2.3.1.3, we define N by: (where M is a λΐ-model, ξ a 
valuation and υ a type interpretation) 
i) Μ,ξ,υ\= Μ:σ <& ЦМ]]^1 e υ(σ). 
ii) Лі, ξ, υ И В ·<=• Ai, ί, ν Ν χ:σ for every χ:σ € Β. 
iii) a) 5 Ν Μ:σ <&• V Μ, ξ, υ [ Μ, ξ, υ \= Β => Μ, ξ, ν (= Μ:σ ]. 
b) Β Κ Μ:σ <=• 
V Μ, ξ, simple type interpretations ν [Μ, ξ, ν\= В =» Μ, ξ, υ^= Μ:σ]. 
c) Β \=F Μ:σ •<=*· V Μ, ξ, F type interpretations ν [ Μ, ζ, υ И В => Μ, ξ, ν h Μ:σ ]. 
We will only consider the simple type semantics, since \-—
ш
 is not sound for all type 
interpretations. For example: {ν-(φ\^ψ2—>¥'з)—^4. χ'·Ψι~*Ψ3} Ь~-ш 2/х:¥'4> but this is not 
semantically valid for all type interpretations. 
Theorem 7.3.2 Soundness. If Β Ι-_
ω
 Μ :σ then Β \=
s
 Μ:σ. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of derivations. О 




) by νχ (σ) = { d e Т-
ш
 | σ e d }. 
") Ів{х) = { σ € Т-ш Ι В Η_
ω
 χ:σ }. 
Theorem 7.3.4 i) The map uj is a simple type interpretation. 
ii) Β Κ-
ω
 Μ:σ «=• BçB h-^, Μ:σ. 
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iii) ?-ш,ІВ, І K S · 
Proof: i) Easy. 
ii) Because for every x, Ів(х) is an I-filter. 
iii) χ:σ € В =• σ e { τ | 5 Í B Ι-_
ω
 i : r } =>• σ e \Ιχϋξ
Β
· 
So [IiI ÍB e { d e .F-o, I σ e d}. о 
Theorem 7.3.5 Completeness. Let M be a AI-term, and suppose ω does not occur in В and σ. 
If S t=s Μ:σ, then В \--
ш
 Μ:σ. 
Proof: Β Κ Μ:σ =>• (7.3.1 (iii.b), 7.3.4 (i) & 7.3.4 (Hi)) 
J7-«, €fl, υι Hs Μ:σ =• (7.3.1 (i) & 7.3.4(i)) 
тЪс
в
 € ν, (σ) => (7.3.3 (i)) 
<τ€[ΐΜ]]
ίβ





Μ:σ=> (7.3.4 (ii)) 
Β h-u Μ:σ. G 
7.4 Strong normalization result for the system without ω 
In this section, we show that the set of lambda terms typeable by means of the derivation 
rules (ПІ), (ΠΕ), (—>I) and (—>E) of the BCD-system is exactly the set of strongly normalizable 
terms. The same result was presented in [Coppo etal. '81], [Leivant '83] and [Pottinger '80]. 
However, the proof in [Leivant '83] was too brief, the proof in [Pottinger '80] gave few details 
and the proof in [Coppo etal. '81] was not complete. In this section, wc will present a complete 
and formal proof. The same result has also been proved in [Krivine '90], using the technique 
of saturated sets. 
In order to prove that each term typeable by the rules (Ш), (ПЕ), (—»I) and (—>E) is strongly 
normalizable, we will prove even more: we will show that if В \--
ш
 Μ:σ (i.e. using derivation 
rule (<) as well), then M is strongly normalizable. In [Ronchi della Rocca '88], a similar 
result was proved: Β Κ_
ω
 Μ:σ Ό Μ is strongly normalizable. In this paper, this result was 
given in corollary 6.3 and was obtained from the theorem that the procedure PP' (as defined in 
[Ronchi della Rocca '88], section 6) finds a principal pair for all and nothing but the strongly 
normalizable terms. In this section, we will present a proof for the same result, different from 
the one given in [Ronchi della Rocca '88]. The proof that all strongly normalizable terms are 
typeable in the system without ω and (<) will be given in theorem 7.4.4. 
Notice that an I-filter can be empty. A direct result of the main theorem of this section 
will be that [[· · В as defined in definition 7.1.8 will map all unsolvable terms onto the empty 
filter ('unsolvable' in the λΐ-calculus equals to 'not having a normal form,' as well as that 
'normalizable' and 'strongly normalizable' coincide). 
Notice, also, that we no longer restrict ourselves to the λΐ-terms, but prove the statement for 
the full AK-calculus. 
Fact 7.4.1 In the sequel, we will accept the following without proof: 
i) If xM] ... M
n
 and N are strongly normalizable, then so is x M j . . . M
n
N. 
ii) If Μ ζ is strongly normalizable (where ζ does not occur free in M), then so is M. 
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iii) If M[x := N] and JV are strongly normalizable, then so is (\x.M)N. D 
Lemma 7.4.2 If Β \-.
ω
 C[M[x := Ν]]:τ and В !-_„ ^ ^ , then Β Κ_
ω
 С[(Ах.М)ЛГ]:т, 
where C[· · ·] is the notation for a context. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of contexts. We will omit the case that the context is an 
application, since it is trivial. 
i) C[M[x := І ]] = M[x := N]. We can assume that χ does not occur in B. 
a) N occurs η times in Μ [χ := Ν], each time typed by, say, at. 
В h-u, M[x := N]:T =• 







 Χχ.Μ-.σιΠ- · ·ησ
η
—>т & В Ι-_
ω
 ΝισχΩ- • -Πσ,, =• 
Β h-u, (Χχ.Μ)Ν:τ. 
b) ΛΓ does not occur in M[x := N], so χ $ FV(M). 
В \--
ш
 М:т & В \--
ш
 N:p => (ι ^ FV(M)) 







 λι .Μ:ρ->τ & Β Κ-
ω






 Ày.C[Mfi := ЛГ]]:т & Β Ι-_
ω
 Л'-.р =*· (7.1.2(ii) & (iii)) 





1<і<ті[Ви{у:/о 1 }І-_ и ,С[М[і :=ЛГ]]^ г ]1 & Β\--ωΝ:Ρ => (IH) 









 ] ) => 
Β Κ_
ω
 Ay.C[(Ai.M)JV]:T. D 
Notice that the condition Β Ι-_
ω
 N:p in the formulation of the lemma is essential. As a 
counter example, lake the two lambda terms Xyz.(Xb.z)(yz) and Xyz.z. Notice that the first 
strongly reduces to the latter. We know that 
{ζ:σ, у.т} Ь-и ζ:σ, 
but it is impossible to give a derivation for (Xb.z)(yz):a from the same basis without using ω. 
This is caused by the fact that we can only type (Xb.z)(yz) in the system without ω from a basis 
in which the predicate for у is an arrow type scheme. We can, for example, derive 
{ζ:σ, у:а-*т} Ь-ц, (Xb.z)(yz):a. 
We can therefore only state that we can derive 
Κ_
ω
 Xyz.(Xb.z)(yzy.(a—»τ)—>σ—>σ and \--
ω
 Xyz.z-.r—>σ—»σ 
but that we are not able to give a derivation without ω for the statement 
Xyz.(Xb.z)(yz):T—>σ—>σ. 
So the type assignment without ω is not closed for /3-equality, but of course this is not 
imperative. We only want to be able to derive a type for each strongly normalizable term, 
no matter what basis or type is used. Notice that, for the A [-calculus, part 7.4.2 (i.b) is not 
applicable and the condition Β Ι-_
ω
 N:p is not needed. So, the following is an immediate 
result: 
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Corollary 7.4.3 Let M and M' be λΐ-terms, such that Μ —»β M', and there are В and σ such 
that Β \--
ω
 Μ'-.σ. Then Β \--
ω
 Μ:σ. α 
Lemma 7.4.2 is also essentially the proof for the statement that each strongly normalizable 
term can be typed in the system Κ_
ω
 . 
Theorem 7.4.4 If M is strongly normalizable, then there are В and σ such that Β Κ_
ω
 Μ:σ 
and in this derivation the rule (<) is not used. 
Proof: If M is strongly normalizable, then the normal form of M will be reached using the 
inside-out reduction strategy (see [Barendregt '84].14.2.11). This strategy has the special 
property that a rcdex (Xx.M)N can only be contracted if N is in normal form. The proof is 
completed by induction on the inside-out reduction path, using lemma 7.4.2 and theorem 
4.2.10. D 
In order to prove that each term typeable in l·-^ is strongly normalizable, we will introduce 
a notion of computability. We will abbreviate 'M is strongly normalizable' by SN(M). 
Definition 7.4.5 (cf. [Pottinger '80]) Comp (S, Μ, ρ) is inductively defined by: 
i) Comp (Β, Μ, φ) о В !-_„ Μ:ψ & SN(M). 
ii) Comp (В, M, σ->τ) <!=*> (Comp (Β', Ν, σ) => Comp (ß U В', MN, τ)). 
iii) Comp (ß, Μ, σΠτ) <=> (Comp (ß, Μ, σ) & Comp (ß, Μ, τ)). 
Lemma 7.4.6 Take σ, and τ such that σ < т. Then Comp (ß, Μ, σ) => Comp (ß , Μ, τ). 
Proof: By straightforward induction on the definition of <. D 




:p & S N ^ M ! . . . М
п
) => Comp (ß, i M j . . . Mn, ρ). 
ii) Comp (ß , Μ, ρ) =• β \--
ш
 Μ φ & SN(M). 
Proof: Simultaneously by induction on the structure of types. The only interesting case is 
when ρ = σ—>r; the other cases are dealt with by induction. 
i) ß (-_„, xM, . . . Μ
η
:σ->τ & SN(iM, . . . M
n
) => ((ii)) 
(Comp (ß ' , Ν, σ) => 
β Ι-_
ω
 xAÍ! . . . Μ
η
: σ — τ & 5Ν(χΛ/, . . . Μ
η
) & Β' Ι-_
ω
 Ν:σ & SN(N)) => 
(7.4.1(i)) 
(Comp (ß ' , Ν, σ) => β U β ' Ι-_
ω
 χΜ, . . . M
n




(Comp (ß ' , Л^ , σ) =»• Comp (ß U ß ' , x M , . . . MnN, г)) =• (7.4.5 (ii)) 
Comp (ß , xM] . . . Mn, σ—»τ). 
ii) Comp (ß , Μ, σ—τ) & ζ i FV(M) =• ((i)) 
Comp (ß, Μ, σ—τ) & Comp ({¿:σ}, 2, σ) & ζ <£ FV(M) =• (7.4.5 (ii)) 
Comp (ß U {ζ:σ}, Μζ, τ) & ζ ^  FV(M) =>· (IH) 
β υ { ζ : σ } μ_
ω
 Μζ:τ & 5Ν(Λίζ) «fe ζ ^ FV(M) => (7.1.2(iv) & 7.4.1 (ii)) 
β Ь_
ш
 Μ:σ—τ & SN(M). D 
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Lemma 7.4.8 Comp (В U В', C[M[x := Ν]], σ) & Comp (Β', Ν, ρ) =• 
Comp (ß U Β', C[(\x.M)N], σ). 
Proof: By induction on the structure of types. We will only consider the case that σ is a 
type-variable: 
Comp (BUB', C[M[x -Ν]], φ) & Comp (Β', Ν, ρ) => (7.4.7 (π)) 
BU Β' h-u, С[М[х := Ν]]:φ & SN(C[M[x := Ν]]) & Β'^
ω
Ν:ρ & SN(N) => 
(7.4.2 & 7.4.1 (iii)) 
BUB' Κ_
ω
 €[(\χ.Μ)Ν]:φ & SN(C[(Xi.M)iV]) =• (7.4.5(i)) 
Comp(BuB',C[(\x.M)N),tp). Π 








, μ^ and 
Β Κ_
ω
 Μ:σ, then Comp (5ι U·· · υ β „ , MIXÌ := Nu...,xn := Nn], σ). 
Proof: By induction on the structure of derivations. We will only show the non-trivial parts. 
















)] & В U {у:р} Ι-_
ω
 М':т =• (IH) 
(Comp (В', І , ρ) => 
Comp (Β,υ- · 'UBnUB', М'[х
х
 := Nb ...,xn:=Nn,y := Ν], τ)) =*> (7.4.8) 
(Comp (Β', Ν, ρ) => 
Comp (Β,ϋ- · -UBriUB', (Xy.M'[xi :=NU..., xn := Nn])N, τ)) => 
(7.4.5 (¡i)) 
Comp (Β,υ- · -uBn, (Ay.Af')[i, := N
u
...txn:= Nn], p^r). 
ii) (—E). Then M = M\M2, В \--
ш









, μ.,)] & 
В !-_„ MÍ φ^τ & Β h-u M2:P =• (IH) 
Comp(ß1U---Uön, Μ, [χ, := Л г
ь




], р^т) & 
Comp (Β,υ- · -UBn, Λ/2[*ι := ^ і , · · ·, Zn := 7V
n
], ρ) => (7.4.5(ii)) 
Comp (Β,υ-••Uß„,(M1M2)[a!i :=Λ^ι, . . . , ΐη := Nn], τ). D 
Theorem 7.4.10 If Β Ι-_
ω
 Μ·.σ, then SN(M). 
Proof: Bh-u, Μ:σ =4· (7.4.9) Comp (Β, Μ, σ) =>· (7.4.7 (ii)) SN(Aí). D 
We can now prove the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 7.4.11 {M \ M is typeable by means of the derivation rules (ПІ), (nE), (—»I) and 
(—»E)} = {M | M is strongly normalizable}. 
Proof: Ç ) If M is typeable by means of the derivation rules (nl), (nE), (—»I) and (—»E), 
then certainly Β Ι-_
ω
 Μ:σ. Then, by theorem 7.4.10, M is strongly normalizable. 
2 ) If M is strongly normalizable, then, by theorem 7.4.4, there are Β, σ such that 
В Ь-ц, Μ:σ; in this derivation the derivation rule (<) is not used. О 
Chapter 8 The Rank 2 Intersection Type Assignment 
System 
The notion of type assignment presented in this chapter will be based on the strict type 
assignment system (restricted to intersection types of Rank 2, as suggested by D. Leivant in 
[Leivant '83]), and the CD-system. We will define intersection types of Rank 2, and we will 
present two operations on pairs of basis and type, namely Rank 2 substitution and duplication. 
We will show that the presented notion of type assignment has the principal type properly: 
for every typeable term M, there are a basis Ρ and type π such that the pair <P, π> is the 
principal pair for M, and Ρ I-R Μ:π. We will show that for every basis В and type σ such 
that В l-R Μ:σ, there is a type-chain of operations С (consisting of nothing but substitutions 
and duplications) such that C(<P, π>) = <B, σ>. We will obtain this result by defining a 
unification algorithm for intersection types of Rank 2; using this algorithm, for every term M 
we define the principal pair for M. 
The system presented in this chapter is perhaps more general than needed to obtain Rank 2 
intersection type assignment for the lambda calculus. For example, the definition of duplication 
in definition 8.3.2.1 could be formulated in a slightly simplified way. However, in chapter twelve 
we will formulate a notion of type assignment based on the one presented in this chapter, for 
which this more general approach is appropriate. 
To avoid confusion, we would like to point out that there also exists a notion of typte 
assignment that is called the Rank 2 polymorphic type assignment system, defined in [Kfoury 
& Tiuryn '89]. This system is an extension of Milner's system, by allowing the V-type 
constructor to occur on the left hand side of an arrow type as well, instead of only at top level. 
(It is also a restriction of the polymorphic type discipline [Girard '86], in which types are 
restricted to polymorphic types of Rank 2.) The definition of types allowed in this system is 
similar to that of Rank 2 intersection types, and V can occur only at the left of the 'top'-arrow. 
As in the system presented here, type assignment in this system is decidable. 
8.1 Coppo-Dezani type assignment versus ML type assignment 
In [Leivant '83] was remarked that (part of) the Milner's type assignment system can be seen as 
a restriction of the Coppo-Dezani type discipline, by limitation of the set of types to intersection 
types of Rank 2. This observation can be understood through the following argument: suppose 








 '"ML (let χ = N in M):T 
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is part of the derivation, and σ =Vip\ VyTO σ (When assigning a type to the term (let χ = N 
in M), first the Operand' N is typed by the Curry-type σ ) In deriving В U {χ σ) h^i Μ τ, σ 
is instantiated using the derivation rule (INST) (otherwise the rules (ABS) and (COMB) cannot 
be used) into the Curry-types σι, ,σ
η 
В U {χ σ} l-ML χ σ σ > σ\ Β U \χ σ} h^L χ σ σ > ση 
Β U {χ σ} ("ML Χ CT] 5 U {χ σ} bj^ L з; σ^  
(INST) 
S h M L T V a 
(GEN) 
5 U {ι σ} Ι-
Μ Ι
 Μ τ B\-MLhcr 
(LET) 
В l·ML· (let ж = N m Μ) τ 
By definition of the relation ' > ' on ML-type schemes, there are Curry-substitutions S\, , 
S
n
 such that for every 1 < ι < η, St (σ) = σ ι 
Under those conditions, however, the term (\x M)N can be typed in the Coppo-De/ani type 
assignment system, because in this system the term λχ M can be typed by σι Π Πσ
η
—•τ, it 
is easy to verify that N is typeable by every а
г
, so by derivation rules (ПІ) and (—>E) the term 
(λχ M)N is typeable by τ 




ι σ] χ σ
η 
MT Ν σ, Ν σ
η (-1) (ΠΙ) 
λχ Μ σιΠ ησ
η
—ντ Λ^  σ^η ησ
η 
(-Ε) 
(λι Μ)Ν τ 
So, when using intersection types, the let-construct is not needed Notice that this derivation 
can also be given in the BCD-system and in the strict system 
Notice, moreover, that the construction sketched above only uses intersections of Curry-
types, and that such an intersection can only occur on the left hand side of an —•-type constructor 
(Leivant speaks of 'intersection types of Rank 2') This gives rise to the idea that the ML 
type assignment system (and, in particular, the unification algorithm for that system) and the 
limitation of the intersection type assignment system to Rank 2 are, as far as decidability is 
concerned, equivalent 
The Rank 2 system and Milner's system are not really equivalent, because there are terms 
that are typeable in the former and not typeable in the latter (see example 8 4 2 2) But not only 
is the class of typeable terms significantly extended when intersection types of Rank 2 arc used, 
also more accurate types can be deduced for terms For example, the term S К SI (where 
5, К and I are the well know lambda terms) has a more general principal type in the Rank 2 
Intersection Type Assignment System than in the ML system (see also example 8 4 2 2) 
When the lambda calculus is extended with the fixed-point combinator Y, and the notion 
of reduction —*ß is extended by Υ Μ —>ß M(YM) for all terms M, and Y is assumed to 
have the principal type (φ—up)—up (so all occurrences of Y have a type that is a substitution 
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instance of this type), then all Milner-typeable terms in Exp can be translated into terms in this 
extended calculus with Rank 2 intersection types. This construction cannot be given for the 
Mycroft-typeable terms, since in this approach it is not possible to give Y one type from which 
all other types can be generated; if У is used in Mycroft's system, then for every occurrence 
of an Y there are σ ι , . . . , σ
η
 and σ, such that Y is typed with (σιΠ- · ·ησ
η
—»σ)—>σ, and all σ
ι 
are substitution instances of σ. 
8.2 Rank 2 intersection type assignment 
In this section, we will give a formal presentation of a Rank 2 intersection type assignment 
system. Since Leivant only presented an observation, it is not clear whether the system presented 
here is the one he had in mind. Moreover, when we would formally define intersection types 
of Rank 2 using the general definition of the 'rank of a type', then wc would obtain a notion 
of type assignment that is more general than the one we will present in this chapter: then, for 
example, w—»σ would also be a Rank 2 type. The system we will present here is designed in 
such a way, that it has enough expressive power to get a straightforward proof that every term 
in Exp is typeable in it, after let-expressions are replaced by redexes, and Y is added to the 
calculus. 
Allowing of more general rank 2 types would unnecessarily obscure this chapter; also, it 
would not be possible to extend the notion of type assignment defined here to the one to be 
defined in chapter twelve. 
Intersection types of Rank 2 are a true subset of the set of BCD-types and the set of strict types 
and only a minor extension of the set of Curry-types. They are defined by: 









ii) Тз is inductively defined by: 
a) If σ € Tc, then σ € Τχ. 
b) If σ e Τ,, τ € Τι, then σ->τ e Тг. 
iii) 7R, the set of intersection types of Rank 2 is defined by: if σ\,..., σ
η
 € Τι (η > 1) then 
σ,Π- ••(Ίση e 7^. 
In the next definition we will define a partial order relation < R on 7R that is, like <s, induced 
by intersections. This relation does not really play a role in this chapter, but it will be important 
in chapter twelve. We will also define an equivalence relation ~ R on types. Types σ and τ are 
equivalent under this relation, if σ can be obtained from τ by permuting subtypes that are part 
of an intersection subtype. 
Definition 8.2.2 i) On 7R, the relation < R is defined by: 
a) σ < R σ. 
b) σΠτ <R σ & σΠτ <R r. 
c) σ < R τ < R ρ =ϊ σ < R p . 
d) σ < R ρ & σ <R r =Φ· σ < R ρΠτ. 
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ii) On 7 R , the relation ~ R is defined by: 
a) For σ, τ € 7 R : σ < R Τ <ц σ =• σ ~ R T. 
b) For σ—>τ, ρ—*μ € 7 R : σ ~ R ρ & Τ ~ R μ => <τ—»τ ~ R ρ—»μ. 
In this chapter we consider types modulo ~ R . Therefore, ρη(σητ) = (ρησ)ητ, and σ—>τ = 
σησ—»τ. Unless stated otherwise, if σιΠ· • · η σ
η
 is used to denote a type, then all σ\,..., σ
η 
are assumed to be in T^. 
Definition 8.2.3 i) A Rank 2 statement is an expression of the form Μ:σ, where M € Λ and 
σ e 7 R . M is the subject and σ the predicate of Μ :σ. 
ii) Α Αα/ιΑ 2 /wms is a set of Rank 2 statements with term-variables, not necessarily distinct, 
as subjects and types in Tç as predicates. 
The definition of bases is not the standard one, since we do not allow for all types in 7 R as 
predicates for Rank 2 statemenls that have a term-variable as subject. (See also the remark 
after theorem 8.4.2.5.) Moreover, we allow of more than one statement for term-variables. 
The Rank 2 Intersection Type Assignment System is defined as follows: 
Definition 8.2.4 i) Rank 2 type assignment and Rank 2 derivations are defined by the 




М:т М-.ауП- • -Пап—>τ Ν-.σ^ ... Ν:σ
η 
(_>!): (а) ( ^ Е ) : 
λχ.Μ-.σχϊλ· • -ηση—>τ MN:T 
(a) If χ:σ\, ..., χ:σ
η
 are all and nothing but the statements about χ on which Μ-.τ 
depends. If χ does not occur free in M, so no statement with subject χ is used to 
obtain M : T , then η = 1. 
If В is a basis such that Μ : σ is derivable from В using a Rank 2 derivation, and В 
contains nothing but the statements about term-variables needed to obtain Μ:σ, we write 
Bl·2M·.σ. 




 (η > 1) 
such that σ =<Т\П- • -Οση, В = SjU- · υ Β
η
 and for every 1 < г < п Bl hj M:at. 
Notice that in both the derivation rules, for 1 < г < η , а
г
 e TQ-
For the notions of type assignment defined here, the following properties hold: 




, τ € Тг [ σ = τ,Π- · ·Πτ
η
->τ & 




} \-2 Μ:τ ) & 
( χ £ FV(M) => Β 1-2 Μ : τ & η = 1 ) ]. 
іі) В Ьг ΜΝ·.σ Φ> 3 τ e Т ь В,, Вг [ s i Ь Μ : τ — σ & Вг bß N:T & ß = ß 1 U ß 2 ). 
Proof: Immediately from definition 8.2.4. α 
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Notice that the notion 'B h2 Μ:σ' is a more restricted relation between basis, term and type 
than in the previous chapters. In these chapters, it was sufficient for a basis to just contain 
all types needed in the derivation, while in the Rank 2 intersection system we must require 
that a basis contain nothing more than these types. (So for this notion of type assignment, the 
definition of 'B is used for Μ:σ' would be superfluous.) If we drop this restriction, then we 
should also be more permissive in the constraints on derivation rule (—•!), and, for example, 
allow of derivations for 
{χ:ψ\, х:ч>г} Ьг χ:φι, and Ι-2 \χ.χ·.φ\Γ\φ2-*ψ\. 
Since it is not possible to derive this last type for \x.x in Milner's system, we have chosen 
not to allow it for the Rank 2 Intersection Type Assignment System. Notice that being more 
permissive forces to define an operation of lifting, something not needed in the approach taken 
here. In fact this restriction is only needed for the Rank 2 Intersection Type Assignment System 
for the lambda calculus. We will drop it in chapter twelve, in which we will extend the system 
defined in this chapter to one for Term Rewriting Systems. 
8.3 Operations on pairs 
In this section we will define two operations on pairs of basis and type, namely substitution 
and duplication. In theorem 8.3.3.3 (i) we will prove that these operations are sound, and in 
theorem 8.4.2.5 we will prove that these are complete (i.e. are sufficient to generate all pairs 
for a term from its principal pair). 
8.3.1 Rank 2 substitution 
In this chapter, substitution will be defined as a Curry-substitution, the operation that replaces 
type-variables by elements of Tc- Although perhaps this is a more restricted kind of substitution 
than could be expected, it is a sound operation and will prove to be sufficient. 
Definition 8.3.1.1 i) The Rank 2 substitution (φ := a) : 7R —» 7R, where φ is a type-variable 
and α € 7c, is defined by: 
a) (φ :=ά)(φ) = α. 
c) (ψ := α) (σ-»τ) = (ψ := α) (σ) — (φ := α) (τ). 
d) (φ :=α)(σ,Π·· ·Πσ
η
) = (ν> := α)(σ})η- • ·Π (φ :=α)(σ η ) . 
ii) If S\ and 52 are Rank 2 substitutions, then so is S10S2, where S10S2 (σ) = S\ (S2 (σ)). 
m)S(B) = {x:S(a)\xM&B}. 
iv) S(<B, σ>) = <S(B), 5(σ)>. 
Substitution is normally defined as the operation that replaces type-variables by types, without 
restriction. This definition would not be correct for the Rank 2 system, since, for example, the 
replacement of the type-variable ψ in ψ—>φ by the type (σ—•τ)ησ—>τ would give a type that 
is not an element of 7R. It is easy to verify that the above defined operation is well defined. 
For substitutions, the following properties hold: 
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Lemma 8.3.1.2 Let S be a Rank 2 substitution. Then: 
i) \ΐσ < R T , theni i(a)< R S(T). 
ii) If σ € T c (Г,, Т2, TR), then 5(σ) € Τ € (Τ,, Г2, TR). 
Proof: Easy. О 
Notice that, because of part (ii) of this lemma, substitution is well denned on bases. 
The following theorem will show that substitution is a sound operation. 
Theorem 8.3.1.3 Soundness of substitution. If В HR Μ:σ, then for every Rank 2 substitution 
5 : 5 ( 5 ) Κ
κ
Μ : 5 ( σ ) . 
Proof: i) σ € 72, so S t-2 Μ:σ. By induction on the structure of M. 
a) M = χ, so В = {ι:σ}, and σ € Tc- Then 5 (σ) € Tc, and S (Β) \-2 χ:5(σ). 






, τ e Τι such that 
σ = τ\Γ\· · ·Πτ
η
—»τ and either 




} Ьз М':т. By induction 
5(В U {х:т
ь




}) h 2 M':5(r), 
so by definition 8.3.1.1 5(ß)U{a;:5(T1), ·. ·, x:S(Tn)} h2 Μ':5(τ), so by lemma 
8.2.5 (i) and definition 8.3.1.1 S(B) Ьг λχ.Μ:5(σ). 
2) x ^ F V ( M ) . ТЬепВНз М':т, and η = 1. By induction 5 (S) Ьг M ' : S ( T ) , and 
by lemma 8.2.5 (i) S (Β) Κ2 λχ.Μ':5 (τ,) -»5 (τ), so by definition 8.3.1.1 
5(β)Η 2 λχ.Λί :5(σ). 
c) Μ Ξ MiMj. By lemma 8.2.5(ii) there are ß ] , ß 2 and г € 7j , such that: 
ß = ß |Uß2, ß | I-2 Μι:τ-»σ, and Вг l-R М^.т. 
Then 5 (ß) = S (ß) ) U 5 (B2), and by lemma 8.3.1.2 (ii) S (τ) € Τ], and since 5 (τ—σ) 
= S (τ) —» 5 (σ), also by induction: 
S (BO h 2 M\:S(T)->S{o) andS(ß2) Ь к M 2 :5(r). 
Then by lemma 8.2.5 (ii) S{B)\-2 M, M2:S (σ). 
ii) σ e TR. Then by definition 8.2.4(ii) there are σ\,..., σ
η
, β ] , . . . , Β
η
 {η > 1) such that 
σ = σ\Γ\- • -Πση, and В = B\U- • · υ Β
η
 and for every 1 < i < η Bl К2 М:сгг. 
Then 5 (ß ) = S(ßi)U · · · U5(ß„), and by induction for 1 < i < η S(Bl) \-2 M:S{al). 
Again by definition 8.2.4 (ii) we have S (В) hi Μ:5(σ). О 
8.3.2 Duplication 
We now come to the definition of duplication. It can be seen as a very simple version of the 
various operations of expansion as defined before; duplication is a total expansion, that is not 
'computed': all type-variables occurring in basis and type are copied. 
Definition 8.3.2.1 Let В bc a basis, σ € TR, and η > 1. The triple <n, Β,σ> determines a 
duplication D<n<B,c> '· TR —• TR, which is constructed as follows: 
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i) a) Suppose V= {ψχ,..., </j
m
} is the set of all type-variables occurring in <B, σ>. 
Choose τη χ η different type-variables <¿>J,..., ι^",..., φ^,..., φ^, such that each 
ψ
1
 (1 < i < η, 1 < j < τη) does not occur in V. Let 5 t be the substitution that replaces 
every ipj by φ1. 
b) 0<η,Β,<τ> (τ) = Si (τ)η· · η 5η (τ). 
ϋ) β<π,Β,
σ
> (Β') = 5, (S') U • · • U Sn (В1). 
"Ο £><η,Β,σ> (<Я', σ ' > ) = <ο<η,Β,σ> (Β'), β<η,Β,<τ> (σ')>· 
Instead of £)<
П )д ) ( Г >, we will simply write <n, Β, σ>. 
Notice that if τ does not contain type-variables that occur in V, then <n, Β, σ> (τ) = 
τΠ- · Пт, which is by definition of ~ R the same as т. 
For an operation of duplication, the following properties hold: 
Lemma 8.3.2.2 Let£> = <n, Β, σ>. 
i) Ifp<RT,thenZ>(/>)<RD(T). 
ii) D(<B', a '>) = <ß1U---Uß7 l , σιΠ·· ησ„> with for every 1 < i < n t h e r e i s a 
substitution St such that 5г (<B', σ'>) = <Bl, а г > . 
iii) D(<B, σ>) = < β 1 υ · · · υ β 7 1 , σ | Π · · η σ η > , with for every 1 < г < η, <Вг, а г > isa 




> are disjoint in pairs. 
iv) If τ e Tc (Τ,, Τ2, r R ) , then D (τ) € Τ, ( Т ь TR, TR). 
Proof: Immediately by definition 8.3.2.1. D 
We will now prove that the operation of duplication is sound. 
Theorem 8.3.2.3 Soundness of duplication. If В l-R Μ:σ, then for every duplication D: 
lfD(<B, σ>) = <B', σ'>, then B' KR Μ:σ'. 




 such that: <B', σ'> = 
<ß 1U· · Ußn, ^іП- · ·ησ
η
>, and for every 1 < г < η there is a substitution 5
г
 such that 
Sj (<B, σ>) = <Bl, ffj>. The proof is completed by theorem 8.3.1.3. D 
8.3.3 Type-chains 
As before we will define chains as sequences of operations. To avoid confusion, we will call 
the chains needed in this chapter type-chains. 
Definition 8.3.3.1 A type-chain is a chain < O i , . . . , O
n
>, where each О
г
 is an operation of 
Rank 2 substitution or duplication. 
Type-chains have the following effect on types. 
Lemma 8.3.3.2 Let С be a type-chain. 
i) If σ < R τ, then C(<7) < R C ( T ) . 
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ii) If τ e Tc (Τ,, Τ2, TR), then С (τ) € Г, (Τ,, TR, TR). 
iii) If τ e T
c
, and С (τ) e TQ, then there is a substitution 5 such that С (τ) = S (τ). Without 
loss of generality, we can even assume that there is also a type-chain С such that 
С = <5> * C'. 
Proof: By lemmas 8.3.1.2 and 8.3.2.2. D 
Type-chains have the following effect on pairs. 
Theorem 8.3.3.3 Let С be a type-chain. 
i) Soundness of type-chains. If В \-R Μ:σ and C(<B, σ>) = <B', σ'>, then B' KR Μ:σ'. 
ii) If C ( < B \ a ; U { i : a 1 , . . . , χ:ση},σ>) = < B ' \ I U { I : T 1 , . . . , і : т т } , τ > , and τ e T2, 
then C(<S\a;, σχΠ- · ·Πσ
η
->σ>) = <5'\а;, ^П· · •Пт
т
->г>. 
Proof: i) By theorems 8.3.1.3 and 8.3.2.3. 
ii) By definitions 8.3.1.1 and 8.3.2.1. D 
8.4 Principal type property 
In this section, we will show that the Rank 2 Intersection Type Assignment System has the 
principal type property: for every typeable term M there exists a pair P P R (M), the principal 
pair of M, and for every pair <B, σ> such that В Ьц Μ:σ, there exists a type-chain С such 
that 
C(PP R (M)) = < B , a > . 
As for the Curry type assignment system, principal types for terms will be defined using a 
notion of unification. 
8.4.1 Unification of intersection types of Rank 2 
Unification is a procedure normally used to find a common instance for demanded and provided 
types for application, i.e.: if M\ has type σ—»τ, and M2 has typte α, then unification will look 
for a common instance of both the types σ and a, such that M\ Mj can be typed properly. 
The unification algorithm unify\ we will present in the next definition deals with just that 
problem. This means that it is not a full unification algorithm for intersection types of Rank 2, 
but only an algorithm that finds the most general unifying type-chain for demanded and provided 
type. It is defined using Robinson's unification algorithm unify^. 
The algorithm is used in the definition of principal pairs for M; in finding the principal pair 
for the term M\ M2 by construction, the demanded type σ in σ—»τ is in Tj and the provided 
type α is in 72. The unification algorithm looks for types that can be assigned to the terms 
M\ and M2, such that the derivation rule (—>E) can be applied. Therefore, the result of the 
unification of σ and a - a type-chain С - should always be such that С (a) € Tj. However, by 
lemma 8.3.3.2 (ii), if α £ TQ, then С (a) &T\. To overcome this difficulty, we have inserted an 
extra algorithm toTç that, when called with the type a, returns a type-chain of operations that 
removes, if possible, intersections in a, and unifyi is called with the types σ and a', the latter 
being a in which the intersections are removed, so a' = toTç(a.) (a). 
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It is possible that σ $. TQ, so it can be that a.' must be duplicated. Since such an operation 
affects the basis as well, the third argument of unify\ is a basis. 
Definition 8.4.1.1 Rank 2 unification. Let В be the set of all bases, С the set of all 
type-chains, and let Ids be the substitution that replaces all type-variables by themselves. 
i) Mrti/y! : Ti χ Tc x В -• С 
unify ι (σ, α, Β) = unifyR (σ, a), if σ € T c 
unifyi (σιΓϊ· · -(Ίση, α, Β) = <D, Si,..., Sn>, otherwise 




Si = unifyn ( < 5 i , . . . , Sj_i> (ai), щ) for every 1 < г < n. 
ii) toTc : T2 -» С 
toTc (σ) = Ids, 'f σ e Tc 
ío7c(ffin· · ·ησ
η
-+σ) = < 5 ι , . . . , S
n
_ i > * С, otherwise 
where Si =unifyR(<Si,.. . ,Sj_i> (ffj), < S 1 , . . . ,5 i_i> (сті+1)) 




Notice that unifyi and IOTQ may fail because unify^ may fail, and that <n. Β, a > never 
fails. Because of this relation between unifyi a n d 'oTç, and unifyi, the procedures defined 
here are terminating and type assignment in the system defined in this chapter is dccidable. 
Lemma 8.4.1.2 i) For every σ € Тг, type-chain С: if €(σ) = τ € Tj, then there is a type-chain 
С such that: toTc (cr) * С (σ) = т. (Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
С = toT
c
 (σ) * С.) 
ii) For every σ ζ Tj, α € 7c thai are disjoint: if there is a type-chain С such that C(a) = 
С (α), then for every basis В that shares no type-variables with σ there is a type-chain C' 
such that 
C(ff) = unifyi (σ, a, B) * С (σ) = иш^і (σ, α, Β) * С (α) = С (α). 
(Without loss of generality, we can assume that С = unifyi (σ> α> В) * С'.) 
Proof: By induction on definition 8.4.1.1, using property 1.6. D 
8.4.2 Principal pairs for terms 
The definition of principal pairs for lambda terms in the Rank 2 system will then look like: 
Definition 8.4.2.1 We define, for every term M, the Rank 2 principal pair by defining the 
notion P P R (Μ) = <P, π > inductively by: 
i) For all χ, φ: P P R (X) = <{x:<p}, ψ>. 
ii) If PPR (Μ) = <P, 7Г>, then: 
a) If a; occurs free in M and Ρ = Ρ\χυ{χ:σι,..., χ:σ
η
}, then 
P P R (λχ.Μ) = < Ρ \ ι , σ,η· · ·ησ
η
-»π>. 
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b) otherwise PPR (XX.M) = <P, φ—*π>, where φ is a type-variable that does not occur 
in < P , π > . 
iii) If P P R ( M I ) = <P\, πι > and PP R (M2) = <P2, ^2> ( w e choose if necessary trivial 
variants such that the < P t , 7гг> are disjoint in pairs), and 52 = toTç (KJ), then 
a) If π] = ψ, then: 
PPR(MÌM2) = <S2, S^ (<PiUP2, ¥>'>), 
where 5] = unifyR (ψ, Sj (^ιί^ψ') 
and φ' is a type-variable not occurring in any other type. 
b) If πι =σ—»τ, then: 
P P R (MI Mi) = <S2> * C ( < P I U P 2 ) τ>), 
where С = млг/у, (σ, Sj fa), s2 (p2))-
Example 8.4.2.2 Using Rank 2 intersection types, the term S К SI (where 5, К and I are the 
well known lambda terms) has a smaller principal type than using Curry types. Notice that: 
P P R (5) = (1-+2—3)^(4->2)->ln4->3, 
P P R (K) = 5—6^5, and 
P P R ( / ) = 7 - 7 , 
and by definition 8.4.2.1 it is easy but laborious to check that P P R (5 К S I) = 8—>8 (in 
Curry's system - and in M L - this term has the principal type (9—»10)—»9—»10). 
If we define D = Xx.xx, then we can even check that for example P P R (D (5 К S I)) = 
P P R (DI) - 9—»9. Notice that the term I D is not typeable in this system. 
Lemma 8.4.2.3 If P P R (M ) = < P , π > , then Ρ ίχ Μ-.π, so π e Гг. 
Proof: By induction on the definition of P P R (M), using lemma 8.3.3.2. D 
The following lemma is needed in the proof of theorem 8.4.2.5, and formulates that if a 
type-chain maps the principal pairs of terms in an application to pairs that allow the use of 
derivation rule (—»E), then these pairs can also be obtained by first performing a unification. 
Lemma 8.4.2.4 Let σ € Τχ, and for г = 1,2 P P R (М
г
) = <Ρι, ^ i>, such that these pairs are 
disjoint, and let С be a type-chain such that: 
C(PP R (M,)) = < В ь τ-»σ>, and C ( P P R (Мг)) = <ß2, τ > · 
Then there are type-chains Cg and C', and type α ζ Τχ such thai: 




) = Cg (<PiUP2, a>), and C ' ( P P R (ΜχΜ^)) = <B\\JB2, σ>. 
Proof: Since C ^ ) € T\, by lemma 8.4.1.2(i) there is a C\ such that С = <52> * Cj, 
with S2 = toTc (πι). 
i) π] = φ. Take Si = unify^ (φ. Si (""ζ)-*φ'), where ψ' is a type-variable not occurring in 
any other type. Assume, without loss of generality, that C] (ψ') - σ. Then by definition 
8.4.2.1 (iii.a) 
P P R ( Μ , Μ Ζ ) = <52, Si> (<PlUP2, φ'>). 
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Since ψ e Tc and τ—*σ e Τι, by lemma 8.3.3.2 (ii) r—»σ e T], so τ—>σ e Tç and τ e TQ. 
So Ci (S2 (τι) - *φ') € 7c> ancl by lemma 8.3.3.2 (iii) there are a substitution S^ and a 
type-chain Οχ such that: 
5з № (яг W ) = т-><7, and Ci = <5з> * Сг-
Assume, without loss of generality, that S3 (<¿?) = τ—»σ. Then by property 1.6 there is a 
substitution 54 such that S3 = S40S1. So 
С = <S2> * Ci = <S2> * <5з> * Сг = <S2, Si> * <S4> * C2. 
Take Cg = <S2, Si >, С = <S4> * C2 and α = φ'. 
ii) тгі = ρ—*μ. Since the pairs <Fi ) ρ—>μ> and <P2, ^г^ a r e disjoint, Ci (ρ—>μ) = τ—*σ. 
Since Ci (ρ) = Ci (S2 (^г)). a n d ^2 (^2) shares no type-variables with p, by lemma 
8.4.1.2(i¡) there are type-chains Cu and C2 such that 
Cu = unifyx (p, S2 to), S2 (P2)), and C] = Cu * C2. 
By definition 8.4.2.1 (iii.b) 
PPR (M,M2) = <S2> * Cu (<P\UP2, μ>). 
Then С = <S2> * Ci = <S2> * C
u
 * C2. Take Cg = <S2> * Си, С = C2, and α = μ. D 
The following theorem will show that type-chains are sufficient to generate all possible pairs 
for a lypcable term. 
Theorem 8.4.2.5 Completeness of type-chains. If В I-R Μ:σ, then there are a basis P, type π 
and a type-chain С such that PPR (M) = <P, 7r>, and C ( < P , π>) = <B, σ>. 
Proof: i) σ çTj. By induction on the structure of M. 
a) Μ Ξ 1. Then Β = {χ:σ}, σ e T
c
, and PPR (χ) = <{χ:ψ}, φ>. 
TakeC=<(<p := σ)>. 
b) M = \x.M'. Then by lemma 8.2.5 (i) either: 
1) χ occurs free in M' and there are TJ, . . . , τ
η
 € TQ, Τ 6 Tj such that 
σ = τι Π- · ·ητ
η
—»τ, and Β U {х:ті,..., χ:τ
η
} \-г Μ'-.τ. 
By induction there are Ρ, тг, and a type-chain С such that 
PPK (M') = <P, π>, and С ( < Р , π > ) = <B U {xir,,..., ι :τ η }, τ > . 
By definition 8.4.2.1 (ii.a) there are σ], . . . , a
m
 (m < η) such that 
Ρ = P\x\J {χ:σ\, . . . , x:a
m
} and P P R (Μ) = <P\x, σ,Π· · ·ησ τ η -»π>. 
SinceC(<P\iU{a; :a i , . . . , x:cr
m
}, π > ) = < Ö U { X : T I , . . . , x:rn}, τ>, by 
theorem 8.3.3.3 (ii) C(<P\x, σιΠ- · •Па
т
-^х>) = <Β,σ>. 
2) χ does not occur free in M' and there are τχ € 7^, τ s 7^ such that 
σ =τι—»τ, and В 1-2 Μ':τ. 
By induction there are Ρ, тг, and a type-chain С such that 
P P R (M') = < P , *->, and С ( < P , π>) = <B, τ>. 
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By definition 8.4.2.1 (ii.b) there is a φ not occurring in <P, π> such that 
P P R ( M ) = < P , p->π>. 
Take С = (φ := τ , ) * С', then С ( < Р , <?-»π>) = < В , σ>. 
с) Μ Ξ Μ^Μι- Then by lemma 8.2.5 (ii) there are a τ G T\ and ß j , S2 such that: 
ö l 1-2 Λ/1 :τ->σ, Вг ^R ΜΪ-Τ, and В = B\ иВг· 
By induction for г = 1,2 there are Р
г
, π„ and type-chains C t such that: 
P P R (MO = < P 1 , * ! > , Ci ( P P R Í M , ) ) = < В Ь τ - σ > , 
P P R (Мг) = <P2, іГ2>, and C2 (PPR (M2)) = <B2, т > . 
Assume, without loss of generality, that the pairs <Pl, ігг> are disjoint. Then the 
type-chains C, do not interfere, so 
C\ * С
г
 (PPR (M,)) = < B 1 , τ- + σ>, and d * C2 ( P P R (M2)) = < B 2 , r > . 
Then, by lemma 8.4.2.4 there is a type-chain С such that С (PPR ( М ^ г ) ) = <B, σ>. 
ii) σ = σ)Π· · ·ησ
η
. By definition 8.2.4(ii) there are B\,..., B
n
 such that В = BiU- · -UB^, 








'>, trivial variants of 
< B l , CTj> and disjoint in pairs. Take S such that 
S ^ B ^ U - · · υ Β
η
' , σ,'ΓΊ- · ·Πσ
η
'>) = <B 1U· · · υ Β η , σχΓ\· • ·ησ η >. 
By induction there are Ρ, π, such that P P R (M) = <P, π > . Let D - <n. Ρ, π > , then 
D(<P, π > ) = <P 1U· · ·υΡ η , π ^ · · •ηπη>, 
and by lemma 8.3.2.2 (iii) the <Pl, 7Гг> are disjoint in pairs, and for 1 < г < η 
P P R (M) = <Pj, ffj>. By induction there are type-chains C\,..., C
n
 such that 
for 1 < г < η Сг (<P l , 7Гг>) = < В г ' , стг'>. 
Since the < Р
г
, ^ > and the < B t ' , а г '> are disjoint in pairs, the Сг do not interfere. 
Take С = <D> * C} * •• · * Cn * <S>. D 
At this stage, we can more clearly explain why we choose to define a basis as in definition 
8.2.3 (ii). Take the term xy. If all types were allowed for term-variables, then the following 
would be a correct statement: 
{χ:σητ->ρ, y.a, y.r) ^ xy.p. 
Notice that 
P P R ( i y ) = < { i : l - 2 , y : l } , 2 > . 
If we want our notion of principal pair to be correct, we should show that we have a way of 
obtaining the first pair for xy from its principal one, so we need a type-chain of operations С 
such that: 
C(<{x:l->2, y.l), 2>) = <{χ:σΓ\τ^>ρ, y.a, y.r}, p>. 
However, there exists no type-chain of operations as defined in this chapter that can replace 
the type 1—>2 by σΠτ—>p; therefore, we have chosen to restrict the possible predicates for 
statements that have a term-variable as subject to types in TQ. 
Chapter 9 Applicative Term Rewriting Systems 
In this chapter we will define Applicative Term Rewriting Systems (ATRS), a slight extension 
of the Term Rewriting Systems as defined in [Klop '90], as term rewriting systems that contain 
a special binary operator Ap. The Applicative Term Rewriting Systems to be defined in 
this chapter are extensions to those suggested by most functional programming languages, in 
that they do not discriminate against the varieties of function symbols that can be used in 
patterns. As such, there is no distinction between function symbols (e.g. append and plus) and 
constructor symbols (e.g. cons and succ); the extension made consists of allowing not only 
constructor-symbols in the operand space of the left hand side of rewrite rules, but all function 
symbols. 
The definition of applicative systems as will be done in this chapter is motivated by the 
following observation: there is a clear translation (embedding) of combinator systems into 
Term Rewriting Systems, in which the implicit application of the world of combinators is made 
explicit. The kind of term rewriting system that is needed for such a translation contains only 
one function symbol, called Ap, and is therefore often called an applicative term rewriting 
system. A translation of, for example, Combinatory Logic (CL) 
Sxyz=xz(yz) 
Κ χ y =x 
Ix =x 
into such a term rewriting system then looks like: 
Ap(Ap(Ap(S,x),y),z) => Ap(Ap(x,z),Ap(y,z)) 
Ap(Ap(K,x),y) => χ 
Ap(I,x) =>· χ 
The definition of applicative systems we will present in this thesis is, however, more general: 
in the systems we consider, Ap is a special function symbol; in particular it is one of the function 
symbols, not the only one. We prefer to see an applicative term rewriting system as a term 
rewriting system with a predefined symbol, which we call Ap. In order to distinguish between 
the term rewriting systems that contain only the function symbol Ap and those that contain 
Ap next to other function symbols, we call the former the Pure Applicative Term Rewriting 
Systems. 
We prefer to see the symbols 5, К and I as functions, with 3,2 and 1 operands, respectively. 
If we try to capture this view in our translation, then a first attempt would give: 
S(x,y,z) => Ap(Ap(x,z),Ap(y,z)) 
K(x,y) =>· χ 
I(x) => x. 
Then a term like S {К, S, I) would be illegal, since the functions that appear in operand 
position are used without the necessary arguments; it would not be possible to translate all 
combinator expressions. This means that we have to introduce extra rewrite rules to express 
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the Curried versions of these symbols Moreover, to get some computational power, some 




x),y),z) => S(x,y,z) 
K(x,y) => x 


















=> Si (x) 
= > X 
=• K(x,y) 
= • X 
=> Цх) 
KQ, ƒ(), etc give in fact the 'Curried' versions of respectively 5, К and I 
We will consider the applicative rewriting systems, because they are far more general than the 
subclass of pure applicative systems However, all results obtained in the next three chapters 
are also valid for that subclass Moreover, every term rewriting system is an applicative term 
rewriting system. 
9.1 The defined symbol of rewrite rules 
We take the view that in a rewrite rule a certain symbol is defined, it is this symbol to which 
the structure of the rewrite rule gives a type The reason for treating Ap as a predclined symbol 
is the following It is clear that the rules added to obtain the Curried versions of symbols in 
the translation of CL into a rewriting system are not intended as definitions for Ap, but as 
definitions for those Curried versions. However, in general. Term Rewriting Systems are not 
sensitive for the names used for functions symbols and function symbols can be replaced by 
others, as long as this is done in a consistent way. So the translation of CL is in tact the same 
as the one obtained by replacing all Лр'ь by F. 
S(x,y,z) 
F(S2(x,y),z) 
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I (x) =>· x 
F(I0,χ) =» /(χ) . 
Now, all rewrite rules starting with F could be seen as rules that define F. Because this is in 
fact the same term rewriting system, there should be no difference in the intended meaning, so 
all rules starting with Ap should then be rules that define Ap. In order to avoid this problem, 
we will regard those rewriting systems that have a 'predefined' binary function, called Ap, 
which then cannot be renamed. As suggested above, the symbol Ap is neglected when we are 
looking for the symbol that is defined in a rewrite rule. 
We will consider rewriting systems that are Curry closed. We could have defined a closure 
operation on ATRS's, by adding rules and extending the set of function symbols, but it is easier 
to assume that every ATRS is closed. When presenting a rewrite system, however, we will only 
show the rules that are essential; we will not show the rules that define the Curried versions. 
9.2 Partial type assignment 
The type assignment systems we will present in the next three chapters are partial systems 
in the sense of [Pfenning '88]. Not only will we define how terms and rewrite rules can be 
typed, but we will also assume that every function symbol already has a type, which structure 
is usually motivated by a rewrite rule. There arc several reasons to do so. 
First of all a term rewriting system can contain a symbol that is not the defined symbol of 
a rewrite rule (such a symbol is called a constant). A constant can appear in a rewrite rule 
more or less as a symbol that 'has to be there', but for which it is impossible to determine 
any functional characterization, apart from what is demanded by the immediate context. If 
we provide a type for every constant, then we can formulate some consistency requirement by 
saying that the types used for a constant must be related to the provided type. 
Moreover, even for every defined symbol there must be some way of determining what 
type can be used for an occurrence. Normally the rewrite rules that define such a symbol arc 
investigated, and from analyzing the structure of those rules the 'most general type' for that 
symbol can be constructed. Instead of investigating all the defining rules for a defined symbol 
every time the symbol is encountered, we can store the type of the symbol in a mapping from 
symbols to types, and use this mapping instead. Of course it makes no difference to assume the 
existence from the start of such a mapping from symbols (both defined and constant) to types, 
and to define type assignment using that mapping (in the following such a mapping is called 
an 'environment'). 
In fact, the approach we take here is very much the same as the one taken by Hindley in 
[Hindley '69], where he defines the principal Curry-type scheme of an object in Combinatory 
Logic. Even his notion of type assignment could be regarded as a partial one. Moreover, since 
combinator systems can easily be translated into (Left Linear) Applicative Term Rewriting 
Systems, the results of chapter eleven (when restricting the allowed rewrite rules to those that 
correspond to combinators), are the same as in [Hindley '69]. 
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9.3 Definitions 
The following definitions will be based on definitions given in [Klop '90]. Definition 9.3.1 
will define Applicative Term Rewriting Systems the same way as the definition given by Klop 
for Term Rewriting Systems, extended with part (i.c) to express the existence of the predefined 
symbol Ap. Definition 9.3.2 will define a notion of rewriting on Applicative Term Rewriting 
Systems, the same way as the definition of rewriting given by Klop for Term Rewriting Systems, 
extended with part (ii.a.3) to express that the possible use of the symbol Ap in the left hand 
side is restricted, and part (Hi) to define the notion of defined symbol of a rewrite rale. In fact, 
parts (ii.a.3) and (iii) arc related. Part (iv) is added to express that only Curry closed rewrite 
systems are considered. 
We will introduce in some parts a notation different from KJop's, because some of the symbols 
or definitions Klop used were already used in this thesis with a different meaning. For example, 
we will use the word 'replacement' for the operation that replaces term-variables by terms, 
instead of the word 'substitution', which was used for operations that replace type-variables 
by types. (Substitution and replacement are also operations defined in [Curry & Feys '58]. 
They both are defined as operations on terms; substitution was defined as the operation that 
replaces term-variables by terms, and replacement was defined as the operation that replaces 
occurrences of subterms by terms. Note that our definition therefore differs also from the one 
given in [Curry & Feys '58].) To denote a replacement, we will use capital characters like 'R', 
instead of Greek characters like 'σ', which were used to denote types. We will use the symbol 
' =>' for the rewriting symbol, instead of '—>' which was used as a type constructor. We will 
use the notion 'constant symbol' for a symbol that cannot be rewritten (for which there is no 
rewrite rule that defines that symbol), instead of for a function symbol with arity 0. 
Definition 9.3.1 (cf. [Klop '90]) An Applicative Term Rewriting System (ATRS) is a pair (Σ, 
R) of an alphabet or signature Σ and a set of rewrite rules R. 
i) The alphabet Σ consists of: 
a) A countable infinite set of variables x\, I2,13, • · · (or x, y, z, x', y',... ). 
b) A non empty set Σο oí Junction symbols or operator symbols F,G,..., each 
equipped with an 'arity' (a natural number), i.e. the number of 'arguments' it is 
supposed to have. We have 0-ary, unary, binary, ternary etc. function symbols. 
c) A special binary operator, called application (Ap). 
ii) The set of terms (or expressions) 'over' Σ is Тег(£) and is defined inductively: 
a) x,y,z,... € 7 Ϊ ? Γ ( Σ ) . 
b) If F e Σο U {Ар} is an n-ary symbol (η > 0), and Τ , , . . . , Τ
η
 6 7er (Σ), then 
F Î T , , . · · , Τη) G 7er (Σ). 
The Ti (г = 1, . . . , η) are the arguments of the last term. 
Definition 9.3.2 (cf. [Klop '90]) Let (Σ, R) be an ATRS. 
i) A replacement R is a map from 7^(Σ) to Ter (Σ) satisfying 
R (F ( T , , . . . , T
n
)) = F(R (Γ, ) , . . . , R (Γ
η
)) 
for every n-ary function symbol F (here η > 0). So, R is determined by its restriction to 
the set of variables. We also write T R instead of R (Γ). 
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ii) a) A rewrite rule € R is a pair (Lhs, Rhs) of terms e Ter (Σ). Often, a rewrite rule will 
get a name, e.g. r, and we write г : Lhs =Φ· Rhs. Three conditions will be imposed: 
1) Lhs is not a variable. 
2) The variables occurring in Rhs are contained in Lhs. 
3) For every Ap in Lhs, the left hand argument is not a variable. 
b) A rewrite rule r : Lhs => Rhs determines a set of rewrites LhsR => Rhs^ for all 
replacements R. The left hand side Z/isR is called a redex; it may be replaced by its 
'contractum' RhsR inside a context C[ ]; this gives rise to rewrite steps: 
C[ LhsK ] =>T C[ RhsR ]. 
c) We call =>
r
 the one-step rewrite relation generated by r. Concatenating rewrite steps 
we have (possibly infinite) rewrite sequences To =>Ti => T2 => • • • or rewrites for 
short. If TQ =*>··· => T
n
 we also write T 0 =x·· Tn, and Tn is a rewrite of TQ. 
iii) a) In a rewrite rule, the leftmost, outermost symbol in the left hand side that is not an 
Ap, is called the defined symbol of that rule. 
b) If the symbol F is the defined symbol of the rewrite rule r, then г defines F. 
c) F is α defined symbol, if there is a rewrite rule that defines F. 
d) Q € Σο is called a constant symbol if Q is not a defined symbol. 
iv) For every defined symbol F with arity η > 1, there are η additional rewrite rules that 
define the function symbols Fo upto F
n






^P(F„_2(a:b · · · ,Хп-г)>хп-\) =>• F
n
_ 1 ( i 1 ) . . . , a : n _ i ) 
АріР^х^хг) =¡> F2( i i , i 2 ) 
The added rules with F n _ 1,... ,F\, Fo, etc. give in fact the 'Curried'-versions of F . 
Because of part (iv) in this thesis we will consider only rewriting systems that are called 
Curry closed. 
Part (ii.a.3) of definition 9.3.2 was added in order to avoid rewrite rules with left hand sides 
like Ap (x, y), because such a rule would not have a defined symbol. It was also added to avoid 
the kind of problem as mentioned in [van Oostrom '90]. In this paper a lambda calculus with 
patterns was defined: when arbitrary applications like Ap(x,y) are allowed in patterns, then, 
for example, Л(хі/).(ух) is a correct term (it changes the order of terms in an application). Using 
this term in this calculus it is then possible to show that К = I. Moreover, this restriction on 
occurrences of Ap in left hand sides makes it possible to give the following structural definition 
of those terms. 
Definition 9.3.3 LHS, the set of terms that are allowed in the left hand side of a rewrite rule, is 
inductively defined by: 
i) If T
x
 e LHS, and T2 e Ter (Σ) such that either: 
a) T2 Ξ χ for some term-variable x, or 
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b) T2 € LHS, 
lhenAp(TuT2)eLHS. 
ii) If F € EQ with arity n, and Μ χ,..., M
n
 6 Ter (Σ) such that for every 1 < г < η either: 
a) Ti = χ for some term-variable x, or 
b) Ti e LHS, 
then F (Τι,..., T
n
) e LHS. 
It is easy to show that LHS is exactly the set of terms allowed by definition 9.3.2 (ii.a). 
We can call a rewrite rule r : Lhs => Rhs with defined symbol F recursive if the defined 
symbol also occurs in other nodes than the defining one, and then call such an F a recursive 
symbol. This definition is, however, not accurate. Take, for example, the rewrite system 
F (χ) = G (χ) 
G(x) = F(x). 
Then these rewrite rules are not recursive according to the definition. However, apart from 
the length of rewrite sequences, this rewrite system is in fact the same as 
F ( x ) = G ( x ) 
F(x) = F(x) 
C?(x) = F(x) 
and now of course F is a recursive symbol. Therefore, the first system too is regarded as a 
recursive one, and the two rewrite rules are called mutually recursive. If allowing this kind of 
recursion, we are in fact forced to give a different notion of defined symbol, since both rules in 
the first system define F and G simultaneously. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, we will 
assume that rules are not mutually recursive. 
Pioposition 9.3.4 Let F be the defined symbol of the rewrite rule г : Lhs => Rhs. Then 
there are η > j > 0, and T j , . . . , T
n
 £ Ter (Σ), such that F has arity j and: 
Lhs = Ap (Ap (• • • Ap (F (Γι, . . . , Tj), T j + 1 ) , · · •), Γ„) 
and T j , . . . , T
n
 are called the patterns of r. 
Proof: Easy. D 
In chapter eleven a notion of type assignment on Left Linear Applicative Term Rewriting 
Systems will be defined. These systems are defined as above, extended with parts to express 
the left linearity of rewrite rules. 
Definition 9.3.5 A Left Linear Applicative Term Rewriting System (LLATRS) is a pair (Σ, R) 
of an alphabet or signature Σ and a set of rewrite rules R and is defined as in definition 9.3.1, 
extended with: 
iii) Terms in which no variable occurs twice or more, are called linear. 
Definition 9.3.6 Let (Σ, R) be a LLATRS. The notion of rewriting on LLATRS's is defined as 
is definition 9.3.2, extended with: 
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ii) a) 4) Lhs is linear. 
In the following definition we will give a special Applicative Term Rewriting System. 
Definition 9.3.7 Applicative Combinatory Logic (ACL) is the ATRS (Σ, R), where SQ = {S, 
Si, Si, SQ, Κ, Κι, KQ, I, IQ}, and R contains the rewrite rules 
S(z,3/,z) => Ap(Ap(x,z),Ap(y,z)) 
K(x,y) =» ι 
I(x) => i . 
Notice that ACL is even a LLATRS. 





Notice that a term like Κ ι (IQ) itself cannot be rewritten. This corresponds to the fact that in 
CL the term КI is not a redex. 
Because ACL is Curry-closed, it is in fact combinatory complete: every lambda term can be 
translated into a term in ACL; for details of such a translation, see [Barendregt '84, Dezani-
Ciancaglini & Hindley '92]. 
Example 9.3.8 Rewrite rules can of course be more complicated than was illustrated above by 
the rules for ACL. In general, if the left hand side of a rewrite rule is F (Τι,... ,T
n
), then the 
Tt need not be simple variables but can be terms as well, as, for example, in the rewrite rule 
Я ($2 (*.!/))=• ^2 (Jo, У). 
It is also possible that for a certain symbol F, there is more than one rewrite rule that 
defines F. For example, the rewrite rules: 
F(x) =*· χ 
F(x) =» Ap(x,x) 
are legal. 
9.4 Tree-representation of terms and rewrite rules 
The three different notions of type assignment on ATRS's as defined in the next three chapters 
will in fact be defined on the tree-representation of terms and rewrite rules of these systems. In 
this section we will present this representation in a formal way. 
Definition 9.4.1 i) The tree-representation of terms and rewrite rules is in a straightforward 
way obtained by representing a term F (Γι,..., T
n
) by: 
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I 
F 
/ - \ 
Ά τ
η 
ii) The spine of a term-tree is defined as usual, i.e.: the root node of the term-tree is on the 
spine, and if a node is on the spine, then its left most descendant is on the spine. 
iii) In the tree-representation of a rewrite rule, the first node on the spine of the left hand side 
(starting from the root node) that does not contain an Ap is called the defining node of 
that rule. Notice that if F is the defined symbol of the rule, then it occurs in the defining 
node. 
iv) The edge pointing to the the root of a term is called the root edge. 
v) A node containing a term-variable (a function symbol F G Σο, the symbol Ар) will be 
called a variable node (Junction node, application node). 
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Example 9.4.3 We give the tree-representations of the rewrite rules given in example 9.3.8. 
1 
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Chapter 10 Partial Intersection Type Assignment in 
Applicative Term Rewriting Systems 
In this chapter and the following two, we will define three different notions of partial type 
assignment on the tree-representation of terms and rewrite rules. The only constraints on these 
systems are local, and are imposed by the relation between the type assigned to a node and 
those assigned to its incoming and out-going edges. Assigning types to an ATRS will consist of 
assigning types to function symbols via a mapping that is called an environment, and labelling 
the nodes and edges in the tree-representation of terms with type information. Left- and right 
hand side of rewrite rules will be typed as terms, and conditions will be formulated that the 
types assigned to those terms should satisfy. 
Types are labelled to nodes to capture the notion of 'type of a function', 'type of a constant' 
or 'type of a variable', and are assigned to edges to capture the notion of 'type of a subterm' 
(or term-tree). The type assigned to the root edge of a term-tree is the type assigned to the term 
that is represented by the term-tree. 
In this chapter we will present a notion of type assignment on ATRS's that is based on the 
essential type assignment system for the lambda calculus and Milncr's system for ML. Milner's 
system plays a role in recursive definitions. 
As remarked in section 6.4, the essential type assignment system for the lambda calculus 
has the principal type property. The opérations on types for this system are strict substitution, 
strict expansion, and lifting, and all pairs for a lambda term can be generated by chains that 
exist of strict expansions, strict substitutions (in that order), and that end with one lifting. But, 
since all those operations can be proved sound on all pairs, we will, in this section, allow the 
operations to appear in arbitrary order, so we will use just ordinary chains. Moreover, in this 
section we will drop the distinction between the operations of expansions and type-expansions 
made in section 6.2.2; we will call both expansions. 
The three operations on types are used to define type assignment on ATRS's: types that can 
be assigned to occurrences of function symbols can be obtained from the type provided by the 
environment using a chain of operations. These operations will be proved sound on typeable 
term-trees. For the operations of strict substitution and strict expansion we will prove a notion 
of soundness on rewrite rules, and we will show that it is not possible to show such a result for 
the operation of lifting. 
It will be shown that type assignment in term rewriting systems in general does not satisfy 
the subject reduction property: i.e. types are not preserved under rewriting. For the notions 
of type assignment presented in this chapter and the next two we will formulate a sufficient 
condition rewrite rules should satisfy to obtain subject reduction. For the system of chapter 
eleven, even this condition will be proved necessary. For the system presented in this chapter 
this condition is not decidable. It is so for the systems of chapters eleven and twelve. 
We will discuss the differences between the notions of type assignment defined for ATRS's 
that are based on Milner's or Mycroft's way of dealing with recursion. 
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10.1 Essential type assignment in ATRS's 
Partial intersection type assignment on an ATRS (Σ, R) is defined as the labelling of nodes and 
edges in the tree-representation of terms and rewrite rules with types in Ttj. In this labelling, 
we will use that there is a mapping that provides a type in % for every F S EQ U {Ap}. Such a 
mapping is called an environment. 
Definition 10.1.1 Let (Σ, R) be an ATRS. 
i) A mapping f : E()U{j4p} —• % is called an environment if £(Ap) = (1—•2)—•1-+2, and 
for every F € Σο with arity n, £(F) = £ (F
n
_,) = · · · = £(F 0 ). 
ii) For F e Σο with arity η > 0, σ S %, and £ an environment, the environment £[F :=σ] is 
defined by: 
a) £[F :=<7] (G) = σ, if G € {F, F n _ i , . . . , F,,}. 
b) £[F:=a\(G) = £(G), otherwise. 
The condition that £ (F) = £ (Fn-1) = · · · = £(Fo) is not essential. It is only introduced for 
reasons of efficiency; we want to be able to assign the same set of types to all Curried versions 
of a function symbol. It could be dropped without loss of results. 
Since £ maps all F € Σο to types in %, no function symbol in particular is mapped to the 
type constant ω. 
Type assignment on applicative term rewriting systems will be defined in two stages. In the 
next definition we will define type assignment on terms, in definition 10.1.7 we will define type 
assignment on term rewrite rules. 
Definition 10.1.2 Let (Σ, R) be an ATRS, and £ an environment. 
i) Wc say that Τ e Ter (Σ) ¿s typeable by σ € 7s with respect to £, if there exists an 
assignment of types to edges and nodes that satisfies the following constraints: 
a) The root edge of Τ is typed with σ; if σ = ω, then the root edge is the only thing in the 
term-tree that is typed. 
b) The type assigned to a function node containing F € Σο U {Ap} (where F has arity 
η > 0) is Τ]!"!· · -Птт, if and only if for every 1 <г < τη there are ffp . . . , σ^ S Tg, 
anda t € %, such thatT¿ =σ|—> >σ^—»σ,, the type assigned to the j-th (1 <j· < n) 
out-going edge is σ 'π · · Πσ"1, and the type assigned to the incoming edge is 
σιΠ- • -Пат. 
σχΗ· • -Паш 
c) If the type assigned to a function node containing F £ Σο U {Ap} is τ, then there is a 
chain С such that С {£ (F)) = т. 
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ii) Let Τ e Ter (Σ) be typeable by σ with respect to £. If S is a basis such that for every 
statement х:т occurring in the typed term-tree there is а х:т' € В such that r ' < E T, we 
write В hg Τ·.σ. 
Notice that if Β \-£ Τ·.σ, then В can contain more statements than needed to obtain Τ:σ. 
Notice also that parts (i.a) and (ii) are not in conflict, so for every В and T: В hg Τ·.ω. 
A typical example for part (i.b) of definition 10.1.2 is the symbol Ap, for which every 
environment provides the type (1—»2)—»1—»2. So for every occurrence of Ap in a term-tree, 
there arc σ and τ such that the following is part of the typed term-tree. 
I-
Ap: (σ—*τ)—>σ—>τ 
Notice that the type the environment provides for Ap is crucial; it is the type suggested by the 
(—>E) derivation rule, and gives structure to the type assignment. As remarked by F.J. de Vries 
of the C.W.I, in Amsterdam, the Netherlands (private communication), it is possible to define 
type assignment on term rewriting systems in a trivial way: We could define an environment in 
such a way that the only requirement is that for every F S Σο U {Ap} with arity η there are σχ, 
. . . , σ
η
, and σ such that S(F) = σ\—>- —>σ
η
—>σ. Then it would be, for example, possible to 
define it in such a way that the type provided for Ap is 1—»2—»3. Moreover, it would then be 
possible to assign the type 0—»0—* •O—+0 (n +1 limes) to all F with arity n, and all structure 
would be lost. Also, such a system would then not be a natural extension of the essential type 
assignment system for the lambda calculus. 
Instead of saying 'typeable with respect to £', we will just say 'typeable', and instead of saying 
'the type assigned to the node containing a function symbol (variable)' we will often speak of 
'the type assigned to a function symbol (variable)'. 
Example 10.1.3 The term 5 (KQ, SO, /Q) can be typed with the type 7—»7, under the 
assumption that: 
£(5) = (1->2->3)-Ч4-+2)->1п4-+3 
Ε (К) = 5—ω^5 
ε (i) = 6 ^ 6 . 
J 7-7 
5:((7-»7)-»ω->7-»7) — ω — ( 7 - 7 ) — 7—7 
/ Ι \ 
tfo:(7-»7)-w->7-7 5ο Jo:7-7 
Notice that to obtain the type ((7—•7)-+a)—>7—»7)—>ω—»(7—»7)-— 7—»7 for S, we used the 
chain <(1 := 7—7), (2 := ω), (3 := 7—7), (4 :- ω)>, and that the node containing SQ is not 
typed since the incoming edge is typed with ω. 
If we define D (x) => Ap (x, x), then we can even check that, for example, 
D (5 (Ко, So, /o)) and D (I0) are typeable by 8—8. 
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For the notion of type assignment as defined in definition 10.1.2 the following properties 
hold: 
LemmaiOAA i) В bf: Γισ,Π- • ·Πσ
η
 <3> V 1 < г < η [ Β hf T:at ]. 
ii) If χ:τ is a statement occurring in the typed term-tree for В l-£ T:a, then В < E {X:T}. 
Proof: Immediately from definition 10.1.2. D 
In the next definition we will introduce the notion of essentially used bases, which is, because 
of the relation <£, more specific than the notion of used basis. The idea of this notion is to 
collect all types assigned to term-variables that are actually used for the typed term-tree. A 
difference, however, with the notion of used basis is that the collected types need not occur in 
the original bases themselves. 
Definition 10.1.5 i) The essentially used bases of Β l-£ Τ:σ are inductively defined by: 
a) σ 6 %. 
l)T = x. Take {χ:σ}. 
2) Τ = F ( Τ ι , . . . , Τη). There are σ\,...,σ
η
 such that for every 1 < г < η 
В l-£ Т
г
:а,. Let for 1 < г' < η, В
г





Take П{ Л , , . . . , S„} . 
b) If σ = σιΠ- · -Γίση (η > 0), then by lemma 10.1.4(i) for every 1 < г < η Β hg Т:а
г
. 
Let for every 1 < г < η, В
г
 be an essentially used basis of В Hf Т:а
г
. 
Т а к е П { Я ь . . . , В
п
} . 
ii) A basis В is essentially used for Τ:σ with respect to ε if and only if there is a basis B' 
such that B' hf Τ:σ and В is an essentially used basis of Β' l-£ Τ:σ. 
Notice that in part (i.b), if η = 0, then σ = ω, and U{BÌ,..., ßn} = 0. 
We will say 'B is essentially used for Τ:σ' instead of 'B is essentially used for Τ:σ with 
respect to £'. As before, an essentially used basis for a statement Τ-.σ is not unique, but again 
the results of this chapter do not depend on the actual structure of such a basis, only on its 
existence. 
For essentially used bases, the following properties hold. 
Lemma 10.1.6 i) If В is essentially used for Τ:σ, then В \-¿ Τ-.σ. 
ii) В hg Τ:σ -о- 3 В' [ В <
Е
 В' & В' is essentially used for Τ:σ ]. 
Proof: By induction on definition 10.1.5. Π 
Thanks to the notion of essentially used basis, we can give a clear definition of a typeable 
rewrite rule and a typeable rewrite system. The condition 'B is essentially used for Lhs.a' in 
definition 10.1.7 (¡.a) is crucial. Just saying: 
We say that Lhs => Rhs £ R with defined symbol F is typeable with respect to £, 
if there are basis B, type σ e %, and an assignment of types to nodes and edges such 
that: В l-£ Lhs:a and В \-¿ Rhs:c 
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would give a notion of type assignment that is not closed under rewriting (i.e. does not satisfy 
the subject reduction property), and is not a natural extension of the essential intersection type 
assignment system for the Л-calculus. As an example of the first, take the rewrite system 
I (x) =>· ι 
K(x,y) =• χ 
F (Io) ^к 
G (χ) => F (χ). 
Take the environment £: 
ε (i) = 1 - 1 
£ (Κ) = 2->ω^>2 
ε (F) =(3->3)->4->4 
ε (G) = (5—ω->5)->6—6. 
Take В = {х:(7->7)п(5->ш-*5)}, then В Υ-
ε
 G(x):6->6, and Β \-
ε
 F(x):6—6. Notice 
that ν
ε
 G (K0):7^7, but not (-£ F(K0):7->7. 
Therefore, a minimal requirement for subject reduction will be to demand that all types 
assigned to term-variables in the typed term-tree for the right hand side of a rewrite rule already 
occurred in the typed term-tree for the left hand side. This is accomplished by restricting the 
possible bases to those that contain nothing but the types actually used for the left hand side. 
As an example of the second, take the rewrite rule 
E(x,y) => Ap(x,y). 
Let ε(Ε) = 3—1— 4. TakeS = {i:3n(l—4),y:l},thenß hg Ε (χ, y):4 and Β \-
ε
 Ap(x,y)A. 
This rewrite rule for E corresponds to the lambda term Xxy.xy, but 3—•!—»4 is not a correct 
type for this term in the type assignment system of chapter five. 
Definition 10.1.7 Let (Σ, R) be an ATRS, and £ an environment. 
i) We say that Lhs => Rha 6 R with defined symbol F is typeable with respect to ε, if 
there are basis B, type σ € %, and an assignment of types to nodes and edges such that: 
a) В is essentially used for Lhs-.a and Β \-
ε
 Rhs.a. 
b) In Β \-
ε
 Lhs:a and Β \-
ε
 Rhs:a, all nodes containing F are typed with f (F). 
ii) We say that (Σ, R) is typeable with respect to ε, if every г G R is typeable with respect 
to ε. 
Condition (i.b) of definition 10.1.7 is in fact added to ensure that the type provided by the 
environment for a function symbol F is not in conflict with the rewrite rules that define F . 
By restricting the type that can be assigned to the defined symbol to the type provided by the 
environment, we ensure that the rewrite rule is typed using that type, and not using some other 
type. By part (i.b) of definition 10.1.7, all occurrences of the defined symbol in a rewrite rule 
are typed with the same type, so type assignment of rewrite rules is actually defined using 
Milner's solution for recursion. 
It is easy to check that if F is a function symbol with artity n, and all rewrite rules that define 
F are typeable, then there are 7 i , . . . , 7n, 7 such that £ (F) = 71 — >7n—7· 
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The use of an environment corresponds to the use of 'axiom-schemes', and part (i.c) of 
definition 10.1.2 to the use of 'axioms' as in [Hindley '69], and to the use of a 'combinator 
basis' and the axioms in definition 3 2 of [Dezani-Ciancaglini & Hindley '92]. Also, because 
of these definitions the type assignment system we present in this chapter is a partial system, 
each function symbol has a type provided by the environment, and the connection between that 
type and the type assigned to that symbol in a term is given in definition 10.1.2(i c) 
The combination of these two definitions also introduces a notion of polymorphism into our 
type assignment system. The environment returns the 'principal type' for a function symbol, 
this symbol can be used with types that arc 'instances' of its principal type. 
Example 10.1.8 Typed versions of some of the rewrite rules for ACL, assuming that-
£(S) = (l->2->3)->(4—2)-an4-»3 
£(K) = 5->UJ->5 
£ (I) =6^6. I 3 
S:(l—2—3)—(4—2)^1П4—3 ^ 
х:1->2^3 | z.ln4 S \ J/ \ 
j,-4_+2 x.l—>2—+3 2:1 y:4—»2 ζ 4 
1 « 
^ I 5 /-6-6 ^
 t 6 
i :5 I 1.6 
χ·6 
Example 10.1.9 Typed versions of the the rewrite rules given in example 9 4.3, using· 
£ (Я) = (l->2)—(3-»4)nl-»4 
£ (F) =6n(5^6)n5->6 












5 2 : ( 1 - 3 - 2 ) - ( 1 - 3 ) - 1 - 2 
/ \ 
χ :1—3-2 у 1—3 
1 6 
^61-1(5—6)П5—6 => + 0 
ί 
χ:6π(5—6)π5 
| ( 3 - 4 ) n l — 4 
52·((3-4)—3—4)—(1—3)—(3—4)nl— 4 
/ \ 
/ ( ) · ( 3 - 4 ) - 3 - 4 у .1-3 
J6 | 6 
F:6n(5—6)η5-6 =» Ар 
\ / \ 
х6п(5—6)П5 х5—6 х-5 
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10.2 Soundness of strict operations 
In this section we will show that the three strict operations on pairs (strict substitution, strict 
expansion, and lifting) are sound on typed term-trees. For the operations of strict substitution 
and strict expansion we will also show that part (i.c) of definition 10.1.2 is sound in the following 
sense: if there is an operation О (either a strict substitution or a strict expansion) such that 
О (£ (F)) = σ, then for every type τ £ % such that σ <s τ, the rewrite rules that define F are 
typeable with respect to the changed environment S[F :=τ] . 
We will also show that we cannot prove such a property for the operation of lifting. 
Lemma 10.2.1 Let S be a strict substitution. 
i) I f a < E T , thenS(a)< E S(T). 
ii) If ß < E S ' , then 5 ( 5 ) <E S(B')· 
Proof: Easy. D 
The following theorem will show that strict substitution is a sound operation on typed 
term-trees and rewrite rules. 
Theorem 10.2.2 Soundness of strict substitution. Let 5 be a strict substitution. 
\) lì В he TV, then S (S) Κ
ε
 TS (σ). 
ii) If В is essentially used for TV, then S(B) is essentially used for T:S(a). 
iii) Let r: Lhs => Rhs be a rewrite rule typeable with respect to the environment 5, and let 
F be the defined symbol of r. Then г is typeable with respect to £ [ F :=£(£ (F))]. 
Proof: i) Similar to that for theorem 6.2.1.4, by induction on Tg. 
a) σ e %. This part is proved by induction on the structure of terms. The case 5 (σ) = ω 
is trivial, so, in the rest of the proof, S (σ) ^ ы , and, therefore, by lemma 6.2.1.2 (ii), 
S(a)£%. 
\)T = x. Then В < E {ι:σ}. By lemma 10.2.1 (ii) 5 (ß ) < E S({x:a}) = {χ:5(σ)}, 




 e Ts, and a chain С such that for 
every 1 < г < η, В hg Γ,:σ„ and C(£ (F)) = σχ—> >σ
η
-+σ. By induction for 




); since С * <S> is a chain and 
С * <S> (f (F)) = 5(σ, ) — · — S (σ
η
) - 5(σ), 
we obtain S(B)\-
e
 Τ Sia). 
b) σ = ffjn· · Πση. Then, for every 1 < г < η, В l·^ Т
 г
. Let σ ι ' , . . . , a
m
' bc the 
elements in {σι,.. ., σ
η





'). Then S (В) l·
ε
 Т:5(<т1')П· · 0 5 ^ ' ) , so5 (ß ) \-ε Τ:5(σ). 
c) σ =ω, then S(σ) = ω. Obviously 5 (ß) hg Τ:ω. 
i i) As the proof of part (i). 
iii) If r is a rewrite rule typeable with respect to £, then, by definition 10.1.7(i), there is a 
basis В and σ £ %, and an assignment ƒ of types to nodes and edges such that В is 
essentially used for Lhs:a and В \-¿ Rhs:a. Moreover, in В \-¿ Lhs:a and 
В l-£ Rhs:a all nodes containing F are typed with ε (F). 
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We will check the requirements of definition 10.1.7(i) for E[F :=$ (5(F))]. 
Let B' = 5(0), σ' =5(σ), and lake the assignment ƒ' of types to nodes and edges such 
that ƒ ' (node/edge) = S (ƒ (node/edge)). Then: 
a) By part (ii): B' is essentially used for Lhs:a', and by part (i): B' h g Rhs.a'. 
b) All occurrences of F in B' \-£ Lhsw' and B' \-£ Rhs:a' are typed with S{£ (F)). D 
In the ATRS-world we are not able to prove the counterpart of lemma 6.2.2.4. As a counter 
example, take the term F ( ι ) and assume that £ (F) = φ\—npz- Then we have: 
{1:^3} l-f F{xy.4>4. 
In the construction of the expansion T<if)i^ n¡ {х.у,л у,4>, the set У¥,4(<{х:у?з}, ψ4>) = 
{<P4}. This difference is caused by the fact that the set of A_L-normal forms does not contain 
redoxes; from the type assignment point of view the term F (1) is a redcx. However, lemma 
6.2.2.4 is only needed to prove that strict expansion is closed on ground pairs, in other words 
to prove completeness of operations in the strict type assignment system. We will not show 
such a property for the type assignment system of this chapter, and, therefore, the loss of this 
lemma is harmless. Moreover, we can show that strict expansion is a sound operation on typed 
term-trees. In order to do so, we will only need a more general formulation of the lemmas 
6.2.2.3 and 6.2.2.5. 
Lemma 10.2.3 Let B' \-¿ Т:т, where τ e %, and <μ, η, Β, σ> be a strict expansion such that 
Т<в>,т> Я 7"<B,<T>,andpeT< B ) ( T >. Then 
i) a) For 1 < г < η, there are р
г
 and a strict substitution 5
г
 such that 5
г
 (ρ) = pt and 
<μ, η, Β, σ> (ρ) = ρ,π- · -Πρη, or 
b) <μ, η, Β, σ> (ρ) e %. 




, and a strict substitution Sj such that 5
г





>, and <μ, η. Β, σ> (<ß ' , τ>) = < Π { 5 1 , . . . , Βη}, г,Π- · •Птп>, or 
b) <μ, η, Β, σ> (<Β', τ>) = <Β", τ'>, with τ ' e %. 
Proof: By definition 6.2.2.2. D 
Lemma 10.2.4 Let £ be a strict expansion. 
0 Ifff<ET, then£(<T)< f c£(r). 
ii) If В < E B', then £ (B) < h £ (S')· 
Proof: Easy. О 
We can now prove that strict expansion is a sound operation on typed term-trees and rewrite 
rules. 
Theorem 10.2.5 Soundness of strict expansion. Let £ be a strict expansion such that 
£ ( < β , σ > ) = < β ' , σ ' > . 
i) If Β \-
ε
 Τ:σ, then Β'^
ε
 Τ:σ'. 
ii) If Β is essentially used for Γ:σ, then B' is essentially used for Τ:σ'. 
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iii) Let r: Lhs =>· Rhs be a rewrite rule typeable with respect to the environment £, and let 
F be the defined symbol of r. If E (f (F)) = τ G Tj, then, for every μξ:% such that 
τ <s μ, г is typeable with respect to £[F :=μ]. 
Proof: i) By induction on 7s. We will only show the part σ € %. Then, by lemma 10.2.3 
either: 
a) σ' = Tjn- • -riTm, В' = П{В 1 , . . . , Bm}, and for every 1 < j < m there is a strict 
substitution 5 such that S ( < 5 , σ>) = <ß_7, T J > . Then, by theorem 10.2.2 (i), for 
every 1 < j' < m, Bj l-£ Т-.т^, so B' hf Τ-.a'. 
b) σ' € ^ . This part is proved by induction on the structure of terms. 
\)T = x. Then Β < E {χ:σ}. By lemma 10.2.4 (ii) Β' < E {ι:σ'}, so 5 ' hf; ι:σ'. 




, σ/ , . . . , σ
η
' e Ts- and a chain С 
such that C(£ (F)) = aj—> >σ
η









'; since С * <E> is a 
chain and C* <E> (£ (F)) = σι'-> ^ п ' - ^ ' , we obtain ß ' hf Τ:σ. 
ii) Similar to the proof of part (i). 
iii) Since £ (F) e %, by lemma 10.2.3 either: 
a) τ = τιΠ- · ·ητ
η
; notice that for 1 < г < η, τ <s т
г
. For every 1 < г < η, there is a strict 
substitution S such that S (£ (F)) = т
г
. The proof is completed by theorem 10.2.2 (iii). 
b) τ G %. If r is a rewrite rule typeable with respect to £, then, by definition 10.1.7 (i), 
there is a basis S i , and τ £%, and an assignment ƒ of types to nodes and edges such 
that Sj is essentially used for Lhs:a and Si \-g Rhs:a, and in S i \-£ Lhs:a and 
B\ \-£ Rhs:a all nodes containing F are typed with £ (F). 
We will check the requirements of definition 10.1.7 (i) for £[F :=E(£ (F))]. 
L e t £ ( < S i , τ > ) = <S2, σ'>, and take the assignment ƒ' of types to nodes and 
edges such that ƒ ' (node/edge) = E(f (node/edge)). Then: 
1) By part (ii): S2 is essentially used for Lhs:a' and by part (i): S2 \-£ Rhs:a'. 
2) All occurrences of F in S2 \-£ Lhs:a' and S2 l·^ Rhs:a' are typed with 
E{£{F)). G 
Notice that in part (iii.a) the relation <s is used, not < E · 
Lifting is a sound operation on typed term-trees, i.e: 
Theorem 10.2.6 Soundness of lifting. If S l·
ε
 Τ:σ and L is a lifting , then L (S) l-£ T i (σ). 
Proof: By induction on Tg. Remember that ¿ (В) <£ S, and σ <£ L (σ). 
i) σ ζ%. This part is proved by induction on the structure of terms. 
a) Τ = x. Then S < E {ι:σ}. Because L (В) < E В < E {X.<T} < E ί 1 ^ ^ ) } . w e obtain 
Ε(Β)^χ·Χ(σ). 
b) Τ Ξ F ( T j , . . . , Τ
π
). Then there are σ ι , . . . , σ^ e 7s, and a chain С such that for 




 and C(£(F)) = σι-+ ^σ^—»σ. 
For 1 < г < η, take Lt = «Β, σ,>, <L (В), а г > > , then Ег is a lifting and, by 
induction, ¿
г





¿0 = <<0, σι-+ >·σ
η
->σ>, <0, σι—• >σ
η
->1 (σ)>>, 
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then LQ is a lifting. Since C* <¿o> is a chain and 
С * </,„> (5 (F)) = σ, -»· - — > a
n
^ L (σ), 
we obtain ¿ (5) hg Γ ^ ( σ ) . 
ii) σ -σ\Γ\· • ·ησ
η
. Then for every 1 <г<п, В hg Τ:σ
ι
. By lemma 5.1.3(i) there are τ\, 
..., т
т
 6 % such that L (σ) = Tjn· • Птуп, and for every 1 < j < m there is a 1 < tj < η 
such that σ^ < E TJ. Take, for 1 < j < τη, Lj = «Β, σι >, <L(B), τ ? > > , which is a 
lifting, then by induction: L (Β) \-
ε
 Τ:τ3. So also L (Β) \-ε T:L (σ). 
iii) σ = ω, then L (σ) = ω. Obviously L (В) \-g Τ-.ω. D 
Obviously, not every lifting performed on a pair <B, σ> such that В is essentially used for 
Τ:σ produces a pair with this same property. Since type assignment on rewrite rules is defined 
using the notion of essentially used bases, it is clear that lifting cannot be a sound operation on 
rewrite rules. This can also be illustrated by the following: 
Take the rewrite system 
Ι ( ι ) =Φ· χ 
F (h) =*Ίο 
that is typeable with respect to the environment £\ : 
ε χ (i) = i - i 
£, (F) = (2->2)->3—3. 
Notice that (2-»2)-»3—3 < E (2—2)n4—3->3, so 
« 0 , (2-»2)-»3-»3>, <0, (2—2)П4—3—3» 
is a lifting. It is impossible to show that the rewrite rule that defines F is typeable with respect 
to £[F :=(2—»2)n4—»3—»3], since all types in (2—»2)04 should be types for I. However, for 
rewrite rules of which the patterns consist of term-variables only, it is not difficult to show 
that lifting is a sound operation, so, therefore, it is not difficult to show that translating lambda 
terms into terms in ACL preserves types. 
Combining the results proved above for the different operations, we have: 




ii) If В is essentially used for T:cr, and С is a chain that contains no lifting, then: 
if C ( < B , σ>) = < S ' , σ'>, then B' is essentially used for Τ:σ'. 
iii) Let r: Lhs =>· Rhs be a rewrite rule typeable with respect to the environment £, and let 
F be the defined symbol of r. If С is a chain that contains no lifting, then: if C(£ (F)) = 
τ € 7s, then for every μΕΤ, such that τ <s μ, r is typeable with respect lo ¿"[F :=μ]. 
Proof: By theorems 10.2.2,10.2.5, and 10.2.6. G 
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10.3 The loss of the subject reduction property 
If a term Τ is rewritten to the term T' using the rewrite rule Lhs =$• Rhs, there is a subterm 
TQ of T, and a replacement R, such that L/isR = TQ; T' is obtained by replacing TQ by RhsR. 
The subject reduction property for this notion of reduction is: 
If В l-£ Τ:σ, and Τ can be rewritten to T', then В l·
ε
 Τ':σ. 
This is, of course, an important property of reduction systems. To guarantee the subject 
reduction properly, we should accept only those rewrite rules Lhs =$• Rhs, that satisfy: 
For all replacements R, bases В and types σ: if В l-£ Lhs^-.a, then В l·¿ Rhs^-.a, 
because only then are we sure that all possible rewrites are safe. 
Definitions 10.1.1, 10.1.2 and 10.1.7 defined what a type assignment should be, just using 
the strategy as used in languages like, for example, Miranda. Unfortunately, it will not suffice 
to guarantee the subject reduction property. Even typeability cannot be kept under rewriting. 
Take, for example, the definition of H as in example 9.3.8, and the following environment 
So: 
£о(Я) = ( ( 1 - > 2 ) - . З М 1 - 2 Ь 2 
£0(S) =(1—2->3)->(l-2)-l-»3 
ε0(ΐ) = 1 - 1 
The rule that defines Η is typeable with respect to SQ: 
\ ( 1 - . 2 M 
Я:((1->2)-»3)-»(1-»2)-»2 =• j ( l ->2)-2 
| 5 2 : ( ( 1 - 2 ) - » 1 - 2 ) - > ( ( 1 - 2 ) - 1 ) - ( 1 - 2 ) - 2 
S 2 : ( ( l - » 2 ) - l - 3 ) - ( ( l - 2 ) - > l ) - ( l - > 2 ) - » 3 / \ 
/ \ / 0 : (1-2)-»1-2 y : ( l -2)-» l 
z:(l->2)-» 1—3 t/:(l—2)—1 
If we take the term Я (^2 (ÄQ, /Q)) th611 't is easy to see that the rewrite is allowed and that 
this term will be rewritten to S2 (Ιο, /о)· 




S 2 : ( ( 4 — 5 ) — ( 4 — 5 ) — 4 — 5 ) — ( ( 4 — 5 ) — 4 — 5 ) — ( 4 — 5 ) — 4 — 5 
/ \ 
ΑΌ:(4—5)—(4—5)-4—5 /(,:(4—5)—4—5 
the term 52 (/Q, /Q) is not typeable with respect to £0 with the type (4—»5)—»5. In fact, it is not 
typeable at all with respect to £(). 
We emphasize that the loss of the subject reduction property is not caused by the fact that 
we use intersection types. The environment £0 maps function symbols to Curry-types, so even 
for a notion of type assignment based on Curry-types (as presented in the next chapter) types 
are not preserved under rewriting. 
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By the construction of this example, the impression could arise that the problem is caused by 
the fact that an environment is allowed to select more complicated types than needed to type 
the rewrite rules. This, however, is not true. 
Take the rewrite system: 
ƒ (a;) => ι 
Κ (χ, у) =• χ 
Ζ (х, У) =>У 
F (h) ^Іо 
G (Zi (χ)) =>F(x) 
that is typeable with respect to the environment £j : 
£,(/) = 1 - 1 
£ i ( Z ) = u7-»3-+ 3 
£ , ( F ) = (4->4)->5-5 
£, (G) = (6-6)—7—7. 
Notice that E\ is more or less minimal for the rewrite system. If we take Τ = G (Z\ (KQ)), 
then it is easy to check that Τ is typeable with respect to E \, that the rewrite rule that defines 
G matches T, but that F (KQ) is not typeable with respect to £ ι. 
In the next two chapters, we will discuss two restrictions (variants) of the notion of type 
assignment of the current chapter for which we can formulate a decidable and sufficient 
condition that rewrite rules should satisfy, in order to reach the subject reduction property. The 
first, presented in chapter eleven, will restrict the set of types to the Curry types (extended with 
type constants); for this system we will even prove that the condition is necessary. The second, 
in chapter twelve, will limit the possible types to intersection types of Rank 2. 
The construction of these conditions will be made using a notion of principal pairs; the 
condition a rewrite rule should satisfy is that the principal pair for the left hand side term is also 
a pair for the right hand side term. For the notion of type assignment defined in this chapter, 
we arc not able to formulate this condition in a constructive way, since it is not clear how we 
should define the principal pair for a term. Remember that, for the notion of essential type 
assignment in the lambda calculus, the principal pair for a lambda term was defined using the 
set of principal pairs for its approximants. There is no notion of approximants for terms in 
Ter(E). This problem will be overcome in the next two chapters by defining a most general 
unification algorithm for types, and defining principal pairs using that algorithm, as was done 
for Curry's system and the Rank 2 system. At this moment there is no general unification 
algorithm for types in 7s which works well on all types, so we cannot take this approach. 
For the notion of type assignment as defined in this chapter, the only result we can obtain 
is to show that if a left hand side of a rewrite rule has a principal pair and, using that pair, the 
rewrite rule can be typed, then rewriting using this rule is safe with respect to subject reduction. 
Definition 10.3.1 i) Let Τ € Ter (Σ). A pair <P, π> is called an essential principal pair for 
Τ with respect to S, if Ρ \-£ T:ir, and, for every B, and σ such that Β l-£ Τ:σ, there is a 
chain С such that C ( < P , π>) = <B, σ>. 
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ii) The definition of a safe type assignment with respect to E is the same as the one for a 
type assignment as defined in definition 10.1.7, by replacing condition (i.a) by: 
<B, σ> is an essential principal pair for Lhs with respect to £, and В l·^ Rhs-.a. 
Then rewrite rule Lhs => Rhs is called a safe rewrite rule. 
Notice that we will not show that every typeable term has a principal pair with respect to 6; 
at the moment we cannot give a construction of such a pair for every term. But, even with this 
non-constructive approach we can show that the condition is sufficient. 
First we will prove some preliminary results. 
Lemma 10.3.2 Let Τ € Ter (Σ). 
i) If Β Ι-£ Γ:σ, and R is a replacement and B' a basis such that for every statement 
x:p e В В' l-£ xR:p, then B' l·^ TR:<7. 
ii) If, for replacement R, there are В and σ such that Β \-£ Τ . σ , then, for every χ occurring 
in T, there is a type ρχ such that { x:p
x
 \ χ occurs in Τ } \-£ Τ:σ, and Β l-£ x R : p
x
. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of T. 
i) We will show only the part σ 6 %. 
a) Τ = χ. Trivial. 
b) Τ = F(TU ..., Tn). UB\-e Г(ГЪ..., Τη):σ, then there are σι,..., σ„, and a 
chain С such that 
C(£ (F)) -σι—» >σ
η
—>σ, and for every 1 <г < n В \-¿ TJICTJ. 
By induction for every 1 < г < η, В' \-¿ T¿R:tf¿. By definition 9.3.2 (i) 
F(T 1 R ) . . . j r 1 R ) = J F ( r b . . . , T n ) R . 
So also Β' \-
ε
 F (Γι,..., Τ
η
) κ :σ. 
ii) Trivial. D 
In the following theorem, we prove that our solution is sufficient. 
Theorem 10.3.3 The condition is sufficient. Let r : Lhs => Rhs be a safe rewrite rule. Then, 
for every replacement R, basis В and a type μ: if В \-£ Lhs щ, then В t-£ Α/ΐ8Κ:μ. 
Proof: Since r is safe, there are P, and ττ such that <Ρ,π> is a principal pair for Lhs with 
respect to £, and Ρ l-£ Rhs-.n. Suppose R is a replacement such that there are basis В and 
type μ such that Β \-£ Ζ//ΐ5Κ:μ. By lemma 10.3.2 (ii) there is a B' such that for every 
x:p € В', В l-£ i R :p , and B' \-£ Lhs·^. Since <P, π> is a principal pair for Lhs with 
respect to £, then, by definition 10.3.1 (i) there is a chain С such that C(<P, π>) = <B', μ>. 
Since Ρ l-£ Rhs-.TT, then, by theorem 10.2.7(i) we obtain 5 ' hf Rhs·^. Then, by lemma 
10.3.2(i), 5Η£Α/ΐ5Κ:μ. • 
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10.4 About recursion 
Recall the two Exp-terms mentioned in section 3 3 The counterpart of the last of these two 
(that was presented to show a crucial difference between Milner's and Mycroft's notions of 
type assignment) in the applicative term rewriting world is the rule 
R(x,y) =» R(R(y,KQ),x), 
which can be typed using the environment 
£ (Д) =(1->2-»1)->(1—2—1)—1—2—1 
ε (К) = 3—4—3 
{ 1-2—1 
\ 1—2—1 Д(1—2—1)-(1—2—1)-1—2—1 
Я(1—2—1)—(1—2-1)—1—2—1 у / ^ x l - 2 — 1 
У \ β ( 1 - 2 - 1 ) - ( 1 — 2 - 1 ) - 1 - 2 - 1 
χ 1—2—1 1/1—2—1 У \ 
Î/ 1—2—1 Ко 1 - 2 - 1 
The main (and only) difference between Milner's type assignment system as used in this 
chapter and Mycroft's system lies in the way recursion is dealt with If we had based our notion 
of type assignment on Mycroft's type assignment system, we would have required that only the 
occurrence of the defined symbol F o f a rule in the defining node is typed with £ (F) The rule 
given above is of course typeable in a type assignment system based on Mycroft's system, but 
in such a system it is even possible to use smaller types 
Take the environment 
£(R) = 1 — 2 - 3 
£ (К) = 4—5—4 
In Mycroft's approach, the types assigned to the nodes containing R m the right hand side 




χ 1 у 2 
Л 5—1—3 
/ ^ xl 
Я 2—(6—7—6)—5 
/ \ 
у 2 К 6—7—6 
However, one important property is lost when Mycroft's approach is used not every substi­
tution instance of the type 1 — 2—>3 can be proved to be a correct type for Я (This is related 
to the problem discussed in section 3 3) For example, when using ε (Я) = 4—»4—*5, this 
rule cannot be typed If first and second argument of Я should have the same type, then the 
only types possible for Я are the substitution instances of (1—>2— 1)—•(!—2—1)—1—2—»1 
However, by definition 101 2(i c) it is possible that Я occurs in a term with type 4—4—»5 
since, using Mycroft's system, all occurrences of the defined symbol of a rule other than the 
occurrence in the defining node can be typed by a type that is an instance of the type assigned 
to the defining node, no matter where they appear This implies that, although all types that 
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can be obtained from the environment type for a defined symbol - by applying an operation 
- arc allowed for occurrences of this defined symbol, we cannot prove in a system based on 
Mycroft's approach that these types are correct for the rewrite rule. 
Mycroft's type assignment system for Exp has the important property that Curry-substitution 
is a sound operation, both for terms and functions. When using Mycroft's system for term 
rewriting systems, we would want to obtain the same property. It is possible to prove this for 
typeablc terms, but, for every defined symbol F and for every Curry-substitution S we should 
prove that the type £(F) in the environment can be replaced by S(£(F)). Notice that this does 
not hold, as was illustrated above. 
This, in fact, means that the Mycroft approach is not very well suited for type assignment in 
term rewriting systems. 
But, even when using the notion of type assignment based on Milner's solution, changing the 
environment can affect typeability of rewrite systems. Take, for example, the rewrite system 
K(x,y) =>i 
that is typeable with respect to the environment £2'· 
£2(1) = 1 - 1 
£2{K)= 2—3—2. 
Then we have b£2 I (KQ)-A—»5—»4. But this term is not typeable with respect to the envi-
ronment £2[I :=(1—»1)—»1—•!]. So, the only thing we can say about this apparent drawback 
of Mycroft's approach is that the loss of typeability becomes apparent within rewrite rules. 
We can also remark that Mycroft's system avoids a complicated definition of 'defined 
symbol', and in such a system there is no need to assume that rewrite rules are not mutually 
recursive. 
Like in the language Exp, it is possible to produce rewrite rules that are typeable when using 
Mycroft's system, and that are not typeable using Milner's. As an example for this, take the 
following rewrite rule: 
G(x) => К(0(І0),а(Ко)). 
This rule corresponds to the other Exp-term given in subsection 3.3. This rule can be typed 
using Mycroft's system with £(G) = 1—2, and is not typeable using Milner's system, because 
the types needed for G in the right hand side can never be the same. 
The price we are paying for this freedom is that it is in general no longer possible to check the 
types for defined symbols, other than the type provided by the environment. This is of course 
a great disadvantage, but since it is used in the functional programming language Miranda 
(that basically uses Curry types), we will use it also in chapter eleven. In chapter twelve we 
will, again, present a system based on Milner's way of dealing with recursion, using Rank 2 
intersection types. 
Chapter 11 Partial Curry Type Assignment in Left 
Linear Applicative Term Rewriting Systems 
In this chapter we will present a formal notion of type assignment on Left Linear Applicative 
Term Rewriting Systems, which is based on the extension defined by Mycroft of Curry's type 
assignment system. Since we use Mycroft's approach, the system of this chapter is not a 
restriction of the type assignment system of the previous chapter. 
We will show that Curry-substitution is a sound operation: for every basis B, term T, type 
σ and Curry-substitution 5: if В \-c£ Τ:σ, then also S(B) I - Q T:S(a). We will show that, 
for every typeable term T, there is a principal pair <P, π > for T; i.e. Ρ \-C£ Τ:π, and for 
every pair <B, σ> such that В \-ç£ Τ-.σ there is a Curry-substitution S such that S(<P, x>) 
= <B, σ>. 
We will formulate a condition that typeable rewrite rules should satisfy in order to guarantee 
the subject reduction property. This condition could be used to prove that all rewrite rules that 
can be defined in a language like Miranda are safe in this respect. Another result presented is 
that, if <P, 7r> is the principal pair for T, T' is obtained from Τ by replacing (in a consistent 
way) term-variables by terms, and T' is typeable by τ, then there is a Curry-substitution S such 
that: S (π) = τ, and for every x:p occurring in Ρ the replacement of ι is typeable by S(p). 
Using this result we will prove the formulated condition to be necessary and sufficient. 
The most important difference between the notion of type assignment we will introduce in 
this chapter and Curry's type assignment system is the following: In Curry's system, a basis is 
defined as a mapping from term-variables to types, or, equivalently, as a set of statements with 
distinct term-variables as subjects. However, the bases allowed in the system we will present 
in this chapter can contain several different statements for the same term-variable. So, in the 
system we present, it is possible to assign a type to the term Ap (x, x). This in fact corresponds 
to the definition of ML-type assignment as given in [Damas '85], and it was used there for 
tackling the let-construct. Unlike in lambda calculus, in term rewriting systems this causes no 
difficulties, since there is no notion of 'abstraction' in this world. 
This more general definition of bases will force the restriction to the Left Linear Applicative 
Term Rewriting Systems (LLATRS) when defining Curry type assignment on term rewrite 
systems. In term rewriting systems, a term-variable χ that occurs in the left hand side of a 
rewrite rule can be seen as the binding occurrence of x, binding the occurrences of χ in the right 
hand side. However, in general χ can occur more than once in the left hand side, making the 
notion of the binding occurrence obscure. In this chapter we will consider left linear rewriting 
systems, that contain only rewrite rules for which the left hand side is linear (term-variables 
occur only once), because for these rules the binding occurrence of a term-variable is unique. 
This is required because, with the used definition of bases, different occurrences can be typed 
with different types, and allowing of more than one type for a term variable in a rewrite rule 
could obviously give a notion of type assignment that is more an intersection approach than a 
Curry one: we will avoid this discrepancy by limiting the rewrite rules to the left linear ones. 
The left linearity of rewrite rules will play a role in the proof of theorem 11.3.5 (i). 
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11.1 Curry type assignment in LLATRS's 
In this section we will present a notion of partial type assignment on LLATRS's, based on 
the Mycroft type assignment system, which can also be seen as a generalization of Miiner's 
type assignment system. Using this system, the only requirement for recursive definitions will 
be that the separate occurrences of the defined symbol within the rewrite rule (other than the 
occurrence in the defining node) are typed with types that are substitution instances of the type 
that is provided by the environment for the defined symbol. 
The type system we will define in this section is based on the Curry type system, extended 
with type constants; we will in fact use ML-types but, nonetheless, we will use the symbol TQ. 
Type constants will play a role in the proof of theorem 11.3.5 (i). 
Definition 11.1.1 i) A statement is an expression of the form Τ:σ, where Τ 6 Ter (Σ) and 
σ € TQ. Τ is the subject and σ the predicate οίΤ-.σ. 
ii) A basis S is a set of statements with term-variables (not necessarily distinct) as subjects. 
Curry type assignment on a LLATRS (Σ, R) will be defined as the labelling of nodes and 
edges in the tree-representation of terms and rewrite rules with Curry-types. In this labelling, 
we will use that there is an environment that provides a type in 7c for every F e Σο U {^4p}. 
Definition 11.1.2 Let (Σ, R) be a LLATRS. A mapping E : Σο U {Ар} -* TQ is called a 
Curry-environment if S(Ap) = (1—»2)—»1—»2, and, for every F e Σο with arity n, £ (F) = 
f ( F
n
_ , ) = ---=£(Fo). 
Definition 11.1.3 Let (Σ, R) be a LLATRS, and £ a Curry-environment. 
i) We will say that Τ € Ter (Σ) is Curry typeable by σ e TQ with respect to £, if there exists 
an assignment of Curry-types to edges and nodes that satisfies the following constraints: 
a) The root edge of Τ is typed with σ. 
b) If a node contains a symbol F ε Σο U {Ар) that has arity η (η > 0), then there are 
σ\ σ
η
 and σ, such that this node is typed with σ\—* >σ
η
^>σ, the η out-going 
edges are from left to right typed with σχ upto σ
η
, and the in-going edge is typed 
with σ. 
с) If a node containing a symbol F e Σο U {Ар} is typed with σ, then there is a 
Curry-substitution S such that S (£ (F)) = σ. 
ii) Let Τ € Ter (Σ) be Curry typeable by σ with respect to £. If В is a basis containing all 
statements with variables as subjects that appear in the typed term-tree for Τ:σ, we will 
write В l-Çg Τ:σ. 
Notice that if В I - Q Τ:σ, then В can contain more statements than needed to obtain Τ:σ. 
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The following theorem will show that substitution is a sound operation on term-trees. As 
illustrated in section 10.4, we cannot show such a result for rewrite rules. 
Theorem 11.1.4 Soundness of Curry-substitution. If В \-ç£ Τ:σ, then for every 
Curry-substitution S: S{B) ! - C £ T:S(a). 
Proof: By induction on the structure of T. 
\)T = x.\ïB\-Ce. χ:σ, then ι ι σ e В and ι :5(σ) £ 5 ( S ) , 5 о 5 ( В ) Ь
С £ . x:S{a). 
ii) Τ = F (Τι,..., Τ
η
). If Β \-C£ F ( Τ ) , . . . , Τη):σ, then are ah . . . , ση, such that 
for every 1 < i < η, В l·ç
ε
 T¿:a¿, and there is a substitution S' such that 5 ' (£ (F)) = 
ff]—ν >σ
η
-+σ. By induction for every 1 < i< n,S(B) I - Q . Tj:5(ai). Since.Çoiv is a 
substitution, andSoS'(S(F)) =5(σι)—+ >S(a
n
)—>S(a), we obtain 
S ( B ) l - C e F ( r 1 > . . . , r n ) : S ( f f ) . D 
As in chapter ten, in defining type assignment on rewrite rules we will restrict the possible 
bases for rewrite rules to those that contain nothing but the statements needed to type the left 
hand side. Therefore, we will define the notion of Curry used bases. 
Definition 11.1.5 i) The Curry used bases of В I - Q Τ:σ are inductively defined by: 
a) Τ = χ. Take { ι :σ} . 
b) Τ Ξ F ( Τ ι , . . . , Τη). There are <Т|, . . . , σ
η
 such that for every 1 < i < η, 
В \-Q
e
 Tf.ai. Let, for 1 < г < η, Bi be a Curry used basis of В I - Q T Í :a¿. 
T a k e ^ U — U B n . 
ii) A basis В /s Curry used for Τ:σ with respect to 8, if and only if there is a basis B ' such 
that B ' H Q . T:a and В is a Curry used basis of B ' l- C £ Τ·.σ. 
We will say ' B is Curry used for Γ : σ ' instead of ' B is Curry used for Τ:σ with respect to 
E\ As before, a Curry used basis for a statement Γ:σ is not unique, but, again, the results of 
this chapter do not depend on the actual structure of such a basis, only on its existence. 
For Curry used bases, the following properties hold. 
Lemma 11.1.6 i) If В is Curry used for Τ:σ, then В \-çE Τ:σ. 
ii) Β \-α
ε
 Τ:σ <& 3 Β' [ В' С Β & Β ' is Curry used for Τ:σ ]. 
Proof: By induction on definition 11.1.5. D 
Thanks to the notion of Curry used basis, we can give a clear definition of a typeable rewrite 
rule and a typeable rewrite system. The notion of 'Curry used basis' in this definition will play 
the same role as the notion of'essentially used basis' in definition 10.1.7(i.a). 
Definition 11.1.7 Let (Σ, R) be a LLATRS, and 6 a Curry-environment. 
i) We say that Lhs => Rhs € R with defined symbol F ÍS naively Curry typeable with 
respect to 8, if the following constraints hold: 
a) There are σ € Tç and basis В such that В is Curry used for Lhs-.a, and 
В l-Q. Rhs:a. 
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b) The defining node of r, containing F, is typed with E (F). 
ii) We say that (Σ, R) is naively Curry typeable with respect to £, if, for every г e R, г is 
naively Curry typeable with respect to £. 
Notice that, by the formulation of part (i.b), type assignment on rewrite rules in this chapter is 
defined using Mycrofl's approach. 
As illustrated before definition 10.1.7, in order to avoid a conflict when modelling lambda 
abstraction, a natural thing to ask of a well-typed rewrite rule would be that all types assigned 
to term-variables in the right hand side have already been used in the left hand side. Condition 
(i.a) of definition 11.1.7 covers this problem. Notice that, since only left linear rewrite rules 
are considered in this chapter, by part (i.a) all nodes within a typeable rewrite rule r containing 
the same term-variable χ are typed with the same type. 
In the rest of this chapter we will say 'typeable', instead of saying '(naively) Curry typeable 
with respect t o f . 
Example 11.1.8 Typed variants of some of the rewrite rules given in example 9.4.2. We have 
only inserted those types that are not immediately clear. Notice that we assumed that 
5(5) = ( 1 ^ 2 ^ 3 ) — ( 1 ^ 2 H 1 ^ 3 
ε (Κ) = ι->2—ι 
£(ƒ) = 1 - 1 . 
,S:(1—2—3)—(l-»2)—1-3 




/ \ / \ 
y-X^I a;:l-»2—3 z\\ y:l-+2 z:l 
Il i i 
A M — 2 - 1 | 1 ƒ:1—1 \ 1 
/ \ i : l { 1:1 
a;:l j/:2 x:l 
11.2 The principal pair for a term 
In this section we will define the principal pair for a typeable term Τ with respect to 5, by 
defining the notion P P Q CD using Robinson's unification algorithm unify^. In the following 
we will show that, for every typeable term, this is a legal pair and it is indeed the most general 
one possible. 
Definition 11.2.1 We define for every term Τ the Curry principal pair with respect to the 
environment 5, by inductively defining the notion PPc
e
 CO = <P> 7 r > by: 
i) For all χ, φ: P P Q (X) = <{x'-<p}, ψ>· 
ii) If for every 1 < i < η, P P Q (ϊι) = <Pt, 7Гг> (we choose, when necessary, trivial variants 
such that the <Pt, ігг> are disjoint in pairs and share no type-variables with £ (F)), and 
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S = unifyR (£ (F), *!-• >πη->φ), 




 (F ( Г , , . . . , Τ«)) =5(<P,U· · ·υΡ„, у») . 
By induction on the definition of PPcc C0> using theorem 11.1.4, it is easy to verify that 
РР
С£ (Τ) = <P, ж> implies Ρ I - Q Τ:π. 
In the following theorem we will show that the operation of substitution is complete. 
Theorem 11.2.2 Completeness of Curry-substitution. If В \-ç£ Τ:σ, then there are Ρ, π, and 
a Curry-substitution 5 such that: PPC£ (Τ) = <P, π>, and 5 ( F ) С S, ά'(π) = σ. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of T. 
i)T = x. Then {χ:σ} С В. Then P P Q И = <{*•'?}, Ψ>· Take5 = (ψ := σ). 
ii) Τ = F (Τι,..., Τ
η
). Then there are σ^,..., σ
η
, and a Curry-substitution 5ο such that for 
every 1 <г <n, В \-ç£ Tf.ai, and5o(í (F)) = σι—» >σ
η
—>σ. By induction for every 




> (disjoint in pairs) and a Curry-substitution 5
г
, such that 
St (Рг) Ç ß , ^ (ir.) = <7„ and PPc£ (Тг) = < Р г , » г >. 
Assume, without loss of generality, that none of the type-variables of the type £ (F) 




>. Let φ be a type-variable not occurring in any other type. 
Take S' = S
n
o· • -оЛ'ооО^ := σ), then: 




) С fl, 5'(φ) = σ, 







—»σ is a common instance of both f (F) and π)—»· · —>π
η
—»y, by 
property 1.6 there are Curry-substitutions Sg and 5 such that: 
Sg = unifyn (β (F), πι—»· »πη—к^) and S' = SoSg. 
By definition 11.2.1 (ii), P P Q - (F ( T , , . . . , Γη)) = S,, (<P,U· · -UPn, ¥ » ) . 
Also, 5(S f f (P,U· · ·υΡ η)) С S, and S(Sg (φ)) =σ. U 
11.3 Λ necessary and sufficient condition for subject reduction 
In this section we will formulate a condition typeable rewrite rules should satisfy in order 
to obtain the subject reduction property. We will show that this condition is necessary and 
sufficient. 
Definition 11.3.1 i) We call a rewrite rule Lhs => Rhs safe if: 
If P P Q . (Lhs) = <P, π > , then Ρ l-Cf Rhs:*. 
ii) The definition of a safe Curry type assignment with respect to £ is the same as the one 
for a naive Curry type assignment, by replacing in definition 11.1.7 condition (i.a) by: 
If P P Q . (Lhs) = <P, π > , then Ρ I - Q P/IS:X. 
Notice that the notion P P Q (T) is defined independently from the definition of typeable 
rewrite rules. Moreover, since type assignment as defined in this chapter is decidable, this 
safeness constraint on rewrite rules is decidable. 
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Example 11.3.2 As an example of a rule that is not safe, take the typed rewrite rule that 
defined H as in section 10.3: the types assigned to the nodes containing χ and y are not the 
most general ones needed to find the type for the left hand side of the rewrite rule. 





S 2 : ( ( l - » 2 ) - 4 - » 3 ) - > ( ( l - 2 ) - > 4 ) - ( l - 2 ) - 3 
/ \ 
x:(l->2)->4-*3 y:(l->2)—4 
If 52 (/Q, y)) were to be typed with (1—>2)-+2, the node containing у must be typed with 
( l - 2 b l . 
I (1-2Ь2 
5 2 : ( ( 1 - 2 ) - 1 ^ 2 ) - ( ( 1 - 2 ) - 1 М 1 ^ 2 Ь 2 
/ \ 
7 o : ( l - 2 ) - l - 2 y : ( l -2)-» l 
Since types assigned to term-variables should be the same in left- and right hand side, we 
should replace the type-variable 4 by 1, so in the typed rewrite rule the most general pair for 
the left hand side is no longer used. In other words, this rule is not safe and should therefore 
be rejected. 
Before we will come to the proof that the condition imposed on typeable rewrite rules as 
defined in definition 11.3.1 is necessary and sufficient, we will prove some preliminary results. 
In the following lemma we will show that, if F is the defined symbol of a rewrite rule, then 
the type E (F) dictates not only the type for the left and right hand side of that rule, but also the 
principal type for the left hand side. 
Lemma 11.3.3 If F is the defined symbol of the typeable rewrite rule r : Lhs => Rhs, then 
there are Ρ, Β,σ\,..., σ
η
, and σ such that 
£(F) = σ,-» ι·σ„-»σ, ΡΡ
€
ε
 (Lhs) = <P, σ>, В Ь
С
£ Lhs:a and В I-Q. Rhs:a. 
Proof: Since г is lypeable, there are В and σ such that В I-Q. Lhs-.a, and В \-çe Rhsia. By 
theorem 11.2.2 there are Ρ, π, and S, such that ΡΡ
€
ε
 (Lhs) = <P, π>, S(P) С Β, 5(π) = σ. 
If F is the defined symbol of r, then, by proposition 9.3.4, there are η > j > 0 such that F 
has arity j and Lhs = Ap(· • •Ap(F(Ti,... ,Τ,), Τ3+\) • • -, Tn). Then there areaj, ...,σ^,μ 
such that F is typed with σ\—•· · —>σ]—*μ in В l·cε Lhs:a. 
For every Ap there are α, β such that Ap is typed with (a—•/?)—*a—>β·, therefore, there are 
σ]+\, • · ·. ση, such that/í = Oj+\—* *σ
η
—>σ. But then F is typed with σι—• >σ
η
—>σ in 
В \-Q£ Lhs:c. Since F is the defined symbol of r, ¿"(F) = σ\—* >σ
η
—>σ. 
Likewise, there are τχ,..., τ
η
 such that F is typed with TJ—» >τ
η
—»π in Ρ KQ. Lhs:n. 
Since τ-[—»• · —>τ
η
—»π is a substitution instance of £ (F), and σ is a substitution instance of π, 
σ = π. О 
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The following lemma will formulate the relation between replacements performed on a term, 
and possible type assignments for that term. 
Lemma 11.3.4 i) If PPc£ (T) = <P, π>, and for replacement R there are В and σ such that 
В l-Q. Τ . σ , then there is a Curry-substitution S such that 5 (π) = σ, and for every 
statement x:p € Ρ В KQ. xR:S(p). 
ii) If В KQ. Τ:σ, R is a replacement, and B' a basis such that for every statement x:p G В 
В' \-CE x
R
:p, then B' I-Q. TR:a. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of T. 
i) a) Τ Ξ χ. Then Ρ - {χ:φ}, and π = φ. Take S = (φ := σ). 
b) Τ = F ( Γ , , . . . , Τ
η
). If Β hC£ F (Ti,..., Tnf:a, then В Ь Г £ F ^ , . . . , T ^ V , 
and there are σ^ . . . , σ
η
, and a Curry-substitution SQ such that 





, and σχ—*·· —>σ
η
^>σ = S<) (f (F)). 
Let іуз be a type-variable not occurring in any other type. If PPc
e
 (F (T\, ... ,T
n
)) = 




> (disjoint in pairs), such that for every 
1 < i < η, PPç£ (Tt) = <Pl, 7Г
г
>, and none of the type-variables of the type £ (F) 
occur in any pair <Р
г
, TTJX By induction for every 1 < i < η, there is a Curry-
substitution Sj such that 5
г
 (irt) = σι, and, for every x:a e Pl, В K Q χ :5г (a). 
Take 5' = Sn0- · ·ο5οο(φ := σ), then, for every x:a € PiU· · UPn» В K Q a;R:S' (a), 
and5'(<^) = σ. Since S'(8 (F)) = σ\—> >σ
η
—>σ =S'(π\—> •Τη—>φ), by 
property 1.6 there are Curry-substitutions 5 and Sg such that 
Sg = unifyn (β (F), πι—> »ττη—>φ), and S' = SoSg 
a n d < P , 7г> =Sg(<PlU---UPn,<p>). Then, 
for every χ:β € Ss(PiU· · UP^), В \-C£ xR:S(d), ¡mdS(Sg (φ)) = σ. 
ii) a) Τ = χ. Trivial. 
b) Τ = F ( T j , . . . , Τ
η
). If S (-(^ . F (Γι , . . . , Τ
η
):σ, then there are σ^ . . . , σ
η
, and a 
Curry-substitution S such that S (£ (F)) = σ] —>· · —»ση—>σ, and, for every 1 < г < η, 
ß I - Q Г,:а
г
. By induction for every 1 < г < η, В' I - Q r , R : a t . By definition 9.3.6 (i) 
F ( r 1 R , . . . , r 1 R ) = F ( r 1 , . . . , r r i ) R . 
So, we obtain B' h £ F ( Г , , . . . , Τ
η
)κ:σ. α 
In the following theorem we will prove that our solution is correct. The structure of the 
proof of the first part depends greatly on the fact that for every type σ we can trivially find an 
Q € Σο such that £ (Q) = σ: we will just pick a constant Q that was not used previously. 
Theorem 11.3.5 i) The condition is necessary. Let Lhs, Rhs £ Гег(Е), and r : Lhs =>· Rhs 
be a typeable rewrite rule that is not safe. Then there there exist a replacement R and a 
type μ, such that I - Q Lhs :μ and not I - Q Rhs -.μ. 
ii) The condition is sufficient. Let r : Lhs => Rhs be a safe rewrite rule. Then, for every 
replacement R, basis В and a type μ, if В I - Q Ζ Λ ί . μ , then £? I - Q η/ΐ5Κ:μ. 
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Proof: i) Since r is typeable and left linear, we know that there arc ßi, . . . , β
η
, τ, and 
distinct i j , . . . , x
n
, such that: 
{χγ-.βΐ, ...,xn-ßn}^ce Lhs-.T & {xi:ßi,...,Xn-ßn}^Ce Rhs-.T. 
Then, by theorem 11.2.2 and lemma 11.3.3, we know that there are bases Pi, Pr, types 
Pi, · · •, Pn, KT and a Curry-substitution SQ, such that: 
РРс £ (Lhs) = <Ρι, τ> & P P Q (Rhs) = <PT, ΈΤ> & Ρ, = {x\:p\,..., Xn-Pn) 
& So (τ) = So (»г) = r & So (Pi) = So (Pr) = {ii :/?,,..., Xn-ßn}. 
Let Si be the Curry-substitution such that, for every г, Si (¥>
г
) = ct (the г-lh type constant), 
μ be a type such that Si (r) = μ, Qj, . . . , Q
n
 be constants such that, for every 1 < г < η, 






Then, by lemma 11.3.4(ii), \-QE ΕΗβ^-.μ. (Notice that Lhs^- does not contain 
term-variables.) Since r is not safe, we know that 
-i{xl:pi, .. .,Xn-Pn} ("Qr Rhs-.T. 
Suppose (towards a contradiction) that Ι-£
ε
 Ρ/ΐ5Κ:μ. 
Then, by lemma 11.3.4(i), there is a Curry-substitution S2 such that 
S2 (π,.) = μ, and, for every 1:7 € Рг, Ьсг x^Si (7)· 
By definition 9.3.6 (ii.a.2), for every 1:7 e P
r
 there is an 1 <i <n such that χ = i j . Since 
Si replaces type-variables by type constants, the type assigned to Q, can only be S] (р
г
). 
This implies that for every 1:7 6 P
r
 there is an 1 < г < η such that 1 = х
г
 and S2 (7) = 
Si (р
г
). It is straightforward to verify that, since Si replaces type-variables by type 
constants, there is a Curry-substitution S3 such that S2 = S10S3. So, for every 1:7 € P r 
there is an 1 < г < η such that: χ = i j and р
г
 - S3 (7). But then by theorem 11.1.4 





Moreover, μ = Si (τ) = S2 (яу) = S10S3 (тг,·). Since Si replaces type-variables by distinct 
type constants, τ = S3 (*>)· 
ii) Since г is safe, there are Ρ, π such that: if P P Q (Lhs) = <P, π > , then Ρ I-Q. Rhs-.n. 
Suppose P P Q (Lhs) = < P , π>, and R is a replacement such that there are basis В and 
type μ such that В f-Q. £/ΐ5Κ:μ, then, by lemma 11.3.4(i) there is a Curry-substitution S 
such that 




But then by theorem 11.1.4 
S ( P ) h C £ Rhs:S(n) &V x:p€ Ρ [Bl·^ xR:S(p)]. 
So, by lemma 11.3.4(ii) В \-Cs RhsR:ß. D 
Notice that, although the proof of part (i) explicitly used the presence of type constants, the 
problem of loss of subject reduction also arises if type constants are not in the type system. 
However, we do not believe that it is possible to prove that the condition is also necessary in 
this particular case. 
Chapter 12 Partial Rank 2 Intersection Type 
Assignment in Applicative Term Rewriting 
Systems 
The notion of type assignment presented in this chapter for Applicative Term Rewriting Systems 
will be based on the Rank 2 intersection type assignment system for the lambda calculus, and 
will be a restriction of the partial intersection type assignment system of chapter ten. 
In the previous chapter, a partial type assignment system for Left Linear Applicative Term 
Rewriting Systems was presented. The system presented here can be seen as a variant of this 
system; the differences between these two are in the set of types that can be assigned to nodes 
and edges: Curry types in chapter eleven, intersection types of Rank 2 in this one. Another 
difference lies in the way we deal with recursively defined objects. The system in chapter 
eleven was based on Mycroft's extension of Curry's type assignment system, the one presented 
in this chapter will be based on Milner's. Also, because intersection types are used, the term 
rewrite rules need no longer be left linear. 
We will define three operations on pairs: the operations of Rank 2 substitution and duplication 
are in fact the same as defined in chapter eight, the operation of weakening will replace a basis 
by a more informative one. We will define a notion of type assignment using Rank 2 intersection 
types. We will show that the defined operations are sound, i.e: for every basis 5 , term T, type 
σ and operation O: if В l-R£ Τ:σ and 0 ( < B , σ>) = <B', σ'>, then B' l-R£ T V . 
We will show that the presented notion of type assignment has the principal type property. 
We will obtain this result by defining (using the unification algorithm for intersection types 
of Rank 2) for every term Τ the principal pair for T. We will show that for every typeable 
term T, there are a basis Ρ and type тг such that the pair <P, π> is the principal pair for T, 
i.e. Ρ h^g Τ:π, and, for every basis В and type σ such that В Ьц^ Τ:σ, there is a chain of 
operations С such that C ( < P , π>) = <B, σ>. 
We will formulate a constraint typeable rewrite rules should satisfy in order to gain subject 
reduction. We will also show for every rewrite rule Lhs => Rhs that, if <P, π> is the principal 
pair for Lhs, Τ is obtained from Lhs by replacing (in a consistent way) term-variables by terms, 
and Τ is typeable by r, then there is a chain of operations С such that С (π) = τ, and, for every 
a;:a occurring in P, the replacement of χ is typeable by С (a). With this result, we will prove 
the formulated condition to be sufficient. 
Wc conclude this chapter by discussing some implementation aspects of Rank 2 type assign­
ment in Applicative Term Rewriting Systems. 
12.1 Operations on pairs 
In this section we will discuss three operations on pairs of basis and type, namely substitution, 
duplication and weakening. Substitution is the same operation as defined in definition 8.3.1.1, 
with the same properties as, for example, in lemma 8.3.1.2. It will not be repeated here, 
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although, for example, the notion of basis is different for the notion of type assignment we 
discuss here. Duplication is very similar to the one defined in definition 8.3.2.1, and will be 
presented in definition 12.1.2. 
The third operation we will present here is weakening. It was not needed for the results of 
chapter eight, but it plays a role in this chapter. 
Definition 12.1.1 i) A statement is an expression of the form Γ:σ, where Τ G Ter (Σ) and 
σ e 7R. Τ is the subject and σ the predicate of Τ:σ. 
ii) A basis is a set of statements with distinct term-variables as subjects and types in 7j as 
predicates. 
The definition of basis is not the same as in definition 8.2.3, since we do not allow for 
statements with the same term-variable. Unlike in chapter eight, this will cause no difficulties 
here. To make the Rank 2 system as we will define it in this chapter for Applicative Term 
Rewriting Systems fully comparable with the definition of the similar system for the lambda 
calculus in chapter eight, we have chosen to allow for types in T\ for term-variables only. 
As in definition 2.3.2 we will extend the relation < R to bases. Notice that Щ Б ] , . . . , ß n } 
is well defined, since, if σχ,..., j
m
 are predicates of statements in BiU- · · υ 5
η
, then σ\ £ T\, 
..., a
m
 e Tj, and σιΠ- · Пащ € Τχ. 
We now come to the definition of duplication. The differences between the one defined in this 
chapter and the one in definition 8.3.2.1 lies in part (ii), and is caused by the difference in the 
definition of bases. 
Definition 12.1.2 Let S be a basis, σ S TR, and η > 1. The triple <n, Β, σ> determines a 
duplication £ > < 7 1 I B ) ( T > : 7R —• 7R, which is constructed as follows: 
i) a) Suppose V= {<p\,..., ¡р
т
} is the set of all type-variables occurring in <B, σ>. 
Choose τη χ η different type-variables φ\,..., φ™,..., φ^,..., φ^, such that each 
ψ
1
, (1 < i < η, 1 < j < τη) does not occur in V. Let Si be the substitution that replaces 
every <pj by tpl. 
b) £><η,β,σ> (r) = Si (τ)n- · -nSn (τ). 
¡0 0<η,Β,σ> (В') = {x:D<n:Bz<7> (ρ) I x:p e В'}. 
i") D<n,B,<?> {<B', σ ' > ) = < 0 < η , Β ,
σ
> (β'),£»<η,Β,σ> (σ ')>· 
Instead of 0<ηβσ>, we will write <τι, Β, σ>. 
This definition satisfies the same properties as in lemma 8.3.2.2. 
Lemma 12.1.3 LetD = <n, Β, σ>. 
i) If σ < R τ, then D (σ) < R D (τ). 
ii) D(<B', σ'>) = <Π{Β 1 , . . . , B n } , σ ] Π···Πσ η > with, for every 1 < г < п , there is a 
substitution Si such that Si (<B', σ'>) = <B¿, a¿>. 
iii) D(<B, σ>) = <Π{Βι,. . . ,Β 7 1 } ,σ 1 η· · ·ησ η > with, for every 1 < i < 7 i , <Bi, a¿> isa 
trivial variant of <B, σ>, and the <Bi, Œi> are disjoint in pairs. 
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iv) If r e Tc (Τ,, Τ2, r R ) , then D (τ) Ç Τ, (Tj, TR, TR) 
Proo/ Immediately by definition 12 12 D 
We now come to the definition of the operation of weakening, it replaces a basis by a more 
informative one 
Definition 12 1 4 A weakening W is an operation characterized by a pair of bases <Bo> В\> 
such that By < R So, and it is defined by 
i) W(a) = σ 
и) W(<B,a>) = <B
u
a>,\{ В = В0 
in) W(<B, σ>) = <B, σ>, if S ^ ß ( , 
Notice that a weakening <ß<), ß i > corresponds toa lifting «BQ, σ>, <B\, σ > > , 
although they are not equivalent 
Similar to definition 8 3 3 1 we will define 
Definition 12 15 i) A type-chain is a chain of operations of substitution and duplication only 
n) A Rank 2 chain is a type-chain concatenated with one operation of weakening 
This notion of type-chains also satisfies lemma 8 3 3 2 
12.2 Rank 2 type assignment in ATRS's 
Rank 2 type assignment on an ATRS (Σ, R) will be defined as the labelling of nodes (except 
those containing Ap) and edges in the tree-representation of terms and rewrite rules with types 
in 7R In this labelling, as before, we will use that there is a map that provides a type in T2 for 
every F e EQ Such a map is called a Rank 2 environment 
Definition 12 2 1 Let (Σ, R) be an ATRS 
1) A map £ Σο —» Тг is called a Rank 2 environment if for every F € Σο with arity n, 
£ ( F ) = £ ( F T l _ i ) = = 5 ( F 0 ) 
11) For F € Σ() with arity η > 0, σ € Τχ, and S an environment, the environment £[F =σ] 
is defined by 
a ) £ [ F =a](G) = a , i f G e { F , F
n
_ b , F,,} 
b) £\F =σ] (G) = ε (G), otherwise 
Rank 2 type assignment on Applicative Term Rewriting Systems will be defined, like before, 
m two stages In the next definition we define Rank 2 type assignment on terms, and in 
definition 12 2 6 we will define Rank 2 type assignment on term rewrite rules 
Definition 12 2 2 Let (Σ, R) be an ATRS, and f a Rank 2 environment 
1) We say that Τ ζ Ter (Σ) и Rank 2 typeable by σ € 7R with respect to Í , if there exists an 
assignment of types to edges and nodes that satisfies the following constraints 
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a) The root edge of Τ is typed with σ. 
b) The type μιΠ- • -Πμτη is assigned to the in-going edge of an application node, if and 
only if there are σ\,..., a
m




) is the type 
assigned to the left out-going edge, and the type assigned to the right out-going edge 
isffifV · -Пат,. 
| μ 1 η·· ·Πμ 7 η 
t 
Ap 




) / Х ^ Г 
с) The type assigned to a function node containing F € Σο (where F has arity η > 0) is 
τ\Γ\- • -riTm, if and only if, for every 1 < i < m, there are σ ] , . . . , σ^ G Tj and а
г
 £ Т^, 
such that Tj = ffj—> »σ^—>а
г
, the type assigned to the j-th (1 < j < n ) out-going 
edge is σ'η· · •Πσ!'1, and the type assigned to the in-going edge is σιΠ- · Г т . 




) η · · · η ( σ ^ . . —
 σ
™-
η· · ησί 
d) If the type assigned to a function node containing F is τ, then there is a type-chain С 
such that С (£ (F)) = т. 
ii) Let Τ e Ter (Σ) be Rank 2 typeable by σ with respect to £. If В is a basis such that for 
every statement x:r occurring in the typed term-tree, there is а х:т' ё В such that 
τ ' <R τ, we write В I-R£ Τ:σ. 
Notice that if В \-R£ Τ:σ, then В can contain more statements than needed to obtain Τ:σ. 
A Rank 2 environment does not provide a type for Ap; instead, in part (i.b) of definition 
12.2.2 it will be defined how the edges attached to an application node should be typed. So 
the node containing Ap itself is not typed; this is because although we know that, for every 














 € Tj. 
By definition 12.2.2(i.d), the definition of 7R as in definition 8.2.1 is more general than 
actually needed. It would be sufficient to define TR by: 
iii) 7R, the set of intersection types of Rank 2 is defined by: if σ, σι, . . . , σ
η
 € Tj, and for 
every 1 < г < η there is a substitution 5
г
 such that 5
г
 (σ) = а
гу
 then σιΠ· · ·ησ
η
 G TR. 
but this would have complicated the presentation of this chapter unnecessarily. 
For the notion of type assignment as defined in definition 12.2.2, the following properties hold: 
Lemma 12.2.3 i) В I-R£ Τ:σ\η- • -Πση if and only if for every 1 < i < n , В h R £ Τ·.σι. 
ii) If X:T is a statement occurring in the typed term-tree for В \-^£ Τ:σ, then В < R {X:T}. 
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Proof: Immediately from definition 12.2.2. D 
Because of part (i) of this lemma, in most proofs over В I-R£ T:a we will only show the 
part that assumes σ € Т^. 
As in chapter ten in defining type assignment on rewrite rules, we will restrict the possible 
bases for rewrite rules to those that contain nothing but the statements needed to type the left 
hand side. In the next definition we will introduce the notion of Rank 2 used bases, which is 
similar to that of used bases. This notion will be convenient in several proofs and definitions 
in the rest of this chapter. 
Definition 12.2.4 i) The Rank 2 used bases of В l-R£ T:a are inductively defined by: 
a) σ € Гг. 
1) Τ = χ. Take {χ:σ}. 
2)Τ = Αρ (Τι, Тг). Then there is a τ such that В l-R£. Τ, :τ->σ, and В l·^ Тг:т. 
Let B\ be a Rank 2 used basis of В I-R£ TJ :T—>σ, and B2 be a Rank 2 used basis 
o f S l · ^ Τ^.τ. ТакеЩВьВг} · 
3) Τ = F (Τ ι , . . . , T
n
). Then there are σ\,..., σ
η





. Let, for 1 < г < η, Bj be a Rank 2 used basis of В l-R£. Τι:σι. 
ТакеЩВ,,...,^}. 
b) If σ = σιΠ- · ·ησ
η
, then, by lemma 12.2.3 (i), for every 1 < г < η, В hR£. Т:с
г
. Let, 
for every 1 < г < η, В
г
 be a Rank 2 used basis of В l-R£ T:at. ТакеП{оі, . . . , Bn}. 
ii) A basis В is Rank 2 used for Τ·.σ with respect to E if and only if there is a basis B' such 
that B' l-R£. Γ:σ, and В is a Rank 2 used basis of B' l-R£ Τ:σ. 
We will say ' S is Rank 2 used forT:cr' instead of 'B is Rank 2 used io\T:a with respect to £ ' . 
As before, a Rank 2 used basis for a statement Τ:σ is not unique, but, again, the results of 
this chapter do not depend on the actual structure of a Rank 2 used basis, only on its existence. 
For Rank 2 used bases, the following properties hold. 
Lemma 12.2.5 i) If В is Rank 2 used for Τ:σ, then В l-R£ T:a. 
ii) В V^E Τ:σ <t=> 3 В' [ В < R В' & В' is Rank 2 used for Τ:σ ]. 
Proof: By induction on definition 12.2.4. G 
Thanks to the notion of Rank 2 used basis, we can give a clear definition of a typeable rewrite 
rule and a typeable rewrite system. Notice that this notion plays the same role in this definition 
as the notion of 'essentially used basis' did in definition 10.1.7. 
Definition 12.2.6 Let (Σ, R) be an ATRS, and E a Rank 2 environment. 
i) We say that Lhs => Rhs £ R with defined symbol F is Rank 2 typeable with respect to 
E, if there are basis B, type σ € Тг» s u c h 'hat 
a) В is Rank 2 used for Lhs:a and В l-R£ Rhs:a. 
b) In В l-R e Lhs-.a and В l-Rí. Rhs-.a, all nodes containing F are typed with E (F). 
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ii) We say that (Σ, R) is Rank 2 typeable with respect to £, if every r € R is Rank 2 
typeable with respect to £. 
Proposition 12.2.7 Let a; be a term-variable occurring in the rewrite rule r: Lhs ^ Rhs, and 
let г be typeable with basis В and type σ. If σ ι , . . . , a
m
 are all and nothing but the types 
assigned to the nodes containing χ in the typed term-tree for В l·^ Lhs-.a, and TJ, . . . , т
п 
are those for В \-^£ Rhs-.a, then ¡ r ^ n · • -ησ,η € В and σιΠ- · -Πσ™ < R ΤΙΠ- · ·ητ
η
. 
Proof: By definition 12.2.4 and lemma 12.2.3 (ii). D 
Notice that, in the above case, not necessarily σιΠ- · -ПСт = Т|П· · ·ητ
η
. 
12.3 Soundness of operations on pairs 
In this section we will prove that the three operations on pairs of basis and type (substitution, 
duplication and weakening) are sound on typed term-trees. We will also show that part (i.d) 
of definition 12.2.2 is sound: if there is a type-chain С such that C(£" (F)) = σ, then, for every 
type r 6 Тг such that σ < R T, the rewrite rules that define F are typeablc with respect to a 
changed environment, in which £ (F) is replaced by т. 
The following lemma will show that Rank 2 substitution is a sound operation on typed term-trees 
and rewrite rules. 
Theorem 12.3.1 Soundness of Rank 2 substitution. Let S be a Rank 2 substitution. 
i) If Β Κ
Κε
 Τ:σ, then 5 (В) |-R£. Τ:5(σ). 
ii) If В is Rank 2 used for Τ:σ, then S (В) is Rank 2 used for T:S(o). 
iii) Let r: Lhs => Rhs be a rewrite rule typeable with respect to the environment £, and let 
F be the defined symbol of r. Then г is typeable with respect to £[F :=S(£ (F))]. 
Proof: Very much like the one for theorem 10.2.2. We will, therefore, only show the proof of 
part (i), which is given by induction on the structure of T. (Assume σ S Tj.) 
a) Τ = χ. Then by lemma 12.2.3 (ii) В < R {χ:σ}. 
By lemma 8.3.1.2(i) S(B) < R 5({χ:σ}), so by 12.2.2(ii) S(B) \-R£ x:S(a). 
Ъ)Т = Ар (Ть Τι). As part (i.c) of the proof of theorem 8.3.1.3. 
c) Τ = F (T\,..., Τ
η
). By definition 12.2.2(i) there are σ\,..., σ
η
 € Τ\, and a type-chain 
С such that C(€ (F)) = σι—» >σ
η
—+σ, and, for every 1 < г < η, Β l-R£. Τ^σ^. 
By induction for every 1 <i<n, 5 ( В ) Ь к
с
 Τί:5(σί), and, by lemma 8.3.1.2(ii), 
S(oi) 6 Tj. Since C * <S> is also a type-chain, and 5(σι—>· >σ
η
—»σ) = 
5(σι)-»· · - » 5 ( σ η ) - 5 ( σ ) , wehaveS(£) Ы£ F(Tb . ..,Τη):5(σ). D 
We will now prove that the operation of duplication is sound on typed term-trees and rewrite 
rules. 
Theorem 12.3.2 Soundness of duplication. Let D be a duplication such thatD(<B', σ'>) = 
< β " , σ " > . 
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i) If Β' \-
Κε
 Τ:σ', then В" \-R£ Тит". 
ii) If B' is Rank 2 used for Τ:σ', then B" is Rank 2 used for Τ-.σ". 
iii) Let r: Lhs =>· Rhs be a rewrite rule typeable with respect to the environment f, and let 
F be the defined symbol of r. If D (S (F)) = τ € TR, then, for every μ € Tj such that 
τ
 5ÍR M. г is typeable with respect to £[F :=μ]. 
Proof: Very much like the proof of theorem 10.2.5, but easier since duplication is a simplified 
version of strict expansion. 




 such that 
<B', σ'> = < Π { 0 1 , . . . , Bn}, σ,Π- · ·Πση>, 
and for every 1 < i < η there is a substitution 5, such that 5
г





Notice that for all F € Σο occurring in Τ by definition 12.2.2 (i.d), there is a type-chain 
С such that F is typed with С(£ (F)). Since С* < £ » is also a type-chain, F can be 
typed with the type D (C (£ (F))). 
The proof is completed by theorem 12.3.1 (i) and lemma 12.2.3 (i). 
ii) As the proof of part (i). 
iii) For every μζΤι such that τ < R μ, by definition 12.1.2 there is a substitution S such that 
μ=5(ε (F)). The proof is completed by theorem 12.3.1 (iii). D 
The next theorem states that a weakening performed on a arbitrary pair, will produce a correct 
result. 
Theorem 12.3.3 Soundness of weakening. For every Τ e Ter (Σ): if Β l·^ Τ·.σ, then for 
every weakening W: if W(<B, σ>) = <B', σ'>, then B' l-Rf. Τ:σ'. 
Proof: By definition 12.2.2(ii), for every х:т occuning in the typed term-tree for Τ:σ there is 
a χ:μ € В such that μ < R σ. By definition 12.1.4, B' < R B, and σ' = σ. For every ι :α € S 
there is a x:a' E В' such that a ' < R a. But then for every х:т occurring in the typed term-tree 
for Τ:σ, there is а χ:μ' e В' such that μ' < R Τ, so ß ' l·R£. Τ:σ. D 
Combining the results proved above, we know that Rank 2 chains and type-chains will have 
the following effect on pairs and rewrite rules: 
Lemma 12.3.4 i) If В Ь
К £ Τ:σ, and С is a Rank 2 chain such that C{<B, σ>) = <B', σ'>, 
then B' I-R^ Γ:σ'. 
ii) If ß is Rank 2 used for TV, С is a type-chain, and C(<B, σ>) = < £ ' , σ'>, then В' is 
Rank 2 used for Τ:σ'. 
iii) Let r: Lhs => Rhs be a rewrite rule typeable with respect to the environment £, and let 
F be the defined symbol of r. If С is a type-chain and С (8 (F)) = τ e TR, then, for every 
μ G Τι such thai τ < R μ, r is typeable with respect to £ [ F :=μ]. 
Prou/.· By theorems 12.3.1, 12.3.2 and 12.3.3. О 
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12.4 Principal type property 
In this section we will show that the partial Rank 2 type assignment system has the principal 
type property, by defining, for every typeable term T, a principal pair with respect to the 
environment 8, PPR£ (T), and by showing that, for all pairs <B, σ> such that В l·-^ Τ:σ, 
there is a Rank 2 chain С such that C(PP R £ (Τ)) = <B, σ>. 
We will define the principal pair for a term Τ with respect to £, consisting of basis Ρ and 
type π, by defining ΡΡ^
ε
 (Τ) using the operations unifyi and unify^. In theorem 12.4.8 we 
will show that, for every term, this is indeed the principal one. 
Definition 12.4.1 For every Τ € Ter (Σ) we define (using unify \, unify^, and toTç) the Rank 2 
principal pair with respect to ε by defining the notion ΡΡκ
ε
 (Τ) = <P, π> by: 
i) Τ Ξ χ. Then < Ρ , π> = <{χ:φ}, φ>. 
ІІ) Τ Ξ Ар ( Г
ь
 Га). Let PPRE {TX) = < P 1 , π, >, ΡΡΚε fö) = <P2, *2>, (we choose if 
necessary trivial variants such that these are disjoint in pairs), and ^2 = IOTQ (T^). then: 
a) If тгі = φ, then: 
PPR£ (Ар (Гь T2)) = <5 2 , S, > ( ^ { P L P 2}, ^ '>) , 
where Sj = un/^R (v?, S2 (^2) - · ' ¥>')· 
and (/3' is a type-variable not occurring in any other type. 
b) If π] - σ—УТ, then: 
P P R e (ΑρΙΊΊ, T2)) = <S2> * С(<ЩРи P2}, r > ) , 
where С = unify} (σ, .^ fa), $2 (P2))-
iii) Γ Ξ F ( Γ , , . . . , Τ
η
). If f (F) = 71-• »Ύη^Τ, and for every 1 < i < η, 
P P R £ (TJ) = < Р г , π,>, (we choose if necessary trivial variants such that the < Р г , 7Гг> 
are disjoint in pairs and these pairs share no type-variables with 71—» »In - >7), then: 
PPRE ( F ( T b . . . , T,,)) = С(<ЩРи . . . , Pn}, 7>), 
where С = < 5 | , . . . ,S
n






 = unify χ (Ci * · • · * С
г







Notice that part (ii) of this definition is the same as part (iii) of definition 8.4.2.1. 
Example 12.4.2 The typed rules for F (as in example 10.1.9) seem perhaps somewhat ad hoc, 
but using the environment: 
£(Ä') = l->2-»l 
Ε (Ζ) =3—4—4 
8 {I) =5—5 
Ε {F) =7η(6—7)η6—7 
where Ζ is defined by Z(x, y) => y, and using definition 12.4.1, the following can easily be 
checked: 
i) F (/y) is typeable by 8—>8, which is a type for both ƒ<) and I (IQ). 
ii) F(Z()) is typeable by (8—8)—8—8, which is a type for both ZQ and Z | (Z()). 
iii) Ρ(ΑΌ) is typeable by (8—9)—9—8—9, which is a type for both ΑΌ and Κ ι (K0). 
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The given types are the principal types for respectively F (IQ), F (Z<)), and F (KQ). 
Example 12.4.3 Using Rank 2 intersection types, the term S (ΑΌ, SQ, h)) has a smaller 
principal type than using Curry types. With the environment 
£(S) = (1->2->3)->(4-»2)->1П4-»3 
ε (I) =7^7 
and definition 12.4.1 the following can easily be checked: 
| 8->8 
S:((8->8)-»(((9-»10)->9)->(9->10)—10)-*8->8) -> 
(((9->10)—9— 10)-v((9^10)—9)->(9->10)->10) — 
(8-»8)n((9—10)->9->10) -• 8 ^ 8 
/ ! \ 
ΑΌ^β-^β)—(((9-»10)->9)-*(9-»10)-» 10)->8-» 8 I /0:(8-+8)n((9-+10)—9->10) 
5o:((9-»10)—9—10)-»((9-»10)-»9)->(9—10)->10 
If we define D (x) =$• Ap (x, x), then wc can even check that, for example, 
D (S (K0, SQ, I0)) and D (/„) are typeable by 11 —11. 
The following lemma will be used in the proofs of the next section. 
Lemma МАЛ Η PPR£ (Γ) = <P, π>, then Ρ is Rank 2 used for Τ-.ж, and π e Тг-
Proof: By induction on the definition of PPR^· (T), using lemma 12.3.4 (ii). D 
A direct consequence of this lemma is that if P P R £ (T) = <P, π > , then Ρ h j^ Т:ж. 
The following lemmas will be needed in the proofs of theorem 12.4.7 and lemma 12.5.3. The 
first will give a result similar to the one of lemma 8.4.2.4: if a type-chain maps the principal 
pairs of terms in an application to pairs that allow the application itself to be typed, then these 
pairs can also be obtained by first performing a unification. The second will generalize this 
result to arbitrary function applications. 








> such that the pairs are 
disjoint, and let С be a type-chain such that C ( P P R £ . ( T I ) ) = <BU τ->σ>, and C ( P P R £ . (Тг)) 
= <B2, т>. Then there are type-chains C 9 and C' and type α € 7^ such that 
PPR^ (Ap (Τ,, T2)) = Сд (<Π{Ρ 1 ) P2}, Q > ) , and 
C ' ( P P R £ (ApÇTu Tz))) = <П{В
І
, B2}, σ>. 
Proof: Like the one for lemma 8.4.2.4. D 
Lemma 12.4.6 Let σ € Тг, and for every 1 < г < η, P P R £ (Τ,) = < Р г , жг>, such that the pairs 
<Pi, ж1> and the type S (F) = 71—> ^fn-^J are disjoint, and let С be a type-chain such 
that 
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С (f (F)) = σ|—> >σ
η









Then there are type-chains С
э
 and Cp such that 
ΡΡκ
ε
 (F (Tu • - -, Γ
η
)) = Cg (<П{Р
Ь
 . . . , Ρ
η
}, 7>), and 
Cp(PPR£ (F(Tu . . . , Tn))) = < П { В Ь . . . , Βη}, σ>. 
Proof: Let, for 1 < г < η, 5
г
 = ίο7(; (7г
г





lemma 8.4.1.2 (i), for every 1 < г < η there is а С
г




'. Since the π, are 
disjoint, the 5
г
 do not interfere, so, without loss of generality we can assume that there is a C" 
such that С = < S 1 , . . . , Sn> * C', and for 1 < г < тг, С' (ъ) = Vf 
We will finish the proof by showing by induction on г that for every 0 < г < η there arc 
type-chains С
г
, С^, . . . , С^ such that С' = С^ * · · · * C¿ * С
г
, and for 1 < j < i the Cf are not 
defined on type-variables occurring in 5^ (π^), with к > г. 
i) i=0. Take CQ = С'. 
ii) Since С' (7
г
) = С' (Si (7г
г
)), by induction: 
Ct- ! (С» * · · · * С?_, (7,)) = Сг_ ! (С» * • • · * С?_ ! (5г (7гг))) = С г _, (5г (π,)). 
5 t (Рг) shares no type-variables with C{ * · • • * C^_i (ъ), so by lemma 8.4.1.2 (ii) there 
is a type-chain С
г
 such that С
г




















Take Сд = < 5 ι , . . . , 5п> * С\ * · • • * С%,, then by definition 12.4.1 (ііі) we have 




The following theorem will show that type-chains are sufficient to generate all possible pairs 
<B, σ> for a typeable term Τ such that В is Rank 2 used for Τ:σ. 
Theorem МАЛ If В is Rank 2 used for Τ:σ, then there are a basis P, type π and a type-chain 
С such that PPR£. (Г) = <P, π>, and C ( < P , 7r>) = <B, σ>. 
Proof: i) σ € Т^. By induction on the structure of T. 
a) Τ = x. Then S = {χ:σ}. Then σ 6 7c, and РР^ (χ) = <{χ:φ}, ψ>. 
ТакеС = <( ? :=σ)>. 
b) Τ = Лр(Г1, Τ2). Then, by definition 12.2.4(i.a.2), there are τ £ Tj and B¡, B2 such 
that B, is Rank 2 used for Tj : τ ^ σ , Вг i s R a n k 2 u s e d f o r T2-T, and В = XlJBj, Bj}. 




, and type-chains С
г
 such that 
P P R £ ( T I ) = <Ρ\, *i>, Ci (PPR£ (ГО) = < В Ь τ-»σ>, and 
P P R £ (T2) = < P 2 , 7 r 2 > , C 2 (PP R £ (Γ2)) = < B 2 , т > . 




> are disjoint, the type-chains С
г
 do not interfere, so 
C, * C 2 ( P P R f (Г,)) = <Bu τ^σ>, and C, * C2 (PP R £ (T2)) = < B 2 , r > . 
Then, by lemma 12.4.5, there are type-chains С and C
u
, and type α such that 
P P R f (Ap(Tu Тг)) = Си ( < Π { Ρ 1 > 2 } , α>), and C(PPR f (Αρ(Τ\, Тг))) = <В, σ>. 
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c) Τ = F ( Γ , , . . . , Τ
η




, and σ1,..., 
σ
η
 such that В = П{Ві, . . . , Sn}, and, for every 1 < i < η, В
г





. By definition 12.2.2(i.d), there is a type-chain Cp such that 
CF{S{F)) = al^---^an-+a. 




> (disjoint in pairs) and type-chains C„ 
such that 
PPR£ (Ά) = <Pt, щ>, and Ci (PPR£ (Тг)) = <Bt, а г > . 
Since the pairs <Ρ{, п
г
> are disjoint, the type-chains С
г
 do not interfere. Assume, 
without loss of generality, that none of the type-variables occurring in £ (F) occur in 




>. Let С' = С ρ * С\ * • • • * C
n
. Since, for every 1 < г < η, 




> , and С' (£ (F)) = σ^ -• >σ
η
^σ, then, by lemma 
12.4.6, there are type-chains С and C
u
 such that 
P P R ^ ( F i T , , . . . , Γη)) = C
u
 ( < Π { Ρ 1 , . . . , Ρ η } , 7>), 
and C{PPKe (F ( Γ , , . . . , Τη))) = <Β, σ>. 
ϋ) σ = σ]Π- · ·Πση. By lemma 12.2.4(i.b), for every 1 < г < η there is a Sj such that В
г
 is 
Rank 2 used for Т:а
г









> that arc disjoint in pairs. Take 5 such that 
З ^ Щ В , ' , . . . , B
n
'}, σ,'Π- · · η
σ η
' > ) = <Π{β 1 , . . . , Βη}, σ,Π- · · η σ „ > . 
By induction there are Ρ, π, such that ΡΡ
Άε
 (Τ) = < P , π > . LetD = <n, Ρ, π>, then 
D ( < P , π>) = <Π{Ρ 1, . . . , Ρη}, ιτ,η· · ·Ππη>, with P P R £ (Γ) = <Р г , π,>. 
By induction there are type-chains C\, . . . , C„ such that 













> and the <В
г
' , fft'> are disjoint in pairs, the Сг do not interfere. 
Take С = <D> * Ci * · · · * C
n
 * <5>. D 
Theorem 12.4.8 Principal pair property. 
i) Soundness. If PPR£ (Τ) = < P , π > , and С a Rank 2 chain such that C ( < P , π>) = 
<B, σ>, then В b R £ Τ:σ. 
¡i) Completeness. If В l-R5 Τ:σ, then there are Ρ and π, such that P P R £ (Τ) = < P , π>, 
and a Rank 2 chain С such that C ( < P , π>) = < S , σ>. 
Proof: i) By lemmas 12.2.5 and 12.4.4 and theorem 12.3.4 (i). 
ii) If В l-R f Τ.σ, then there is a S ' such that В < R Я ' and B' is Rank 2 used for Τ:σ. 
By theorem 12.4.7 there exist Ρ, π, and a type-chain C' such that PPR £. (Τ) = < P , π>, 
and C ' ( < P , π>) = <B', σ>. Take the weakening W= <B', B>, then H'(<S', σ>) = 
< 5 , σ>. TakeC = C ' * < W > . D 
12.5 A sufficient condition for subject reduction 
In this section wc will formulate a condition typeablc rewrite rules should satisfy in order 
to obtain subject reduction. This condition will be the same as the one formulated for the 
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type assignment system presented in the previous chapter. We will show that this condition is 
sufficient. 
Definition 12.5.1 i) We call a rewrite rule Lhs =Φ Rhs safe if: 
If PPR £. {Lhs) = <Ρ,τ>, then Ρ HR £ Rhs:v. 
ii) The definition of 'safely Rank 2 typeable with respect to S' is the same as given in 
definition 12.2.2 and 12.2.6, by replacing condition (i.a) of definition 12.2.6 by: 
If <P, 7г> = Р Р
К £ {Lhs), then Ρ Ь К £ Rhsw. 
Notice that the notion P P R ^ (T) is defined independently from the definition of typeable 
rewrite rules. Moreover, since type assignment as defined in this chapter is decidable, this 
safencss constraint on rewrite rules is decidable too. 
Before wc come to the proof that the condition is sufficient, we will prove some preliminary 
results. 
The following lemmas will formulate the relation between replacements performed on a 
term that is the left hand side of a rewrite rule, and possible type assignments for that term. 
The construction of the proof of lemma 12.5.3 will in fact be one of the motivations for the 
limitation of the possible left hand sides, as given in definition 9.3.2 (ii.a). 
Lemma 12.5.2 If Β Ι-κ
ε
 Τ:σ, and R is a replacement and B' a basis such that for every 
statement x-.a. € В В' l-R f аЛа, then Β' \-^ε T
R
:a. 
Proof: By easy induction on the structure of Τ (see the proof of lemma 11.3.4 (ii)). D 
Lemma 12.5.3 If Τ G LHS, for the replacement R there are В and σ such that В is Rank 2 
used for Τ κ :σ, and PPR£ (Τ) = <P, π > , then there is a type-chain C, such that С (π) = σ, 
and, for every statement x:a € Ρ, В l-Rí. xR:C(a). 
Proof: By induction on the structure of LHS. 
\)T = Ap (T], Тг). Since Ap (Tj, Tj)* = Ap (T,R, 72R), by definition 12.2.4 (i.a.2) there 
are r € Tj, and B\, Bj such that B\ is Rank 2 used for Τ^-.τ—*σ, and B2 is Rank 2 used 
for 7 2 R : T . By theorem 12.4.7 for 1 = 1,2, there are disjoint <Pl, -кг> = ΡΡΚε (Гг). 
Since T1] S LHS, by induction there is a type-chain Cj such that C\ (ττ)) = τ—>σ, and, for 
every statement x:a € P\, B\ l-R£. xR:Ci (a). For T2 we have either: 
a) T2 Ξ χ, so <P2,7r2> = <{ : i : :v}1 Ψ> for some φ. Take C2 = unify\ (τ, ψ, {χ·.φ}), 
then τ = 02{φ). -ог ¡s Rank 2 used for χ .τ, so by lemma 12.2.5 (i), for every 
statement x:a 6 P2, B2 l - ^ x^.Cj (a). 
b) T2 6 ¿WS, so by induction there is a type-chain C2 such that C2 {^2) = T . an<l, for 
every statement x:a e P21 ^2 '"Rf : E R :C'2 (a)· 




> are disjoint, the chains С
г
 do not interfere. Lei 
C, * C2 (<Pi, тг]>) = < 5 1 ' , τ-»σ> and Q * C2 (<P2. π 2 > ) = <B2, τ > · 
Let C 9 and тг be such that 
PPR £ (Лр(7ь Гг)) = <C f f (ΠίΡ,, Яг}), т > , 
then by lemma 12.4.5 there is а С such that 
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С(<С
Э
 (ЩР,, P2}), π>) = <Π{Β 1 ' , B2'}, σ>. 




:C2 (α) ] => 
V χ:α e П { Р
Ь
 Pj} [ U{BU B2} Ы£ xR:Cg * С (a) ] => 
V x:a e Cg (П{Р Ь P2}) [ Π{Β,, Bz} b R £ z R :C(a) ]. 
¡i) Τ Ξ F ( Γ , , . . . , Τ
η
). Since Ρ ( Γ , , . . . , T
n
)R = Ρ (Τ,1*, . . . , Γ
η
κ ) , by definition 




 such that, for every 1 < i < η, В
г
 is 





, and В = П { В
Ь
 . . . , ß „} . By definition 12.2.2(i.d) there is a 
type-chain С ρ such that Cp (5 (Ρ)) = σ\—» >σ
η
—»σ. 
Let 6 (Ρ) = 71-> Ηη—*Ί· By theorem 12.4.7 and definition 12.4.1 (iii) there is a 
type-chain Cg and < Р
г
, π,> (1 < г < η, disjoint in pairs) such that, for every 1 < г < η, 
PPR£ (T.) = <Р г , π,>, and P P R £ ( F ( Γ ι , . . . , Γ„)) = C s (<П{Рь . . . . Ρη}, 7>)· 





>. Then for every 1 < г < η either: 
a) Т
г




> = <{χ·.φ}, φ> for some φ. Take С
г









 (< )^. В
г
 is Rank 2 used for xR:ol, so, by lemma 12.2.5 (i), for every 











 G LHS, so by induction there is a type-chain С
г






, and, for 




 Н ^ a:
R
:Cl (oc). 
In any case, for every 1 < г < η there is a type-chain С
г
 such that С
г
 (πΟ = а
г
, and for 













, σ^, and 
С' (71-» »Τη-»!) = σ,— >σ
η
^σ, 
by lemma 12.4.6 there is a type-chain С such that 
€{ΡΡ
Κε
 (F(TU ..., Tn))) = <ЩВи ..., Bn}, σ>. 




 I-R^ I R : C , (α) then 




} , Π ί ^ ι , . . . , B
n
} h ^ iR:Cg * С (a) 
so for every z:a € C9 (П{Р
Ъ
 ..., Pn}), П{В,, . . . , B
n
} \-R£ I R : C ( Q ) . О 
In the followinglheorem, we will prove that our solution is sufficient. 
Theorem 12.5.4 The condition is sufficient. Let r : Lhs => Rhs be a safe rewrite rule. Then 




Proof: (Assume μ € Тг.) Let PPpf- (ІЛз) = < P , 7Г>. Since r is safe, Ρ l-R£ Rhs-.n. 
Suppose R is a replacement such that there are Β, μ such that В l-R£. ¿/ΐΑΚ:μ. By lemma 
12.2.5 (ii) we can assume that В is Rank 2 used for ¿/ΐίΚ:μ, so by lemma 12.5.3 there is a 
type-chain С such that С (π) = μ & V a;:a e Ρ [ В І-
К
£ i R :C(a) ]. 
By lemma 12.3.4(i) C(P) Н
К £ Rhs:C(n), soC(P) l-Rf. Α/ΐ5:μ, and 
V x:a e Ρ [ В b R c a;R:C(a) ] => V χ:α € C(P) [ В Ь К £ I R : Q ]. 
So by lemma 12.5.2 В bR£. RhsR^. D 
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In the previous chapter it was also shown that the condition formulated in that chapter is 
necessary. This result was achieved by extending the set of types with type constants, and for 
every rewrite rule that was not safe, a specific replacement that gives the counterexample was 
created. In this construction it was used that every type σ can be inhabited in a trivial way: just 
pick a constant Q, not already used, and assume that £ (Q) = σ. 
In the notion of type assignment as defined in this chapter we cannot give this construction, 
because we cannot let every type be trivially inhabited. The environment of this chapter returns 
types in Τι, and a function symbol F can only have an intersection type αΓ\β if there exists 
a type chain С such that C(£ (F)) = αΠβ. This means that we cannot show that there is, for 
example, a function symbol that can be assigned the type ψο^(ψι~*¥>())· 
12.6 Implementation aspects of Rank 2 type assignment in ATRS's 
The results of this chapter could be used to implement a type-check algorithm for ATRS's. It 
should be noted that the notion of type assignment as defined here is really a type-check system. 
Take, for example, the rewrite rule 
I(x) =$• x. 
The smallest environment possible for this rule maps I to the type 1—»1. We have shown 
that all types that can be obtained from this one by substitution or duplication are allowed for 
the rewrite rule, but the set of types thai can be used is larger that just the set obtained by those 
operations. For example, the rewrite rule can also be typed using the type ІП2—•!. To obtain 
a type-inference algorithm an operation should be inserted that allows of more specific types 
than generated by substitution and duplication. Take, for example, the rewrite rules: 
F(x) => χ 
F(x) =>· Ap(x,x). 
A type-inference algorithm could, for example, type both alternatives separately and combine 
the results found. For the first rule it would find E (F) = 1—»1, for the second £ (F) = 
(2—>3)n2—>3. These types cannot be unified using operations defined in this chapter. To 
obtain the correct type for F, 6n(5—>6)n5—>6, an operation is needed that inserts extra types 
in the left hand side of the top arrow type constructor. It is not at all easy to define such an 
operation that is sound in all cases. 
Another thing to notice is that, although type assignment (and type-checking) by the notion 
of type assignment defined here is decidable, the complexity of type-checking is bigger than 
for a system based on Curry-types. The biggest problem will arise when checking a type 
provided for a function symbol. Suppose Lhs =$• Rhs is a rewrite rule. One way to implement 
type-checking for this rule would be to construct the principal pair <P, π> for the term Lhs, 
and to try and type Rhs using this pair. LetaiO • -Πσπ be the type assigned to the term-variable 
χ in P. Then, for every occurrence of χ in Rhs, some selection of the types in ajlT · ·ησ
η 
should be made. In the worst case, the number of possibilities that must be tried is huge: 2n. 
There arc some more efficient ways to type-check a rule, but the complexity is still exponential. 
However, in every day programming life η will rarely be larger than 2. 
The concept of overloading in programming languages is normally used to express that dif­
ferent objects (typically procedures) can have the same identifier. (For another approach to 
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overloading, see [Castagna et al '92] ) Al first sight, il seems to be nothing but a tool to oblain 
programming convenience, but the implemenlational aspects of languages with overloading 
are not at all trivial In functional programming languages, functions axe. first order citizens, 
which means that they can be handled as any object, like, for example, numbers In particular, a 
function can be passed as an argument to another one, or could constitutes its result Especially 
in the first case it can occur that, at compile lime, it cannot be decided which of the several 
function definitions for an overloaded identifier is really needed If this decision cannot be 
made, the compiler should generate code that contains all possible functions, and some kind 
of case-construct that makes it possible to select at runtime which is the code to use For 
reasons of efficiency, and lo avoid run-time checks on function types, it seems natural to allow 
of overloaded objects only if at compile time, it can be decided which of the different function 
definitions is meant, since then the compiler can decide for every occurrence of an overloaded 
symbol which of the several function definitions should be linked into the object code 
The intersection type constructor is a good candidate to express this kind of overloading 
(see also [Pierce '91 ]) It seems natural lo say, for example, that the type for addition Add is 
(mt—>int—»int)n(real—>real—»real) Incorporating the notion of overloading into a formal system 
for type assignment as defined in this chapter implies that the restriction on types that can be 
provided by a Rank 2 environment should be dropped, in such a formalism, types provided by 
the environment should be in 7R, not just Tj 
Selection of one of the function definitions for an overloaded identifier can be accomplished 
by defining, similar to definition 12 2 2(i d) how a type for a function symbol can be obtained 
from the one provided by the environment, in the lollowing way 
If the type assigned to a function node containing F is τ, then there is a σ e Τι such 
that 8 (F) <R σ, and a type chain С such that C(a) = r 
This selection will then be reflected in the way intersection types are unified Since only 
one of the types in an 'overloaded' type can be used, the unification should try to unify the 
demanded type with each individual type occurring in the provided type Using this definition, 
the notion of 'principal pair' becomes slightly more complicated This is best explained by 
discussing the implementation of the type-checker that is looking for such a pair Take the 
function foldr that is defined by 
foldr ƒ г [] = г 
foldr f г (а Ь) = f a (foldr f г b) 
and can be typed by (l-»2-*2)-»2-»[l]-*2 If we take the term 'foldr Add 1 [2, 3, 4]', then it 
is clear that this term should be typeable by the type mt When constructing the type assignment 
for this term, the subtcrm 'foldr Add' is typed As such, the type needed for Add cannot be 
uniquely determined for this term it is the second argument of foldr that forces the selection 
Since there is a chance of success, the type-checker should postpone the decision to reject 
the term, and consider both possibilities simultaneously This means that, formally, the term 
foldr Add has two principal types (which is not the same as saying that its principal type is an 
inlersection) 
Summary 
"Whenyou know how to do it, Zuck, it's very easy 
It's like riding a bike " 
"No, no, people tend to devalue the sophistication 
of their own special field 
It's easy only because of all you know " 
- Philip Roth, The Anatomy Lesson (1983) 
This thesis deals with a number of different 
notions of type assignment that use intersection 
types, and it can roughly be divided in three parts 
The first part briefly discusses definitions and 
properties of a number of type assignment 
systems that were developed in the past by other 
authors The second and third part contain results 
of the author's research, notions of type 
assignment defined for the lambda calculus are 
presented in the second part and for Term 
Rewriting Systems in the third part 
In the first chapter, Curry's Type Assignment 
System is discussed, the oldest en most 
elementary type assignment system, in which 
type assignment is decidable and all typeable 
terms are strongly normalizable lilis system has 
the principal type property all possible types for 
a term can be generated from a specific type, by 
means of operations chosen from a predefined 
collection bor Curry's system this collection 
consists entirely of type substitutions 
In chapter two a number of intersection type 
assignment systems is discussed The 
Coppo Dezani Type Assignment System (CD) in 
section 2 1 is a generalization of Curry's system 
in which it is possible to type term variables with 
more than one type If the set of terms is limited 
to those from the λΐ-calculus, type assignment in 
this system is closed for beta equality In section 
2 2 three different Coppo Dezani Vennen Type 
Assignment Systems (CDV) are discussed, the 
main difference between these and the 
CD system is the addition of the type constant ω 
These systems are closed for beta equality for the 
full lambda calculus, and, therefore, type 
assignment in these systems is undecidable It is 
possible to characterize the normalizing terms 
and the terms that have a head normal form by 
means of the assignable types For one of these 
systems the principal type property is proved, in 
order to do so, restrictions have to be made Next 
to type substitutions the collection of operations 
allowed for this system contains expansions on 
types as well 
In section 2 3 the Barendregt-Coppo-Dczam 
Type Assignment System (BCD) is discussed, a 
generalization of the CDV-systems in which it is 
possible to give the same characterization of 
typeable terms as in the CDV-systems The 
generalization made consists of treating 'Π' as a 
normal type constructor and introducing a partial 
type inclusion relation (<), and it is made in 
order to prove completeness of type assignment 
I he set of typeable terms is exactly the same as 
in the CDV-systems, only the set of types that can 
be assigned to a term is significantly bigger I he 
construction of a filter lambda model and the 
definition of a map from types to elements of this 
model (a simple type interpretation) make the 
proof of completeness possible if the 
interpretation of the term M is an element of the 
interpretation of the type σ, then M is typeable 
with σ Also, the BCD system has the principal 
type properly Next to type substitutions and 
expansions on types the collection of operations 
allowed for the BCD-system contains rises as 
well 
In chapter three two notions of type assignment 
are discussed, the Milner Type Assignment 
System and the Mycroft Type Assignment 
System, that are defined for a primitive 
applicative (functional) programming language 
They differ from Curry's system in the extension 
of the lambda calculus with new syntactic 
constructors that enable to express recursion and 
polymorphism Both systems have the principal 
type property Type assignment in Milner's 
system is decidable, in Mycroft's system it is not 
The second part of this thesis starts with 
chapter four, which contains the presentation of 
the Strict Intersection Type Assignment System 
It is a slight restriction of one of the CDV systems 
and at the same time a subsystem of the 
BCD system the set of typeable terms is the 
same as in both the other systems, and lypeability 
in the strict system is therefore undecidable too 
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All possible derivations in the BCD-system can 
be built by first constructing a derivation in the 
strict system and to use the type inclusion relation 
< afterwards This system gives rise to the 
definition of a strict filter lambda model, and 
completeness of type assignment is proved using 
an inference type interpretation instead of a 
simple type interpretation In chapter six it is 
proved that the strict system too has the principal 
type property The collection of operations 
allowed for the strict system consists of, next to 
type substitutions and expansions on types, 
liftings as well, which is a restricted kind of rise 
Chapter five contains the presentation of the 
i^ssential Intersection Type Assignment System, 
a small extension of the strict system and also a 
restriction of the BCD-system 1 his notion of 
type assignment is equivalent to BCD-type 
dssignmenl, and for this system it is even possible 
to prove completeness of type assignment using a 
simple type interpretation The essential system 
also has the principal type property, the 
collection of operations allowed for is the same 
as for the strict system, only the order in which 
operations can be used is different 
Chapter seven contains the presentation of a 
type assignment system that, like the strict 
system, is a restriclion of the BCD-system The 
restriction consists of the elimination of the type 
constant ω, and gives rise to the definition of a 
filter λΐ-model Completeness of type assignment 
for terms from the λΐ-calculus is proved using this 
model, using a simple type interpretation Since 
the set of terms from the complete λΚ-calculus 
that is typeable in this system is exactly the set of 
strongly normal izable terms, type assignment in 
this system is undccidable as well 
In chapter eight a Rank 2 Intersection Type 
Assignment System is presented, that is based on 
the CD-system and has a strong similarity with 
Milner's system 1 his system too has the 
principal type property, and the operations 
allowed of are type substitutions and type 
duplications, ι e a simple kind of expansion on 
types Type assignment in this system is 
decidable 
The third part of this thesis starts with the 
definition of Applicative Term Rewriting Systems 
in chapter nine, a kind of term rewriting systems 
that has a special predefined function symbol 
(Лр) Terms in this class of rewriting systems are 
not only constructed by means of application, but 
also by supplying a function symbol that has a 
certain anty with sufficient arguments 
The first notion of type assignment on the tree 
representation of these rewriting systems is 
defined in chapter ten, and is based on the 
Essential Type Assignment System for the 
lambda calculus and Milner's way of dealing 
with recursion The definition of type assignment 
consists of defining an environment that returns a 
type for every function symbol, and the 
formulation of conditions that types assigned to 
the tree representation of terms and rewrite rules 
have to meet Types that can be assigned to 
function symbols in terms can be obtained from 
the types supplied by the environment they can 
be obtained by application of the operations of 
type substitutions, expansions on types, or 
liftings as defined for the strict system and the 
essential system for the lambda calculus In 
general, the notion of type assignment in Term 
Rewriting Systems does not have the property 
that types assignable to terms arc also assignable 
to terms that are obtained by applying a rewrite 
rule (the subject-reduction property) 
In chapter eleven a notion of type assignment 
on Left Linear Applicative Term Rewriting 
Systems is defined in the same way as in chapter 
ten This one, however, uses Curry types and 
Mycroft's way of dealing wilh recursion and is, 
therefore, not a restriction of the system in that 
chapter This notion of type assignment has the 
principal type property, and, using the principal 
type of the left hand side of a rewrite rule, a 
condition is formulated that is necessary and 
sufficient to obtain the subject reduction property 
The thesis is concluded with the presentation 
of a notion of type assignment on Applicative 
Term Rewriting Systems that uses Rank 2 
intersection types, and is a real restriction of the 
system defined in chapter ten This notion of type 
assignment too has the principal type property, 
and, using the principal type of the left hand side 
of a rewrite rule, a condition is formulated that is 
sufficient to obtain the subject-reduction property 
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Comparing the different 
notions of type assignment 
In this thesis fifteen different notions of type 
assignment are defined As mentioned in the 
introduction, there exists a very precise relation 
between the various systems 
There is an arrow in this picture from one 
turnstyle to another if the system at the end of the 
arrow is an extension of the system at the start if 
В h Μ σ holds in the system at the start of the 
arrow, then В h Μ σ holds in the system at the 
end, the latter M is sometimes obtained from the 
former one by bracket-abstraction To summarize 
the general differences and similarities between 
the systems, we emphasize the following 
• The set of typeable terms is the same m the 
systems h c o and \--
ω
 , and in the systems 
'"CDVR . '"CDVp , t"CDV . I~S . '"E a n d 
'"BCD . although, of course, the set of types 
assignable to those terms differ 
• Type assignment is decidable in the systems 
^C , l"R . ^ML , l-c £ '
 a n d
 '"«£ ' a n d 1 S 
undecidable in the systems b e o , '"CDV,, > 
l"CDVp . '"CDV , l"s , l'È . Ι""-ω . '"BCD . 
I" Мус . a n d 1"f 
• For the systems l -
c
 , l-R , \-CO\P . ^S . 
I"E , Ι~-ω , b B r D , | - M L , I"Мус > І"СС . 
and \-ц£ the principal type property is 
proved 
As mentioned in chapters four and five, a type 
assignment system is called conservative over 
another if the following is true 
Suppose all types occurring in В and 
σ are in the set of types of the latter 
system Then, В h Μ σ will hold in 
the former system if and only if 
В h Μ σ holds in the latter 
Most of the extensions in the picture above are 
not conservative extensions In the following 
picture we will show the true extensions that are 
not conservative 
CD 
We will illustrate this picture by a list of 
examples The statements mentioned are 
derivable in the first system, and not in the 
second Let D = Xx xx, I = Xx x, S = 
Xxyz xz(yz), К = Xxy x, R = 
Fix г Xxy (г (г у (λαό ο)) ι ) , M = (let 
χ = (Xy y) in ( ι ι ) ) ( ~ DI) 
Ь в с о over hcDV Ι (σ-+τ)-><τηρ—>τ 
l~CDV o v e r l-CDVp Ä" σ—»г—t-σ 
l-BCD o v e r ^"-ω SK τ—»σ—>σ 
К-ш over b e o Ι (σ—>r)—»σΠρ—>r 
b e o over I-R ID (σ—>τ)Πσ—*τ 
I-R over He DI σ—>σ 
hg over hg Ι (σ—»τ)—>σΓ\ρ—>τ 
h s over b e o Κ σ—»w—»σ 




 Κ σ->τ->σ 
(-MyC over l-ML RKI ψ 
I-Mi over h e Μ σ—*σ 
\-£ over l- R e IQ ( σ - » τ ) - > σ η ρ - > τ 
In the following we will give a list of examples 
to show the differences between incomparable 
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systems As before, the statements mentioned are 
derivable in the first system, and not in the 
second Let E - \xy xy, R' ( i , y) => 
Я'(Ä'(y.AO). *),£>'(*)=> Ар (χ, ι ) 
l-ML versus KR 
l-R versus l-M L 
\-c
e
 versus l-R c 
к
К
£ versus l-Q. 
І-СО
 д
 versus hen 
(-co versus I-CDV„ 
\- versus 1-
ο ο ν 
I-CD ν versus hg 
("CDV/. versus h CD 





 versus l-CDVp 
M σ—*σ 











í/^í/ig Intersection Types 
for Term Graph Rewriting 
Systems 
As was remarked in the introduction, one of the 
reasons to use intersection types is that we aim to 
extend the notion of type assignment defined here 
to one for Term Graph Rewriting Systems 1 hose 
systems, presented in [Barendregl etal '87], are 
a restricted kind of graph rewriting systems In 
general, graph rewriting is defined via presenting 
graph rewrite rules each rule consists of a left 
hand side graph, an optional right hand side, and 
one or more redirections The mam restriction 
made from general graph rewriting systems to 
Term Graph Rewriting Systems is to allow for 
only one redirection in a rewrite rule A term 
graph rewrite rule is a pair of rooted graphs, and 
the only rewrite that is permitted by this rule is 
that of replacing a graph that matches the left 
hand side graph entirely by a copy of the right 
hand side in which term-variables are replaced 
So this kind of graph rewriting corresponds to 
term rewriting, but allows of sharing and cyclic 
structures 
Term graphs can be obtained from terms 
through lifting them to graphs This lifting 
consists of writing terms as trees and of sharing 
variables that occur more than once in the term 
that is lifted Term graph rewrite rules are 
obtained from term rewrite rules in very much the 
same way the left and right hand side terms of 
every term rewrite rule are lifted to term graphs, 
and the nodes that represent variables occurring 
m both terms are shared If a variable appears in 
both the left and right hand side, this operation 
will generate a connected graph Of course it is 
also possible to define term graphs and term 
graph rewrite rules directly, without first taking a 
term or term rewrite rule and lifting it 
The extension of the notion of type assignment 
as presented in this thesis for Applicative Term 
Rewriting Systems to a system for Term Graph 
Rewriting Systems is straightforward Problems 
only arise when properties of such a notion 
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should be proved, like, for example, the principal 
type property Since graphs cannot be defined 
inductively (not even the subclass of term graphs 
can), it is not possible to define the principal pair 
for a graph inductively as done in, for example, 
chapter twelve However, there exists an easy, 
straightforward translation of term graphs to 
(possibly infinite) trees that is called unraveling, 
and type assignment on term graphs could be 
defined via type assignment on the (unravelled) 
trees the same way as in this thesis The concept 
of sharing itself causes no difficulties, since a 
shared node can be typed in the same way as in 
the corresponding tree, and when the graph is 
reconstructed, types assigned to corresponding 
nodes should be intersected In an 
implementation this will imply that the type 
assignment algorithm need not care about types 
that are already assigned to a node when it is 
visited 
The only problem arises when the graph itself 
is allowed to have a cyclic structure, which causes 
the unraveling to generate an infinite tree Then it 
is possible that the (infinite number of) copies of 
a node are all typed with different types, thus 
creating an intersection over an infinite number of 
types for the type assignment to the term graph 
One solution for this problem would be to detect 
cyclic structures while unraveling Cyclic nodes 
could then be typed with, at the most, the same 
number of types as the number of in-going edges 
Conclusion 
There is a great number of intersection type 
assignment systems defined in this thesis For the 
greater part, only the syntactical aspects of type 
assignment are investigated, like the set of 
typeable terms, the principal type property, and 
decidability of type assignment 
We have seen that Curry's Type Assignment 
System has the principal type property, type 
assignment is decidable, and all typeable terms 
are strongly погтаІігаЫе, unfortunately, 
however, the set of typeable terms is rather small 
The various intersection type assignment 
systems (like the Coppo-Dezam system, the three 
different Coppo-Dczani-Vcnnen systems, and the 
Barendregt-Coppo Dezani system) are all far 
more general type assignment systems than 
Curry's system The set of terms typeable in the 
latter two with a type different from the type 
constant ω is just the set of terms having a head 
normal form, and the set of terms typeable 
without ω in basis and conclusion is the set of 
normahzable terms Moreover, the CDV- and 
BCD-systems are closed tor /3-equality The 
results of chapter seven show that, if ω is not 
used at all (like in the CD system), the set of 
terms typeable is exactly the set of strongly 
normahzable terms We have seen the 
development of those intersection type 
assignment systems of which the BCD-system 
was the final one, and it is also the most 
frequently used and quoted 
From the functional languages point of view 
the disadvantages of these intersection systems 
are, however, great Type assignment in all those 
systems is undecidable, and especially the 
BCD-system is very general because of the 
<-relation on types it is not easy to really 
understand the relation between all types 
assignable to a term The Strict Type Assignment 
System, which is defined as a restriction of the 
BCD-system a couple of years after the 
BCD paper was published, is in fact closer to the 
CDV-systems than to the BCD-system It is strict 
in more than one aspect it is strict in the sense 
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that it has just enough power to type all CDV-
and BCD typeablc terms, and is restricted since it 
is not closed for ^ -reduction 
The results of chapters four and six actually 
show that the extension made in the CDV-systems 
to obtain the BCD-system was to general To 
obtain the major results of the BCD-paper, it is 
sufficient to treat ω not as a type-variable as done 
in the CDV-systems but as an empty intersection, 
and to use a relation on types that is induced in a 
natural way by intersections and by defining ω as 
the universal type To prove completeness of type 
assignment it is sufficient to use the strict filter 
lambda model (Engeler's model д) and the 
inference type semantics The results of chapter 
five for the Essential Type Assignment System 
show that even if the simple type semantics are 
preferred, the completeness result can be obtained 
via a filter lambda model that is defined using a 
relation on types that is just a small extension of 
the relation defined for the strict system 
Even the fact that the BCD-system has the 
principal type property does not speak in its 
favour, since both the strict system and the 
essential one have the same properly 
Implementation of type inference algorithms 
using intersection types is complicated Even 
implementing a partial type assignment algorithm 
that is only supposed to terminate on terms that 
have a normal form is not as straightforward as in 
other systems, the main source of the problems is 
the operation of expansion There are various 
ways of restricting intersection type assignment 
systems in order to obtain decidable type 
assignment The one studied in this thesis, the 
Rank 2 system, is the smallest restriction 
imaginable to have intersection types It has the 
following advantages the complexity of this 
system is manageable, it has the principal type 
property, type assignment is decidable, it is close 
to Milner's notion of type assignment, it is 
sufficiently powerful to express overloading 
operators, and it can type a larger class of objects 
Therefore, it seems reasonable to use this notion 
of type assignment in (functional) programming 
languages 
The notions of type assignment on Applicative 
Term Rewriting Systems as defined in this thesis 
use the approach for similar systems for the 
lambda calculus They show that it is possible to 
define such a notion for reduction systems that are 
more general than that calculus, and that are more 
close to (functional) programming languages 
The Applicative Term Rewriting Systems differ 
from these languages in that there are almost no 
restrictions on the structure of possible left hand 
sides of function definitions The results of 
chapter ten show that defining such a notion is 
straightforward, but that, unfortunately, the 
subject-reduction property is lost Since this 
property is vital for reduction systems, two less 
general notion of type assignment are defined in 
chapters eleven and twelve The first is very close 
to notions of type assignment used for functional 
programming languages at this moment and a 
condition is formulated that typeable rewrite 
rules should satisfy in order to obtain subject 
reduction In these systems type assignment is 
decidable, both these notions of type assignment 
have the principal type property, and, using the 
principal type of the left hand side of a rewrite 
rule, a condition is formulated that is sufficient to 
obtain the subject-reduction property 
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Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift behandelt een aantal 
verschillende noties van typering die gebruik 
maken van intersectielypes en kan ruwweg 
worden opgedeeld in drie onderdelen Het eerste 
deel behandelt ш het kort de definities en 
eigenschappen van een aantal typeringssystemen 
die door andere auteurs in het verleden zijn 
ontwikkeld Het tweede en derde deel bevatten 
het resultaat van eigen onderzoek en presenteren 
noties van typering gedefinieerd voor de lambda 
calculus in het tweede deel en noties voor 
termherschrijfsystemen in het derde deel 
In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt Curry's 
typeringssysteem besproken, het oudste en meest 
simpele typermgssysleem, waarin typering 
beslisbaar is en alle typeerbare termen strek 
normaliserend zijn Dit systeem heeft de 
voornaamste typeeigenschap (principal type 
property) alle mogelijke types voor een term 
kunnen uit een /eker gegeven type worden 
gegenereerd door middel van operaties gekozen 
uit een vooraf gedefinieerde collectie Voor 
Curry's systeem bestaat deze collectie volledig 
uit typesubstituties 
In hoofdstuk twee worden een aantal 
intersectietypermgssystemen besproken Het 
Coppo Dezani systeem (CD) in sectie 2 1 is een 
generalisatie van Curry's systeem waarin het 
mogelijk is termvariabelen met meer dan één 
type te typeren Wanneer de verzameling termen 
beperkt wordt tot die uit de λΐ-calculus, is 
typering in dit systeem gesloten voor 
beta-gelijkheid In sectie 2 2 worden drie 
verschillende Coppo Dezani Vennen systemen 
(CDV) besproken, het belangrijkste verschil 
tussen deze en het CD systeem is de toevoeging 
van de typeconstanle ω Deze systemen zijn 
gesloten voor beta-gelijkheid voor de volledige 
lambda calculus, en daarmee is typering binnen 
deze systemen onbeslisbaar Het is mogelijk de 
normaliserende termen en de termen die een 
kop normaal vorm (head normal form) hebben, te 
karakteriseren door middel van de toewijsbare 
types Voor één van deze systemen wordt de 
voornaamste typecigenschap bewezen, daartoe 
moeten echter aan het systeem beperkingen 
worden opgelegd De collectie van toegestane 
operaties voor dit systeem bestaat buiten 
typcsubstituties ook uit expansies op types 
In sectie 2 3 wordt het Barendregt - Coppo -
Dezani systeem (BCD) besproken, een 
generalisatie van de CDV-systemen waarin het 
mogelijk is eenzelfde karakterisering van 
typeerbare termen te geven De uitgevoerde 
generalisatie bestaat uit het behandelen van 'Π' 
als een volwaardige typeconstructor en het 
introduceren van een partiele type mclusie relatie 
(<) en wordt gemaakt teneinde volledigheid van 
typetoekenning te bewijzen De verzameling van 
typeerbare termen is exact gelijk aan die van de 
CDV systemen, alleen de verzameling van de 
types die kunnen worden toegekend aan een term 
is beduidend groter De constructie van een filter 
lambda model en de definitie van een afbeelding 
van types naar elementen van dit model (een 
simpele typeinterpretatie) maakt het bewijs voor 
volledigheid mogelijk als de interpretatie van de 
term M een element is van de interpretatie van 
het type σ, dan is M typeerbaar met σ Ook het 
BCD systeem be/it de voornaamste 
typeeigenschap De collectie van toegestane 
operaties voor het BCD-systeem bestaat builen 
typesubstituties en expansies op types ook uit 
typeverheffingen 
In hoofdstuk drie worden twee noties van 
typering besproken, het Milner systeem en het 
Mycroft systeem, die gedefinieerd zijn voor een 
primitieve applicatieve (functionele) 
programecrtaal Ze onderscheiden zich van 
Curry's systeem door de uitbreiding van de 
lambda calculus met nieuwe syntactische 
constructoren voor het kunnen uitdrukken van 
recursic en polymorfie Beide systemen bezitten 
de voornaamste lypeeigcnschap Typering binnen 
Milners systeem is beslisbaar, binnen Mycrofts 
systeem niet 
Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift begint met 
hoofdstuk vier, dat de presentatie van hel stricte 
intersectielype systeem bevat, welk een lichte 
beperking vormt van één van de CDV systemen 
en daarmee een deelsysteem is van het 
BCD systeem de verzameling van de typeerbare 
termen is dezelfde als in beide andere systemen 
en typeerbaarheid in het stricte systeem is 
daarmee dan ook onbeshsbaar ЛПе mogelijke 
afleidingen binnen het BCD systeem kunnen 
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worden opgebouwd door eerst een afleiding in 
het stricte systeem te maken en daarna de type 
inclusie relatie ' < ' te gebruiken Dil systeem 
geeft aanleiding tot de definitie van een strict 
filter lambda model en volledigheid van 
typetoekenning wordt bewezen door in plaats van 
een simpele lypeinlerpretalie de inferentie 
typeinterprelatie te gebruiken In hoofdstuk zes 
wordt aangetoond dat ook hel stricte systeem de 
voornaamste typeeigenschap bezit De collectie 
van toegestane operaties voor het stricte systeem 
bestaai builen typesubstituties en expansies op 
types ook uil typeoptillingen, een beperkte vorm 
van typeverheffingen 
Hoofdstuk vijf bevat de presentatie van het 
essentiële intersectie systeem, een kleine 
uitbreiding van hel stride systeem en eveneens 
een beperking van het BCD-systeem Deze notie 
van typering is equivalent aan BCD-typering en 
het is mogelijk zelfs voor dit systeem 
volledigheid van typeloekennmg te bewij/en met 
behulp van een simpele typeinterprctatie 
bvcneens het essentiële systeem bezit de 
voornaamste typceigcnschap, de collectie van 
toegestane operalies is dezelfde als voor het 
stricte sysleem, alleen de volgorde waarin 
operaties mogen worden loegepasl verschilt 
Hoofdstuk zeven bevat de presentatie van een 
typeringssysieem dat, zoals het stricte systeem, 
een beperking vormt van hel BCD systeem De 
beperking bestaat uit het verwijderen van de 
typeconstanle ω, en geeft aanleiding lot de 
definitie van een filter Al-model Volledigheid 
van typetoekenning voor termen uil de 
AI calculus wordt met behulp van dit model 
bewezen, gebruikmakend van een simpele 
typeinterprctatie De verzameling termen uit de 
volledige AK calculus die typeerbaar zijn binnen 
dit systeem is precies de verzameling van de sterk 
normaliserende lermen, en daarmee is ook binnen 
dit systeem typering onbeslisbaar 
In hoofdstuk acht wordl een rang 2 
intersectietypcringssysteem gepresenteerd, dal 
gebaseerd is op het CD systeem en sterke 
overeenkomst vertoont met het Milner systeem 
Ook dit systeem heeft de voornaamste 
typeeigenschap, en de toegestane operaties zijn 
lypcsubstituties en typcduplicatics, een 
eenvoudige vorm van expansie van types 
Typering binnen dit systeem is beslisbaar 
Het derde deel van dit proefschrift begint met 
de definitie van applicatieve 
termherschrijfsystcmen in hoofdstuk negen, een 
soort termherschrijfsystemen die een speciaal, 
voorgedefinieerd functiesymbool (Ap) bevatten 
Termen m de/e klasse van herschnjfsystemen 
worden niet alleen door middel van applicatie 
geconstrueerd, maar ook door een 
functiesymbool met een zekere ariteit van 
voldoende argumenten te voorzien 
De eerste notie van typering op de 
boomreprcsentatie van de/e herschnjfsystemen 
wordt gedefinieerd in hooldsluk tien, en is 
gebaseerd op hel essentiële typeringssysteem 
voor de lambda calculus en de manier van 
omgaan met recursie zoals gebruikt in Milners 
systeem De definitie van typering bestaat uit het 
geven van een omgeving die voor elk 
funciicsymbool een type levert en het formuleren 
van condities waaraan types toegekend aan de 
boomreprcsentatie van termen en hcrschrijfregcls 
moeten voldoen De types die kunnen worden 
toegekend aan functiesymbolen in termen kunnen 
worden verkregen uit de types geleverd door de 
omgeving ze kunnen worden verkregen door 
toepassing van de operaties typesubslitutics, 
expansies op types en typeoptillingen zoals 
gedefinieerd voor het stricte systeem en het 
essentiële systeem voor de lambda calculus In 
hel algemeen bezit de notie van typering in 
termhershnjf systemen niet de eigenschap dat 
types toekenbaar aan termen ook toekenbaar zijn 
aan termen die ontstaan door hel loepassen van 
een herschnjfregel (de subject-reductie 
eigenschap) 
In hoofdstuk elf wordt op dezelfde manier als 
in hoofdstuk tien een notie van typering op links 
lineaire applicatieve lermherschnjfsyslcmen 
gedefinieerd Deze maakt echter gebruik van 
Curry types en de manier van omgaan met 
recursie /oals gebruikt in Mycrofls systeem en 
vormt daarom dan ook geen beperking van hel 
systeem uit dat hoofdstuk De/e notie van 
typering bezil de voornaamste typeeigenschap en 
met behulp van het voornaamste lypc van de 
linkerkant van een herschnjfregel wordt een 
conditie geformuleerd die noodzakelijk en 
voldoende is voor het verkrijgen van de 
subject reductie eigenschap 
Het proefschrift wordl afgesloten met de 
presentatie van een nolie van typering op 
applicatieve termherschrijfsystemen dat gebruik 
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maakt van rang 2 intersectietypes en een echte 
beperking is van het systeem gedefinieerd in 
hoofdstuk twaalf. Ook deze notie van typering 
bezit de voornaamste typeëigenschap en met 
behulp van het voornaamste type van de 
linkerkant van een herschrijfregel wordt een 
conditie geformuleerd die voldoende is voor het 
verkrijgen van de subject-reductie eigenschap. 
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